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A STUDY OF A COEDUCATIONAL CORRECTIONAL FACILITY 
- - - - ABSTRACT -.---
Nationwide, many prisons have instituted innovative 

programs such as furloughs and work/education release to 

help ease reintegration back into the community. To date, 

only two adult prisons have been designated as coeducational 

correctional facilities. The Massachusetts Correctional 

Institution at Framingham is one of them. An exploratory 

study of Framingham was undertaken because no systematic 

research had been found on an adult coeducational facility. 

This study of MCI-Framingham had three general goals. 

These were: 

(1) to provide a general description of the 
facility and its programs; 

(2) to generate some exploratory data on 
inmates' perceptions of the social climate, 
the coeducational aspects, and selected 
programs of MGI-Framingham; and, 

(3) to examine the impact of the l>1CI-Framingham 
coeducational program on recidivism. 

A review of the correctional literature was carried out 

with a general focus on studies of all-male and all-female 

institutions. From the literature a conceptual framework 

for the exploratory part of the study emerged. There was 

an emphasis on the general concept of the social climate 

of the correctional facility with particular attention to 

such issues as: communication and information flow; 



punishment and reward; inmate subculture; sexual relation-

ships; and, relationshi~with the outside community. 

The description of MCI-Framingham--its history and 

physical layout, its staffing patterns) and its correctional 

programs--was based upon interviews with selected staff 

members, as well as upon various written documents and 

reports on Framingham. 

The exploratory part of the study was based upon inter-

views with fifty Framingham inmates. With respect to social 

climate, the findings can be summarized as follows: 

(1) Regarding communication and information 
flow, males tended to feel there was less 
communication between themselves and staff 
at Framingham than there was at their more 
structured former institution. However, 
since Framingham is more unstructured, inmates 
felt more able to participate in decision 
making concerning how the institution is run. 

(2) With regard to punishment and reward, both 
males and females felt staff will punish them 
for an infraction, but they see little chance 
that they would be punished by a fellow inmate. 
Males reported that they would be more likely 
to be punished by fellow inmates at their . 
former institutions. Staff at Framingham 
was also seen as more apt to give praise to 
inmates for positive behavior. 

(3) Concerning inmates 'relationship with the 
outside conununity, males 'tend to generally 
view their relationship as more positive 
than females. This could be due to the 
fact that males, exclusive of cadre, are 
primarily sent to Framingham for pre-release 

programs and tend to 90mpare and contrast 
Framingham with their sending institutions. 

(4) Concerning inmate subculture, there seemed 
to be a much less rigid subculture among 
men than women. Men seemed less involved 
with each other, resulting in less peer 
pressure and more individuality. Women 
tended to be more involved in a social 
system similar t~ those found in all-fema~e 
institutions. 

(5) As far as sexual relationships between men 
and women, the general response was that 
there was no difference at Framingham from 
that which exists on the outside. Inmates 
were willing to openly acknowledge the 
presence of female homosexuality, but denied 
the existence of male homosexuality. The 
inmatf.~s I attitudes on sexual roles were 
rather traditional and stereotyped, with 
the exception of female homosexuals. 
Finally, the inmates reported that, in 
general, they did not expect the relationships 
formed in Framingham to last on the outside. 

With respect to Framingham programs, inmates' perceptions 

of the furlough program and the work and education release 

programs were very positive; their perceptions of the cadre 

program were positive; and their perceptions of the 

counseling program were mixed. Also, it was cl~ar that 

their general view of the coeducational correctional 

experience was an extremely positive one. 

. . .,. . . 
Recidivism Follow-up. The comparison betwee.n the 

expected recidivism rate (17.3%) and the actual recidivism 
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rate (11.6%) revealed a substantial reduction in recidivism 

for the first 121 persons who we're released from Framingham 

since it became a coeducational facility. The impact of 

the Framingham program on recidivism tended to be somewhat 

greater for women--frorll l? 6% (expected rate) to 12.8% 

(actual rate)--than it was for men--from 11.8% (expected 

rate) to 8.6% (actual rate). 

An analysis of the relationship bet,ween background 

characteristics and recidivism was also car~ied out for the 

men and women, as well as for the total sample. On some 

factors, such as, institution committed to, offense, race, 

and drug usage, some interesting findings emerged. For 

example, none of the 14 men originally committed to Walpole 

were recidivists, while 14% of the 21 men originally 

co~nitted to Concord were recidivists. This may reflect 

a more careful screening of the Walpole commitments. On 

offense, the recidivism rate of property offenders (26%) was 

significantly higher than that of all other offenders (7%). 

Although this pattern is consistent with previous studies, 

the unusually large difference is noteworthy here. On race, 

black inmates, both female and male, had a considerably 

lower recidivism rate (8%) than that of whites (15%). 

Finally, unlike the findings of previous studies, the 

recidivism rate of those with histories of drug usage was 

no qigher than that of individuals with no histories of 

drug usage. 

In conclusion, there seems to be a clear convergence 

of the data in support of the coeducational correctional 

prclgram at MCI-Framingham. Although some negative' issues . 
were raised in the course of this study, the overall 

findings of this research lead to the conclusion that the 

Fr,amingham program is an effective and worthwhile correc-

tional enterprise. 

It is hoped that this research has contributed to a 

better understanding of the coeducational correctional 

experience, and that it will stimulate further study of 

this important area. 
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Anthony Giorgianni 
Jeffrey Gold 
Mark Jose 
John Noyes 
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What moves me in the morning is to be 
able to step outside and breathe fresh 
air; what moves me at night is to look 
back and knm\l lIve been able to handle 
a job and do something with myself; 
what moves me on reflection is that my 
sensitivity to others is corning back 
when I thought I had lost it. 

A Framingham Inmate 

,. ........ D _______ ~~ ____________ ~~~_-; ____________ ~ __ ~ 
--.r~ • 
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INTRODUCTION 

The current trend in corrections has been toward a 

philosophical base that has community reintegration and 

social rehabilitation of offenders as its goals, rather 
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than a previous emphasis on strict isolation of the offender 

from more normal social and community experiences. Nation

wide, many prisons have instituted innovative programs such 

as furloughs and work and education release to help offend

ers ease back into the community. To date, however, only 

two prisons have been designated as coeducational correc

tional facilities, where, in addition to having the above

mentioned progressive programs available, they would also 

by their very nature provide a more usual social environ

ment. The Massachusetts Correctional Institution at 

Framingham, originally the state women's facility, is one 

of these two prisons. Our study of Framingham was under

taken because no systematic research had been found on the 

effect that such a facility might have. We hope that the 

study will provide a significant contribl...ltion to the 

literature in the correctional field, and that the correc

tional adminis~ration of Framingham will find it useful 

feedback regarding specific programs and policies there. 

____________________________________________________ ~L-_. ____ ...... __ ................................. r 
.. ) , 
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Using a review of the literature on all-male and all-

female prisons as a backdrop to our study, we then divided 

our research into three segments. The first is a descrip-

tive study where we have attempted to furnish an objective 

description of MGl-Framingham based on printed material 

and interviews with selected staff members. The second part 

is an exploratory study of the "inmate culture," emphasizing 
CHAPTER TWO 

the social climate and co-ed nature of the prison, and also 

including an examination of specific institution programS. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This aspect of the study was based on answers to question-

naires that were devised by our research group and were 

personally administered to approximately one-half of the 

inmates at MGl-Framingham. The third aspect of our study is 

a recidivism follow-up which has measured the impact of the 

Framingham coeducational and community-oriented program on 

recidivism. A six month follow-up was conducted on all men 

and women released from Framingham over the period of 

fourteen months, beginning when the first m~les were released 

from there. 

-- --~-----------------------------
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
---=~~..:;...:;..= 

Introduction 

The literature on adult correctional institutions 

reveals the intricate social systems that exist within the 

closed system of a prison. These systems differ to a 

considerable degree from the kind of social structure that 

is found in our larger society. This appears to be due 

greatly to the fact of the single-sex nature of prisons. 

Studies have shown, however, that men and women respond 

differently to being incarcerated, and that the informal 

social norms and organizations which they each create 

reflect their different sets of needs. 

These inmate social systems, which include informal 

codes for behavior, are a crucial element in the total 

functioning of correctional institutions. They are the 

inmates' way of dealing with the formal rules and bureauc-

racy of the prison structure, and so in turn must be dealt 

with by those who administer and control the formal struc-

ture. The social climate or atmosphere of an institution 

then is determined by the way in which the inmate social 

system and the formal structure respond to each other. The 

basic philosophy and goals of the institution are reflected 

in its social climate in an integral way. 
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'l.'here is no mat~·l."ial in the literature on these sys-

tems in coeducational institutions because co-ed incarcer-

ation is a very recent phenomenon. As one might expect, 

we have found the social climate of a coeducational prison 

to be affected by unique factors, which raise the following 

issues in terms of what the literature has provided regard-

ing all-male or all-female prison social systems: 

1. How do the different prison social structures 
of males and females merge or conflict when 
men are brought into a women's institution? 

2. How are the different needs of men and women 
met? 

3. Is there a code (or are there two codes) 
concerning sexual behavior? How is this 
decided? 

We would like to explore these and other issues at 

MCI-Framingham and compare the social climate there to that 

of all-male and all-female institutions as they appear in 

the literature. We hope that it will offer some helpful 

information and insights into this unexplored area .of co-ed 

correctional institutions. We also feel it is important to 

stress that we are focusing on the community-linkage aspect 

of Framingham, which includes work and education release 

and furloughs, as well as the co-ed aspect. We have found 

it to be an equally important force in determining the 
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social climate of Framingham, and thus a significant area 

to be studied. 
, 

We are largely indebted to Alden Miller and Robert 

Coates of the Center for Criminal Justice of Harvard Law 

School for originally nelineating four of the following 

five areas of human interaction which we consider io have 

the greatest impact on prison social climate. These areas 

are: 

1. Communications and information flow including 
decision-making , 

2. Punishment and reward 

3. Subculture (values and norms of inmates) 

4. Sexual relationships 

5. Outside community linkages 

We feel this framework provides us with a useful way 

of examining the literature and comparing our own findings 

to what has already been written. 

Communications and Information Flow - -
Communications and information flow are important 

aspects of prison social climate and management. Richard 

McCleery ('56) states that those in pOwer in the institution 

create a communications system which will promote or support 

their power. An authoritarian system will often Use censor-
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ship and other controls in order that those on top will be 

best informed. Communications are a power tool, and the 

tool must be appropriate for the kind of system one wants. 

An authoritarian system cannot function with an eased 

communications system. Most of the control is actually 

imposed by informal systems, such as the inmate culture. 

In an authoritarian system, the rules and norms of the 

inmate subculture often parallel those of the administrative 

structure. Inmate norms work in certain ways to keep the 

institution functioning in a strict, controlled way. 

McCleery studied a small, general prison in Hawaii 

which went from an authoritarian to a rehabilitative 

structure within a short time. He puts forward three 

hypotheses concerning power and communications: 

1. a change in the formal power structure should 
be reflected in the society's patterns of 
communication and contact; 

2. change in patterns of communication, however 
instituted, should react on the system of . 
formal power and authority; and, 

3. failure of communications patterns to 
correspond to r'equirements of a given system 
result in disorder and anarchy. 

In studying the power changes in this prison, he found 

all of the above to be true. He describes the type of 

communications under the authoritarian system. Everything 
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was subject to official regulation, and there was strict 

control over policy and information. There were secret 

accusations, and disciplinary reports were filed without 

notice, hearing, counsel, or appeal. Uncertainty was the 

basis of fear. There weren't any choices of behavior; 

everything was decided. There was no two-way communication 

with the hierarchy, so that each superior was better 

informed than his subordinates. The power to influence 

depended on position in this hierarchy, similar to an 

authoritarian government. Similarly, a hierarchy among 

inmates also existed. There were many norms to enforce 

conformity. New inmates were completely dependent on 

inmates who had been there longer. Leadership in the inmate 

culture involved having information or being able to explain 

what was happening. The phenomenon of the prison "rat" is 

very important in explaining how things happen. The "rat" 

is the prisoner who gives information to the authorities 

for his own advantage. "Rats," according to McCleery, 

"explain the appearance of arbitrary forces." (McCleery, 

'56, p. 59) 

He then described the changes which took place with 

the coming of a new deputy. He instituted due process in 

the issuance of disciplinary reports. Communications were 
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eased and "open door" management techniques were used. A 

number of new people came into various positions, and each 

one introduced a new informal way of communicating with 

inmates, and thus the old structure of power began to change. 

The traditional kinds of relationships between staff and 

inmates changed. 

As communication and decision-making processes changed, 

the custodial officers did not have all the traditional 

means for control. For a while, as the transition was 

taking place, there was little effective authority. As 

there w' s more understanding of h.ow the new system worked 

and why, and as the communications system and power structure 

became more comparable, there was again effective control 

in the prison. 

When the custodial force waS stripped of 
everything but its guns as a basis of control, 
the rise of disorder indicated that such a basis 

. is weak indeed. The range of discretionary power 
held by an agency of the institution is no wider 
than, but tends to be as wide as, its store of 
information on which discretion is based. 

(McCleery, 156, p. 67) 

MCCleery also states that the system of communications is 

a functional equivalent of power and a necessary supple-

ment to force. 

Carter, Glaser, and Wilkins ('72) stress the import-

18 

ance of the inmate code in regulating communications. The 

code sustains inmate solidarity against staff, and legiti

mates "the privileged access o;E the elite to interaction 

with the staff." (Carter ~ al., '72, p. 248) They note 

that this type of inmate organization is less prominent 

in treatment~oriented institutions. They refer t9 the 

lie-Unit" study (Studt, '68) in which it was found th~t 

inmates living under participative management practices in 

C-Unit were more likely to communicate with staff than 

were inmates in the two bureaucratic units which were 

studied. They also discuss the significance of the prison 

"rat," who serves the formal prison organization as a link 

with the informal organization. 

Clemmer ('40) also discusses the inmate code, as an 

essential aspect of "prisonization." The newcomer is 

encouraged to be a part of an informal group of prisoners, 

"bound by conduct codes, a communication system, and a 

structure defining rights and obligations." (Carter et al., 

'72, p. 197) The mores of this group are likely to be in 

conflict with the formal prison organization or other 

informal groups. According to Clemmer, the informer is 

responding to two or more systems of mores which are influ

encing him. Sykes ('58) speaks of the "center of man," 
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who identifies with the staff, and thus gives them what-

ever information he can. 

Ohlin ('56) also stresses the importance of informal 

organizations in maintaining the formal organization. He 

states that the relationship between inmates and admini

stration has traditionally been one of violence. The 

language and communication systems between inmates reflect 

their unique set of values, being different from the values 

of the prison administration and different from the out

side world. It is a symbol of opposition as well as a 

means of private communication. 

The studies previously referred to deal with male 

prisons. Ward and KasseQaum's study ('65) deals with an 

all-female prison. They state that one of the important 

functions of the inmate social system is the need for a 

frame of reference or a way to know what to expect of the 

prison system. The principal means of control used within 

the inmate system has been the prohibition against giving 

information to the staff which might be used against 

another prisoner, It is interesting that the informer, or 

~'snitch," is so significant that there are many names and 

categories of "snitches." The "dry snitch" pretends that . 
she accidentally mentioned something. A "cold snitch" 
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talks about inmates in their presence; a "plain snitch" 
l 

does so behind their backs. A snitch who wears a "jacket" 

is one who snitches only occasionally; one who has done so 

many times has an "overcoat." Inmates feel that someone 

who talks does so out of weakness or desire to identify 

with the staff. Chandler ('73) also stresses 'that snitch-

ing is the greatest crime among inmates in female prisons. 

In studying Framingham, we would like to see how the 

co-ed nature and other factors affect communications and 

information flow. The combination of maximum and minimum 

security, males and females, creates a unique system. We 

would like to see what type of communications patterns are 

established in this type of setting, and how pre-existing 

patterns are modified or replaced. 

Punishment and Reward 

Traditional correctional practice has relied heavily 

upon administering a system of punishment. However, within 

the past two or three decades there has been a shift toward 

the treatment and rehabilitation of individuals in correc-

tional facilities. Ohlin ('73, p. 3 & 4) states that 

"Many of the basic conflicts) failures, and dilemmas of the 

correctional system are traceable to the obligation to 
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organize personnel, programs, and resources to punish and .. In the belief that prolonged deprivation is not sufficient 

to treat simultaneously." He feels that this contradiction punishment, the inmate is systematically degraded and I, 
I 

in objectives is self-defeating in that it can lead to denied the ordinary comforts of life." (p. 283-284) This '. 

"ambivalent vacillation of decisions and resource commit- includes the mental oppression and psychological pain that 

ments from one goal to the other." (p. 4) He also feels is inflicted by the prison social system. 

that the majority of correctional administrators perceive Wheeler ('61) also notes the complications which have 

the public favoring the goal of punishment and, therefore, resulted in recent years by the addition of treatment 

pay only lip service to the rehabilitative ideal. personnel whose objectives may diverge from those of 

Halleck ('67) says that prisons are designed around custodians. 

four major goals: punishment, deterrence, reformation, and Cressey ('73) says that there is a hindrance to treat-

protection. He stat~s that the obvious problem with pris- ment in prison that derives from social attitudes about 

ons is that these goals cannot always be pursued at the same crime and punishment which get translated into directives 

time. He feels that treating and rehabilitating a man at that prison administrators are supposed to follow. He says 

the same time that he is being punished by deprivation of that if prisons are to carry out their reformative function 

his liberty are not at odds with each other, but says that that positive, nonpunitive treatment programs must be 

when "punishment becomes arbitrary, cruel and excessive administered. He points out the organizational strain that 

reformation is no longer possible." (p. 286) He also resu.lts from asking wardens to set these new nonpunitive 

points out that counseling and therapy are seldom allowed treatment progrBm~ alongside, under, or on top of the old 

to have precedence over the punitive or custodial require- punishment programs. He says that the fact is that we 

ments of prison. He feels that American prisons demonstrate send men to prison for pain and that our faith in the 

an excessive degree of punishment particularly in the length rehabilitative ideal dims our view and eases our conscience 

of sentences, and "that there is more emphasis on punishment of this fact. Miller ('74) also feels that myths prevail 

in the American correctional system than on anything else. about prison reform and that we are not free of punitive 
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philosophy or practices. 

Raymond ('74) feels that punishment and treatment are 

not polarities and that any correctional program involves 

elements of both. He feels that the goals of each need not 

conflict and that we nepd to deliberately incorporate 

elements of punishment that will aid in rehabilitation. 

According to Cohn ("'73) the failure of correctional 

programs is not due to the philosophical conflict between 

the proponents of rehabilitation and those of custody and 

control. He says the real cause is the failure of execu-

tives to take risks instead of relying on old, obsolete and 

valueless rules and manuals that are only maintained out of 

tradition. 

Chamlee ('67) describes how the employees of the two 

,.., 
j 

divisions of custody and treatment had their responsibilities 

merged when a model correctional community (based on milieu 

therapy and therapeutic community concepts) was being 

developed. The two functions of custody and treatment were 

combined in the activities of all staff members and every-

one was responsiple for the entire functioning of the unit. 

Studt ('68) writes how a single living unit within a larger 

prison adopted a similar plan which they felt lead to mutual 

reinforcement, rather than encouraging conflict. He noted 
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problems they had in implementing their treatment approach 

in a single unit, however, because of resistance from the 

larger institution. 

It is quite apparent. then that a dilemma exists 

concerning the rationale for treatment versus punishment. 

There is no easy solution in sight either, beca'use .the 

problem is deeply rooted in the varied and complex attitudes 

our society holds regarding those who break the law. 

Much of the literature that deals with punishment and 

reward in adult prisons refers to maximum security prisons. 

It should be kept in mind that Framingham is primarily a 

minimum security facility ana, therefore, may be expected 

to have punitive policies that are mo~e lenient than those 

of ,a maximum security prison. 

There is no disagreement with the statement that all 

prisons do punish. We would now like to examine punishment 

and reward within the prison, which necessarily includes 

some mention of those who do the actual punishing and 

rewarding, i.e., custodial and administrative staff. Ohlin 

('56) says that "the chief characteristic of this prison 

social system is the caste-like division between those who 

rule and those who are ruled." (p. 14) He says that all 

prisons are authoritarian and that a main objective of them 
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is to promote value identification changes in inmates by 

manipulation of rewards, favors, privileges and punishment. 

In 1973 he emphasized the enormous discretion that correc

tiona"! administrators possess to individualize the applica

tion of punishment and treatment and the lack of account

ability for it. He points out how this system opens the 

door to arbitrary and prejudicial actions, including both 

punitive measures and favoritism in the distribution of 

rewards and treatment advantages. 

Scott ('74) reports that one of his findings in 

research determining what criteria a parole board uses to 

determine length of sentence of inmates was that those 

inmates receiving the most disciplinary reports were 

incarcerated the longest, even when the legal seriousness 

of their crime and all other independent variables were 

controlled. 

Fox ('64) feels that "disciplinary problems in a 

prison constitute the manifest culmination of all the 

problems faced by the inmates and the administration of the 

institution." (p. 115) They are a threat to administr.stion 

because they disrupt the order, tranquility, and security 

of the institution. He notes the tendency to evaluate the 

prospects of successful outside adjustment based on an 
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inmate's lack of misconduct reports in the prison, although 

he does feel that discipline is necessary for the treatment 

process. He says that punishment is used without much 

understanding of how to use it. He also states that the 

proportion of disciplinary problems to total prison popula-

tion is roughly dependent upon the level of custodial 

control and its oppressiveness. 

Fox goes on to say that the achievement of group order 

is a balance between the guards, the program, and the 

inmates. tlWhen this balance permits channeling of aggres-

sions outwardly through sports events, drama, or, of neces-

sity, overt misconduct in a less exaggerated disciplinary 

milieu, the chances of a therapeutic program being success-

ful are greater than when the balance is in the direction 

of custodial control so oppressive that resentments and 

hostilities have to be internalized." (p. 119) He also 

emphasized the problem of the inmate who repeatedly gets 

misconduct reports for failure to comply to an original 

demand. He is subsequently punished and deprived to re-

inforce the original demand, which only intensifies by 

imposing more pressures upon already existing pressures 

without providing any solution to the original problem. 

He notes that some prison systems have recognized that 
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t more attention than the disciplinary problems warran 

. h t system, and these prisons traditional reward-punLs men 
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toward t he therapeutic community and treatment are moving 

direction .' 

There is recognition by some authors then that unequal 

treatment of inmates exists in regard to both punitive and 

~nd this leads to many inmates being rehabilitative aspects, Q 

dealt with more harshly than others. In particular, 

Giallombardo ('66) has noted a tendency toward leniency in 

regard to women. Therefore, in this study of the coeduca-

, 
tional correctional facility, we will explore the inmates 

the equality of treatment" in discipline and perceptions of 

rehabilitation at Framingham. 

Glaser ('64) writes that discipline in prisons involves 

h S taff disagreement and uncertainty. issues that produce muc 

that th~ immediate concern with discipline He points out 

is to achieve inmate conformity, so that prison a~ministra

. as a character rehabilitation measure tors also justify Lt 

which the inmate can carry back to the community. He brings 

up the issue of whether penalties for rule infractions 

should be uniform or should be determined by the character-

istics of the inmate who commits the infraction. He says 

that despite modern trends to treat the offender rather 
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than the offense, that most commonly within prisons, con-

formity is most effectively achieved by imposing similar 

penalties on all who commit similar infractions. He describes 

the procedure in federal prisons whereby an inmate's conduct 

may warrant him being SAnt to a segregation cell by a 

disciplinary court which usually consists of the associate 

warden and two additional members. The inmate is released 

when a committee :,elieves his "attitude" warrants it. 

Glaser believes that the time spent in segregation cells is 

less in federal than state prisons and notes that some 

state prisons restrict men's diets and deny them reading 

and writing matter. He also mentions the lesser penalties 

which are used more frequently than segregation. These are: 

restriction to quarters; barring from activities; warnings; 

apologizing to injured party; loss of "good time." 

Fox ('72) states that there is a trend now toward a 

new kind of correctional officer rather than the old guard. 

The new officer is encouraged to communicate effectively, 

have understanding, caring, and a genuine relationship with 

inmates in order to be more tolerant of and to have greater 

effectiveness with them. He states that segregation is 

used for discipline and also to isolate problems, i.e. 

troublemakers.· He says that Some prisons isolate all 
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troublemakers but most distribute them in the population Cloward ('60) says that control is the central interest 

and permit the informal inmate control to handle the of the custodian and for the inmate the interest is escape 

problem. He points out how enforcement of rules and from material and social deprivation. The custodian 

regulations varies from institution to institution and contains the threat of the inID8te system by means of both 

from officer to officer. He says officers must be reason- coercion and inducement, force, and incentive. The force 

able and steer a middle course between severity and laxity. being either segregation or physical violence, ~nd the 

He feels punishment must be a last resort in most cases and inducements coming in the form of early release, parole, 

that it can only be justified if it is necessary to detain "good time," and gradations in custody and privilege. 

an inID8te in order to get a point across. He says that Sykes ('58) also says that custody is the highest 

penalties vary widely in prisons. Solitary with a limited priority objective to be accomplished by prisons. He points 

diet (1800 calories) is general, usually a few days to out that "the custodians' task of maintaining order within 

thirty maximum. The mR.jor violations involve gambling, the prison is acerbated by the conditions of life which it 

sex,and fighting, and stealing and refusing to work occur is their duty to impose on their captives. The prison 

with some frequency. official then is caught up in a vicious circle where he 

Korn and McCorkle ('59) state that "The eyes of all must suppress the very activity that he helps cause." 

inmates and custodial officers are on the disciplinary (p. 22) 

court, and loose, vague, contradictory, and inconsistent Cressey ('73) similarly notes the dilemma of the guard 

dispositions of charges preclude a stable atmosphere of in stating that "they (guards) are expected to exact 

inmate expectations around the definition and limits of compliance to rules and restrictive conditions that have 

orderly behavior. Furthermore, unless the correctional been deliberately designed to make inmates' lives unpleas-

officers have confidence in the court, they may apply their ant. . . ." (p. 132) A stu d y by Day, ~ a 1. (' 73) not est ha t 

own informal punishments or rely on powerful inmates to after officers received training in relationship skills 

assist in the maintenance of order." (p. 477) and behavioral dynamics that there was an overall decrease 

in anxiety shown by the inmates. 
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The literature, in general, affords little space to 

the discussion of reward within the adult correctional 

setting. This seems closely tied to the general feeling 

that the emphasis of prisons is on the punishment aspect. 

Cressey notes the use of various rewards as parole, "good 

time" and special privileges as a kind of psychological 

solitary confinement used to keep inmates under control. 

Sykes ('58) perhaps best describes the real lack of signif

icance that exists regarding prison reward systems. He 

importantly notes that the rewards and punishments must be 

seen as such by the person who is to be controlled, and 

that it is this very point which is central to the ineffec-

tiveness of the incentive or reward system in prison. He 

says " ... the punishments which the officials can inflict ... 

do not represent a profound difference from the prisoner's 

usual status." (p. 50) He also recognizes that for some 

men the threat of withdrawal of certain pleasures can be 

a powerful incentive to conform, but "that for many pris

oners the few punishments that are left have lost their 

Potency." (p. 50) H 1 ' t h e a so po~n s out ow punishment can 

offer a certain prestige to an inmate in the eyes of other 

inmates. He goes on to state that because most inmate 

privileges such as mail, visiting, and recreation privileges, 
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d ' , an an ~nmate s personal possessions are granted when an 

inmate enters the institution, there is the feeling by the 

inmates that there is really nothing left to be gained. 

"In effect, the rewards and punishments of the officials 

have been collapsed into one and the prisoner moves in a 

world where there is no ho~e f b ~ 0 progress ut only the 

possibi1i ty of further n~m.··.shments. S' h r ~nce t.e prisoner is 

already suffering from most of the punishments permitted 

by society, the threat of imposing those few remaining is 

all too likely to be a gesture of futility." (p. 52) 

A newer trend in incorporating more of a reward system 

in adult cor t' rec ~ons appears to be along the lines of 

behavior modification techniques where inmates are more 

tangibly rewarded for their good behavior. An ex~mple of 

this is cited by Wenk and Frank ('73) where a federal 

prison had success in mod~fy~ng b h . ~ ~ e av~or toward greater 

social conformity by making J'ob 1 pay sca es contingent upon 

individual performance. 

We recognize that in our own study of Framingham we 

received the inmates' point of view on the questions of 

reward and punishment, while much of the literature has 

described it from an administrative viewpoint. Sykes, who 

also spoke to inmates themselves, contends that the system 
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really offers no rewards, only further punishment, but we 

feel that it may be helpful to keep in mind the possibility 

that just b~ing at an innovative, "freer", prison such as 

Framingham may be viewed as a reward in itself by inmates. 

The Inmate Subculture 

The inmate subculture has been a main focus of re-

search in all-male and all-female institutions. The sub-

culture is an important part of the overall prison system, 

influencing inmate and staff alike. It is a central part 

of the inmate's prison experience. The nature of the 

inmate subculture is basic to creating the social climate. 

The following studies describe the inmate subculture in 

all-male and all-female institutions. Some of these are 

maximum security. We would like to examine the existing 

systems and then to explore the subculture as it emerges 

in a co-ed setting. 

Deprivations of Prison Life. Many theorists cite the 

creation of an inmate subculture as a way of adapting to 

the deprivations of prison.life. Sykes and Messinger ('60) 

name six major deprivations: 

1. loss of freedom 

2. loss of commodities 

t,l 
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3. loss of self-worth 

4. loss of company of members of the opposite sex 
5. loss of being trusted 

6. loss of familiar environment 

Goffman speaks of the process of 'mortification' in 

prison life. 
It is "a series of abasements, degra?ations, 

humiliations, and profanations of self." (Goffman, '61, 

p. 14) 

There are a number of ways ~n wh~ch' t 
~ ~ ~nma es can adapt 

to these conditions. The creation of an inmate subculture 

is viewed in the literature as onp_ of h t e p~imary ways of 

doing this. According to Sykes and Messinger ('60) the 

pains of imprisonment are eased by achieving soldarity 

among inmates. Cloward ('60) speaks of status degradation, 

and sees the subculture as a restorer of status. McCorkle 

and Korn ('54) describe the inmate subculture as a way of 

condemning the condemners, in order not to internalize the 

reje~t~on by society, causing self-rejection. Keith ('64) 

speaks of using the prison code as a defense: it is a 

protection from the h rsh' . . a pr~son env~ronment and a defense 

from identifying with authority figures who are feared and 

~ated. These are various possible fUnctions of the sub

culture as it reflects various needs of inmates. 

_________________________________ . _________________ ._m. ....................................... _ ...... _______ ~~ ..... ...., _________________________ ____ 
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The Inmate Code. Sykes and Messinger ('60) outline 

some of the basic tenets of the inmate code as it exists 

in many institutions: 

1. Don't interfere with inmate interests. 

This includes L1ever giving information to 
staff which could be used against a con. Every 
con should be able to serve the least possible 
amount of time with the greatest possible number 
of privileges and pleasures. 

2. Don't lose your head. 

This refers to quarrels among inmates: they 
should be avoided. 

3. Don 9 t exploit inmates. 

An inmate should never break his word, steal 
from other inmates, or otherwise use them unfairly. 

4. Don't weaken. 

This means that an inmate should never whine, 
cry guilty, or play up to the staff. 

5. Don't be a sucker. 

The authorities value hard work and submission 
to authority, and inmates should avoid these values. 

Ohlin states that leaders in most prisons embody anti-

administration and anti-conventional values. He describes 

the code as placing a high premium on physical violence, 

strength, exploitative sex relations, and a predatory 

attitude toward property. (Ohlin, '56, p. 28) He sees this 

as an application of criminal values to the conditions of 

prison life. 

Studt ('68) describes the original C-Unit inmate 

system (pp. 195-199): 

1. Relationships between staff and inmates are 
dangerous. 

2. It is permissible to talk to staff only about 
issues which are not likely to lead t6 
information about other inmates. 

3. The staff is expected to keep order and 
protect inmates from other inmates who 
might harm them. 

4. The officials are supposed to provide 
privileges and material comforts. 

5. The inmates might use their own patterns 
to maintain order. 

6. No trust is assumed among inmates. 

7. There are three recognized ways to adapt: 

(a) join others 
(b) do it on your own (making trouble) 
(c) withdraw (being isolated) 
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The inmates used their own methods to maintain order, 

orient new inmates to the inmate systeTI1, and insure a 

common front vis-a-vis the officials. 

Thomas ('70) states that the inmate code combines 

factors from the inma tes' pre-prison experience "tvi th 

characteristics of the prison setting. Factors include the 

types of rt21c:Jtions}-:ips which the inmates have on the out-
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side, evaluation of how well they will do when they are 

released, and problems presented by the institutions them-

selves. 

The above studies present the inmate code as an 

expression of inmate attitudes in relation to staff and to 

each other. It provides a structure and expresses a 

philosophy of the subculture. It delineates the subculture's 

norms. 

Clemmer ('40) introduced the term "prisonization" to 

describe affiliation with inmate norms. He sees closeness 

with the informal social groups of the prison as equivalent 

to maintaining opposition to the staff. 

Schwartz ('73) studied the extent to which primary 

group affiliation affects the impact of staff and outside 

contacts on the inmate. His findings failed to deny the 

existence of functional relationship between affiliation 

with inmate groups and orientation toward staff; however, 

it was found possible that favorable relationships with the 

staff might be a positive influence in creating positive 

peer relationships. The results of the study did not 

confirm affiliation with primary groups as central in 

accounting for inmates' attitudes and behavior. 

Adapting to institutional life is often achieved by 

, j 
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affiliation with inmate subculture. It is agreed that this 

affiliation can affect relationships with staff and general 

inmate behavior, but the extent of this influence is not 

clearly agreed upon. 

.. 

Social Roles in Male Prisons. The social roles of the 

inmate system are derived from the code. Sykes ('58) 

describes in detail the social roles which exist in an all-

male maximum security prison. (New Jersey State) An 

important role, generally looked down upon by inmates, is 

that of the "rat" or "center man." This person betrays 

other inmates by giving information to staff members. (see 

section on communication and information flow) 

"Gorillas" are another type of inmate. They take what 

they want from others, using force. They take advantage 

of weaker inmates. A "weakling" is an inmate Who submits 

to this type of treatment. 

A "merchant" or "peddler" is an inmate who sells 

things when he should give them away. According to the 

inmate code, he should recognize the unity of prisoners by 

giving more. He treats other inmates as objects. 

"Ball busters" are inmates who give the screws (guards) 

~ hard time. They constantly create disturbances. They 

~ I, 
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are often regarded as fools by the rest of the inmates, 

because they disturb the "delicate balance of compromise 

and corruption" between guards and inmates. It is not a 

prestigious role. 

"Real men," on th8 other hand, are admired for their 

ability to "take it," i.e.,to endure the regime of custo-

dians without flinching. They confront the staff without 

being aggressive or subservient. They are dignified. 

The "tough" is a man who is quick to take offense. 

The slightest action can caUse him to feel insulted and 

seek revenge. He is seen as courageous and is feared; 

usually he is placated by other inmates. 

The "hipster" is one who pretends to be stronger than 

he is. He will challenge only those whom he feels he can 

beat. He wants to be part of a group to which he doesn't 

belong. 

Ohlin (' 73) divides the prison community into "thieves',' 

"convicts," and "straight guys." "Thieves" are those men 

who are connected to the criminal subculture in the outside 

world. It is a position of status, which includes mer-

chants, referred to above. "Convicts" include toughs and 

gorillas who have less status and are not connected with 

the criminal world outside. "Straight guys" are those who 
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follow rules. 

Clemmer ('40) describes the inmate subculture as being 

comprised of three groups: the elite class, the middle 

class, and hoosiers. The elite are isolated, and basically 

not criminalist~c. Th~ m~ddl 1 ~ ~ ~ e c ass are not outstanding 

as criminals or as characters. Hoosiers are prac~ically 

all "abnormal sex offenders, dull, backward, and provincial" 

types. (Clemmer, '40, p. 108) This group includes those 

who are lacking in courage, or "suckers." 

Irwin ('72) speaks of "doing time," which is following 

the code; "jailing," which is behaving as a hood, politic

ian, or merchant; and "gleaning," which is trying to better 

oneself in prison (such as the case of a "straight guy"). 

In another article ('70) he states that the behavior of 

inmates is not always peculiar to prisons, and that the 

various ways of adapting to prison life are applications 
, 

of behavior on the outside world. The thief and convict 

subcultures are seen as "criminal" subcultures, and the 

"ungrouped" subculture, isolated from these tvlO, is seen as 

the legitimate subculture. In other words,in this sub

culture inm.ates achieve goals through legitimate means. 

Schrag ('61) characterizes inmate social types as the 

following: prosocial, antisocial, asocial, and pseudo

social. 
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Prosocial inmates are frequently convicted of violent 

crimes, their behavior reflecting real or imagined mis

behavior by a spouse or close friend. They maintain ties 

with family while in prison and have little knowledge of 

organized crime. They're generally supportive of estab-

1ished authority. 

Antisocial inmates are highly recidivistic, and they 

are connected with organized crime. They don't rise to 

positions of power in organized crime, however. They are 

rebellious of civil authorities. 

Pseudosocial inmates are often middle class, involved 

in subtle,sophisticated crimes. They often shift allegiance 

from staff to inmates while in prison. They are mediators 

in staff-inmate conflicts, and are often rewarded with 

shorter sentences and desirable prison assignments. 

Asocial inmates commit a variety of offenses. They 

often display early severe behavior disorders. They often 

were rejected at a very early age, living in institutions 

or foster homes. In prison, these inmates are undisciplined 

and often involved in riots, escape plots, and assaults. 

Schrag states that members of each social type except the 

prosocial select their friends most frequently from their 

own type. Prosocial show some preference for pseudo-social 
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friends. 

Social Roles in Female Prisons. Ward and Kassebaum 

(Frontera, Women's Prison in Ca lifornia, '65) describe the 

roles which exist within a female prison. They feel that 

separation from one's family is the harshest deprivation 

of prison for a woman. As was mentioned previously, 

"snitching" is a serious offense, and there are a number 

of terms for various types of snitches. However, there 

appears to be less attention paid to the 'stool pigeon' 

and 'center man' types than in men's prisons. There are 

few politicians, merchants, toughs, or gorillas. 

Giallombardo ('66) sees termination of freedom and loss of 

autonomy and responsibility as the most crucial problems, 

rather than being cut off from family and friends. She 

(as well as Ward and Kassebaum) notes the existence of 

"inmate cops" and "lieutenants" who are the female counter-

part of center men. Both studies note the following roles 

as well: 

(a) squares 

These women are "accidental criminals." They 
don't value the norms of the inmate culture. A 
"cube square" is extremely square. A "hip square" 
is a woman who sympathizes with the inmate code 
and adheres to some of its principles. No square 
is homosexual. 



(b) jive bitches 

These are troublemakers, and are considered 
untrustworthy. They are viewed as distorting 
the facts in attempts to cause problems for other 
inmates. 

(c) rap buddies 

Tl1ese women trust each other and can talk to 
each other, but they are not homosexual couples. 

(d) homeys 

These are women who come from the same city 
or nearby. They have a mutual bond of helping 
one another, which extends to after release. 
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They are expected not to give out information which 
could be harmful once they are on the outside. 
Being from the same area, "homeys" are the ones 
who could potentially do the most harm to each 
other after release. 

(e) connect 

Any inmate with a good job. 

(f) booster 

This refers to someone who steals from the offic
ials or official sources as a business enterprise. 
This is differentiated from stealing little things 
from here and there, such as sugar from the dining 
hall. . 

(g) pinners 

Women who are "lookouts" for other women committing--' 
unpermitted acts are pinners. They mus·t be trust
worthy and "in the know': 

Harris ('67) speaks of merchants and politicians in 

women I S prisons. The merchant sells or gives away goods 
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and .servi~es .. If .they are. given away, ;t ;s ..... .... usually for 

opportunistic reasons. 

Heffernan (D.C. Women's Reformatory, '72) speaks of 
i 

three genera 1 ca tegories : tl 11 le square," the "C 001) II and 

the "life." 

l~ square 

Tl1is is' a non-cr;m;nal ff 
..... ..L. 0 ender. 

- -~------- --~ - ~ --~-- --~ - - - _. --------~ ~ _. 

-, ... 2 ~ life _. 

·She. is the "habitual offender" Hho commits 

a
SnudChdcr1.mebs as prostitution, gambling, alcoholism 

rug a use. ' 

3. cool 

This inma~e is committed to criminal 
.... ___ ._ ... ____ ~~d:.way of l~~~, .. a_~d she adheres to the ~~!!~!ty 

In Heffernan's study, '1 approx1.mate y 9% were 'square,' 

57% were 'l'f ' 1. e, and 32% were 'cool.' (Heffernan, '72, 

p. 281) 

Knowledge of these social roles contributes to an 

underst~nding of ~he nature of the inmate subculture. 
The 

development of such roles is seen as a response to the 

This study of Framingham provides an prison environment. 

opportuniti t6 ~hed some 1igh. t on the type of social roles 

that tend to emerge in a coeducational 
correctional facility. 

I. 
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Betwe nn Inmate Organization and Formal Relationship <.; _ 

. There are various theories concerning the Organization. 

relationship of the ,inmate organization to t~e official 

McCleery ('61) , states that the inmate organorganization. 

ization supplements th~ official custodial goals. Though 

. 1 d two distinct social systems, the prison appears to ~nc u e 

.. -' '---1-- ------1-· t d--and share common f~~~t:ions and --- theyar-e-actual y re a e 

attitudes. \fu~~i-~-r (16l)~~rit::es that the social systems 
- ~--~---------"',.~--- ..... --- .. -- ---....... ----

~ .-.---~.~~ cre~t~d-t~~gi;~'-the i~~;ession of great conflict in 

role expectations, but on an individual level these atti-

He feels that the differences tudes aren't so divergent. 

f staff and inmates are large, but between expectations 0 

th Ire perceived to be by staff and not as large as ey 

'1' . t Implicit in Sykes' and Messinger s ana ys~s 1nma.es. 

(according to Wheeler) is the hypothesis that the inmate 

W~ll be controlled by those most hostile to the system ... 

staff. Ohlin writes that the in~ate subculture, along with 

the informal relationships maintained with the staff, 

"mediates and controls the functioning of the formal 

11 (11' '56 18) He feels that there'isa great system. 01 ~n, ,p. 

deal of variation among prisons in the degree of conflict 

that exists between inmates and administre~ and opposition ._ _ _ _ _ _. __ 

tion. 
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Studt presents the C-Unit inmate system before and 

after a special project was initiated, The previous inmate 

system is described above. The latter system had the 

following characteristics: 

1. Inmates talked to staff about many issues, 
including personal issues. Problem-solving 
became an accepcable way of adapting to 
inmate life. Inmates interacted with staff 
more. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Inmates appeared to trust each other more. 

The official system accepted more inmate 
influence, and the inmate system accepted 
more staff influence. 

Collective goals developed. (Studt, '68, pp. 203-
215) 

In comparing this to the original C-Unit system, we 

see that the relationship between inmate organization and 

official organization changed from competition to coopera-

tion, and a sense of group purpose became central. 

Carter and Wilkins ('72) describes two types of inmate 

organizations: those for the offical structure, which are 

found in treatment-oriented institutions; and those against 

it, found in custodial institutions. In the former, 

control is not valued as highly as in the latter, and there 

is more emphasis on consensus and cooperation, Informal 

controls are used. Informal organizations in these insti-

tutions are geared towards fulfilling needs of inmates, 
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rather than securing concessions from staff. 

Grusky ('72) hypothesizes the following relationship 

,between inmate organization and officiat prison organiza-

tion: 

1. 

2. 

Inmates feel more positively toward the 
institution in treatment-oriented institutiG~s. 

Difference 
be related 
structure. 
because he 

in prison structure is found to 
to differences in informal inmate 
He reached this conclusion 

found that: 

(a) degre'e,of inmate involvement in the 
informal organization affected attitudes. 

(b) leaders' attitudes varied according to 
prison goals. 

3. Inmate leadership in_custodial organizations 
is more centralized, in order to effect more 
control over inmates. 

We see from the above studies that the subculture and 

the formal organization interact with one another and 

affect the nature of each other. The uses and character 

of each are determined by the circumstances of each indi-

vidual prison. 

Cloward ('60) focuses on the role of the inmate elite. 

He claims that they are the most important source of social 

control in the prison. They are sometimes allowed certain 

infractions by the staff so that they will, in turn, keep 

other inmates from breaking the rules. They must control 

J 
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other inmates in order not to lose their special positions. 

Thus, they have as much stake in control of the prison as 

do the guards. Guards can get information from" l't" " po ~ ~c~ans, 

and thus they are sometimes forced -Into an .... accommodative 

relationship wi th thein. The l't" , , po ~~~c~an ~s ~n the position 

of being able to reward or punish inmate and guard alike. 

The guards allow some inmates to r-lse to I' .... e ~te positions, 

and ochers are not allor·1 ed. Th h NUS, t ere is a delicate 

relationship of giving and taking power between the guard 

and the el-lte. Ju t th d .... s as e guar is affected, the inmate 

too is affected. The elite tend to be more conservative 

by limiting the use of illegal behavior on the part of 

other inmates and limiting aggressive outbreaks, Both of 

these threaten their position. Sykes suggests that many 

custodial institutions "buy compliance at the cost of 

tolerating deviance." (Carter, ~ a1., '72, p. 242) 

These various theories communicate the complicated nature 

of the relationship between inmate culture and official 

staff in the prison. Rather than a clear-cut position, 

there may exist cooperation or compromise in varying 

degrees. 
. ... . 

Subculture and Treatment. McCorkle and Korn ('71) 

suggest that the inmate needs to conflict with staff in 
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() thec t hostility (b) reinforce self-image, order to a ca , 

and (c) absolve personal sense of guilt. Schwartz ('73) 

that rehabilitation efforts should suggests the possibility 

. t group rather than the individ-be geared toward the ~nma e 

Garabedian ('63) studied the patterns of ual inmate. 

cu lture according to stage of association with inmate 

He found that inmates usually allied themincarceration. 

~n the middle stage, with less associaselves with groups k 

. and end of incarceration. At the tion at the beginn~ng 

the inmate is more identified beginning of incarceration, 

from which he carne; at the end, he tends with the society 

the soc~ety to which he will return. He, to identify with .... 

that r ehabilitative efforts might be therefore, suggested 

d that the inmate would be less geared towards the en so 

affected by group ties. The degree of inmate solidarity 

d b t he number of inmates at each will probably be affecte y 

stage in a particular prison. 

Sykes ('58) statp.s that the daily interaction between 

h nlos t important feature of imprisonment. prisoners is t e 

"This resqlts in .... a soc ~al system, and the extent to which 

h 1 or harm the inmate and the this system functions to e p 

extent to which we can modify or control the social system 

and the extent .... to wh~ch we are willing to change it, these 
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are the issues that confront us, and not the recalcitrance 

of the individual inmate." 

Grosser ('60) describes the inmate culture as being 

characterized by mistrust of general society. He attributes 

to it a system of soci~l controls independent of the offic-

" '. 
;1 " 

, 

') 

ial controls maintained by the administration. He feels 

that identification with the inmate code makes it improb-
" , 

able that an inmate will be affected by non-criminal values 

which the staff would like to cornmun),cate. He wonders if 

the inmate system can itself be used as the target of 

treatment intervention. 

In these studies the inmate subculture is seen as 

being the central feature of the experience of incarceration. 

It is suggested that treatmen': efforts be aimed towards 

the subculture rather than towards the individual, due to 

its great influence on attitudes and behavior. 

Alternatives to Subculture. Not all inmates find 

associating with the inmate culture a helpful way of 

adjusting. McCorkle and Korn ('71) write that the only 

other alternative is withdrawal. Irwin ('72) sees most i 

,I , 
, studies postulating two adaptive modes: individual and 

collective. He suggests the following alternatives: 
, , 

I 

1. failure to cope (suicide or psychosis) 2. identifi-
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fication with the broader world (either keeping one's 

identity as it was on the outside or changing one's identity 

to conform to the outside) and 3. identification with 

prison. These studies point out that not all inmates 

adapt by means of the Inmate organization. 

, . 
Men's and Women's Needs. The literature provides us 

with several analyses of the differences between men's and 

women's needs in prison. Ward and Kassebaum state that 

women need to adapt to separation more than anything else, 

and one of the indicators of this is the creation of 

"families" within the prison. Women also fulfill the need 

for closeness through (1) homosexual relationships, 

(2) withdrawing into fantasy, based on memories of the past 

or dreams for the future, and (3) colonization (Goffman). 

Men need to retain their status and masculinity. Thus, 

men's behavior is often geared towards acquiring status, 

power, and proving manly qualities. 

Giallombardo ('66) states that the need for women to 

define their femininity doesn't occur as does the men's 

need to prove their masculinity. Women are, thus, more 

free to play the masculine and feminine 'roles' in homo-

sexual relationships, whereas men won't play the feminine 
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role. Culturally, it is not acceptable for men to show 

affection to one another, as it is for women. This certain-

ly affects homosexuality in prisons. (See section on 

sexual relationships) Giallombardo states three main points 

concerning the nature ('If male and female inmate subcultures: 

1. These subcultures can't be attributed solely" 
to reactions to the "pains of imprisonment"" . , 
S1nce male and female subcultures are different. 

2. Inmate culture is outside culture brought in 
(see Il~in above). 

3. The nature of the subcultures is influenced 
by norms relating to males and females on 
the outside, particularly the following: 

(a) orientation of life goals 
(b) passivity vs. aggression 
(c) acceptability of displaying affection 

towards members of the same sex 
(d) perception of same sex with respect to 

popular culture. (Giallombardo, '66, p. 280) 

According to Giallombardo, women are thus more family-

oriented and the goal of having a family is overriding for 

most women in society. So, creating families in prison 

(i.e., groups of inmates taking on family roles, including 

extended family such as aunts and grandmothers) is expected 

because it is culturally significant on the outside. She 

explains that women in prison are more passive than men, 

for the same reasons (cultural definition of women). 

Tittle ("69) states that consistent differences in 

, , , 
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forms of inmate organization occur between the sexes. 

Women are more likely to affiliate in primary groups, and 

d to aff~l~ate into an overall symbiotic men show a ten ency L L 

organization. 

A note on Giallombardo and other studies of women in 

prison: Because of changes in the way our culture is 

viewing the position, goals, needs, and rights of women in 

of t hese studies reflect views that are not society, some 

universally accepted. These studies are presented with 

this thought in mind: other studies reflecting the same or 

similar views are omitted. 

These studies relate the differences between the needs 

of men and women. The literature does not provide infor-

mation on how these needs are met in co-ed prisons. We 

h way ~n which the various mechawould like to explore teL 

nisms for meeting these need~ are combined or changed in a 

co-ed setting. 

Sexual Relationships 

• ft , I 

When looking through the literature on sexual relation-

f ' d th r ~t ~s concerned with homosexuality ships, one ~n s a~ L L 

1 ' " Thus, the nature of the literature or conjuga v~s~t~ng. 

review on this section reflects the large emphasis on 
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homosexuality. In studying the co-ed setting of Framingham, 

we are presented with a situation which is not dealt with 

in the literature. We hope to add ta the body of literature 

on correctional insitutions in our f!xploratiGI1 of this 

co-ed aspect and its effects. 

The homosexual subculture is central in both male and 

female institutions. Much has been written on homosexual-

ity in prisons. It is agreed that being segregated from 

members of the opposite sex is unnatural and an additional 

cause of stress for the inmate. It is also agreed that 

homosexuality is widely practiced in prisons. 

In women's prisons, numerous roles are based on the 

homosexual subculture. Ward and Kassebaum and Giallombardo 

describe these roles. The "butch" is the woman who plays 

the male role in homosexual relationships. The "femme" is 

the female role. The butch pr0tects and provides for her 

femme by getting her favors) procuring goods for her, 

defending her, and speaking for her. The butch takes an 

aggressive role in social interactions, as well as sexually. 

Femmes do things considered "feminine" for their butches, 

such as washing clothes and cleaning the cell or room. 

Butches often use material goods to seduce femmes. New 

inmates called "fish" are seen as a source of possible 
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partners and are sought out by butches. E . 11 b spec~a y ecause 

of their need for information and attention at the start 

of prison life, the butches help them out,and the new 

inmates are then indebted to them. Many butches are homo-

sexual on the outside. Women who become homosexual in 

prison are referred to as "jailhouse turnouts" or "peniten-

tiary turnouts." The butch often wants the femme to accept 

homosexuality as a way of life. 

"Stud broads" or "macs" are other names for the butch 

role. A "trick'i is a woman who lets herself be exploited. 

She might be a partner of a "stud broad" who has several 

partners, and she is one outside the stud broad's cottage. 

The one inside her cottage is considered the main partner. 

The "chippie" is the stud broad who exploits each partner. 

"Kick partners" are people in a relationship solely for 

physical gratification. "Cherries" are women who have 

r 
I 

never been 'turned out.' A "punk" is one who is pretentious; 

i.e., one who "acts like a female" when she is expected to 

act like a male. 

Male homosexual roles include the following (from 

Sykes): 

"wolves": Men who play the aggressive role. 

"punks": These are men who play the submissive or 

L. ; 

) 

passive role. This usually refers 
to someone who is forced to do so. 

"fags"'. Th h ese are omosexuals by choice. 
Fags are seen as "feminine"; punks are 
seen as weak. 
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Harris ('67) speaks of h t e interrelationship between 

rackets and the h 1 b omoseXU8 su culture in female prisons. 

Rackets are controlled by the most "masculine oriented" 

inmates (stud broads. and macs). The homosexuals, through 

contacts with inmates working ~n 11 ~ a parts of the prison, 

have access to all the goods and services which are desired 

to make life easier. H 1 omosexua ity is, thus, a means of 

getting goods, as well as physical gratification and 

emotional closeness. 

Studies have shown that the main problem in homosexual 

relationships in female prisons is the danger of violent 

jeaiousies developing (Chandler, '73) Women have been 

severely beaten and otherwise injured for this reason. 

deRham ('69) writes that th t' e mos pr~son officials can do 

is to try to prevent people from being drawn into sexual 

relationships against their will. Sh h e c aracterizes many 

of these relationships as sado-masochistic, with inmates 

injuring themselves when a partner leaves or is moved. 

Ward and Kassebaum differentiate between the basic 

" 
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cause of homosexuality in male and female prisons. For men, 

they believe, it is a matter of physical release. For 

women, it is again related to the pain of isolation and the 

need for closeness. The specific needs of the "butch" and 

"femme" are discussed. The butch, it seems, wants to 

"make love but not have love made to her" (Ward and 

Kassebaum) because she does not want to lose control in the 

relationship. Though the butches are initially aggressive 

h 11 "used" by in attaining femmes, it is they w 0 are usua y 

the femmes. Many femmes return to a life of heterosexual

ity on the outside and are just involved with the butches 

to make prison life a bit easier. Some femmes, or jail

house turnouts retain a homosexual life style after prison. 

They find it more rewarding than they ever found hetero

sexual relationships and feel they've found themselves. 

There appears to be a mutual dislike between real 

homosexuals and people who pretend to be. Those who are 

temporary homosexuals usually display it more,in clothes 

or actions in public. 

Though marriage and familying are more widespread 

, .. among female prisons, Caldwell ( 56) reports marr~age ~n 

male prisons, including courtship and ceremonies. Hopper 

('71) states that in male prisons homosexuality is chiefly 

It 
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a result of affectional deprivation. Hopper writes of 

conjugal visiting as a way to allow a prisoner to retain 

ties with his wife and thus keep the self-image of a person 

who is important to others. He tested the effects of 

conjugal viSiting on vprious aspects of behavior in prison. 

He found that inmates' relationship to staff cha'nge4: 

they trusted staff more, cooperated with staff more, felt 

the staff was more fair, and agreed to work harder. 

(Hopper, '69, p. 135) At the Same time, there Was no less 

loyalty to other inmates. 

Clemmer states that "possibley no other influence in 

prison life is so conducive to the disorganization of 

particular persons as are the sex ideations which develop." 

(Clemmer, '40, p. 249) He speaks of three types of sexual 

adjustment: normal, quasi-abnormal, and definitely abnor

mal. He is referring to psychosexual development, and then 

to the effect of prison on this. His main criterion of 

placement in one of these categories is whether the inmate 

prefers heterosexual relationships or not. This is another 

area in which cultural ideas are changing, and Clemmer and 

other studies are presented with this in mind. 

Ward and Kassebaum summarize what they feel are the 

similarities arid differences of homosexuality in male and 

h4 
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female prisons. Ma~erial goods are seen to be used in at 

least two similar ways: 

1. goods may be used in the beginning to seduce 
uninitiated inmates 

2. goods can be demanded as a show of loyalty 
once the inmate is committed. 

They reiterate that men S2e homosexual relationships as a 

vehicle for physical satisfaction, and women tend to be 

more concerned with emotional aspects. The Hwolf" thus 

carries no sense of love or attachment with his role. He 

does it for physical satisfaction: his counterpart in 

female prisons, the "butch," does not generally W[,"J.t sexual 

satisfaction. Yet, she defines herself as homosexual and 

the "wolf" does not. The "butch" role also puts some 

limits on emotional involvement in some cases, though it 

generally fills emotional needs rather than physical for 

the butch. The "wolf" has sexual relations with "punks" 

whom he rejects as legitimate emotional partners. 

The nature of violence in these relationships also 

appears to be different. Women don't seem to generally use 

physical violence to force other women into sexual acts, 

and men do use force in this way. 

Classes and Clique~. An inmate in a California prison 

(1971, "Inside the Prison Clique," Victor Dillon) has 
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written that an inmate has two choices of receiving love , , 
! 

from another individual once in prison: either he takes 

the "pseudo love" of a clique or he becomes homosexual. 

He describes the clique as providing emotional and physical 

security. The emotional security involves learning role-

playing of a convict and identifying with others'. Ehysical 

security is found in the back-up of others in case of 

fights. Some cliques are like businesses, providing goods 

based on supply and demand. Others are more socially 

oriented, with the accent on social acceptance. Different 

cliques, such as clerks or religious groups, have different 

codes than the mainline code. 

Clen~er speaks of various levels of group involvement. 

The "complete clique man" is in a group of three or more 

very close friends, with a strong "we" feeling. The "group 

man" is friendly with a group, but not as close as the 

complete clique man. He would not go "all the way" for 

them. The "semi-solitary man" never becomes intimately 

friendly. The "complete solitary man" shares nothing. 

Clemmer states that most groups have two to seven 

members. The prison community is not comprised of a great 

number of integrated groups as is the outside community. 

It is estimated that forty out of everyone hundred inmates 
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are not closely affiliated with informal social groups. A 

questionnaire gave the following statistics on feelings 

about friendship in prison (Clemmer, '40, p. 123): 

(a) 72% felt that friendships are of short duration. 
(b) 77% felt that familiarity in prison breeds contempt, 
(c) 70% felt that friendships in prison result from 

mutual help, which one inmate can give another 
rather than beca~se of some admired trait. 

(d) 95% felt that most prisoners are more interested 
in themselves than in any other prisoner. 

In summary, the literature presents the existence of 

an inmate subculture and code in institutional settings. 

This subculture is always relating to and affecting the 

formal organization and is always affected by the formal 

organization. Within this broad description fall many 

types of subcultures in many types of prisons. Inmates 

take on roles reflecting various needs and ways of adapting. 

The effect of the group affiliation has been studied, and 

application of efforts toward the group has been suggested. 

Various needs of men and women have been described and 

discussed. Patterns of association have been documented. 

All in all, much work has been done on describing, in 

detail, prison subcultures and relationships. 

With the advent of the co-ed prison, we hope to further 

these studies by exploring the effects of a co-ed setting 

on all the above issues. Not only the co-ed nature, but 

f ! 
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also community linkage at Framingham affect the nature of 

life there. With the above descriptions in mind, we will 

look at the existing systems in this unusual setting. 

Outside Community Linkage 

One of the significant aspects of MCI-Frami~gham is 

the relatively frequent contact that inmates have with the 

outside corrmunity. In addition to the furlough program 

and the work/education release programs there is an exten

sive volunteer program wheLe members of the outside commu

nity come into the institution and provide more contact 

than is usually seen in a prison environment. For the 

purpose of this literature review, however, the concentra

tion is on the community relationships from the furlough 

program and the work/education release programs since these 

are the programs specifically asked about in this study. 

Present literature on prisons' and inmates' relation

ships with the outside community contains several recent 

studies on work release programs, but very little on educa

tion release and furloughs. As such, the data related to 

these programs in the Framingham study may help to fill a 

gap in the literature. In addition, in this study much of 

the information comes from inmates and not administrators 
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or officials. The perspective, therefore, is significantly 

different. 

1 ( '72)· the extension of correc-Carter, ~~. Vlew 

tiona1 institutions into the community as including resi

dents outside of the traditional institutions. Studt, et 

a1. ('68) suggest that tr:e prison should be transitional 

so that a "continuum" can be formed with the greater 

community. The Massachusetts Department of Correction has 

taken the position in their "Statement of Philosophy" ('73) 

that the reintegration of the offender into the community 

is their primary concern. One of their stated goals is to 

return a person to society with the knowledge and skills 

necessary to earn an honest living. It can be ass~med 

then, that it is upon this concern and goal that the work 

and education release programs and the furlough program at 

MCI-Framingham are based. How successful these programs 

are and how they are viewed by inmates in them can be seen 

in the results of this study. One significant fact is that 

these programs were often mentioned by inmates as being 

among the most important to them at the institution. 

A general study on community reintegration was 

conducted by the University of Maryland School of Social 

Work ('73). The project was an attempt to demonstrate the 

importance of community contact in preparing offenders for 

.. ~., .. -. 
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release. The project set out to: (1) identify individual 

and family needs; (2) prepare the offender and his family 

to be united in the community; and (3) make appropriate 

referrals to community agencies for continuity of services. 

The project lasted two years and 209 men were studied. The 

recidivism rate WdS 16%. Those who received the most 

service had the lowest recidivism rate of the total. The 

researchers suggested that this indicated a direct correla-

tion between service received and potential for recidivism. 

To compare these results with ours, see the section on the 

recidivism follow-up study. 

Regarding work release, Swanson ('73) conducted a 

study of these programs in 43 states, the District of 

Columbia and the Federal Prison system. He found that 

3.17% of the national felon population were involved in 

work release. He further presented results of a national 

survey that showed community based programs as being more 

rehabilitative than non-community based ones. 

The "Monthly Statistical Report of the Work and Educa-

tion Release Programs" for January, 1975, for the Nassa-

chusetts Department of Correction shows a total of 72 out 

of 1,212 inmates on work release as of January 25, 1975. 

This is 5.9% compared to the 3.17% figure mentioned by 
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Swanson in the national survey. Out of 128 inmates at MCI-

Framingham on that date, 39 (30.5%) were on work release. 

(What should be noted when examining these figures and those 

for education release, which will be presented later, is 

that MCI-Framingham is a pre-release center for some inmates,' 

and they are sent there already destined for work or educa-

tion release). 

Data from individual studies were found for Pennsylvania; 

Florida, New York, and California. According to an evalua-

tion made by Informatics, Inc. ('72) of 719 residents 

admitted to the Pennsylvania Community Treatment Services 

from May 1, 1969 to June, 1972,there was a major difference 

in the commission and conviction of new crimes as compared 

with men who were released directly to parole. A "mainstay" ," 

of this program is out-residency as well as self-supporting I 

community employment. The prison return rate since this 

program took effect was reduced by 31% and the researchers 

claimed a potential for further reductions. 

One work release program that has not had such positiv~ I 

results is in New York City. According to the Youth and 

Corrections Committee of the Community Service Society of 

New York ('74), the program has been ineffective but not 

from lack of merit, but rather as a result of administrative 
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failures in the central office and the failure of the 

facilities to interact with the community. 

Another study which found the work program to have 

either neutral or negative results was conducted by the 

Southeastern Correction.al and Criminological Research 

Center ('73). Here, inmates were selected randOmly.from 

Florida Department of Correction facilities to an experi

mental and a control group, and both responded to attitud

inal questionnaires before and after release. There was no 

significant difference between the two groups regarding 

perception of legitimate opportunity, achievement motivation, 

legal self-concept, and focal concerns. The only attitude 

change apparently attributable to work release was that the 

level of self esteem of work release participants after 

release was significantly lower than that of the control 

group. Thus, work release appeared to have a harmful effect 

upon self esteem. 

In California, two studies conducted showed beneficial 

results for work release in terms of recidivism, social 

cost, and adjustment to post-prison life. Jeffrey and 

Woolpert ('74) published the Tesults of a four year study 

commencing in 1967 in San Mateo. The four year totals 

showed the percentage of work releasees with no arrests and j 
t 
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. t' (23°1 and 43'%) to be nearly double tha t of no conv~c ~ons 10 0 

the control group (13% and 23%). They found, however, that 

these differences declined over the years, (i.e., less 

difference in the 3rd and 4th year groups than in the 1st 

and 2nd). Also significant was that those who tended to do 

worst under standard institutionalization showed the most 

improvement after work release. 

The other California study, published by Rudolph and 

, ) d t d 1n Santa Clara between 1968 Esselstyn (73 was con uc e -

and 1970. Data was collected on 2,360 inmates from mini-

f ' d . . ( 1) the :, . t' The maJ'or ~n ~ngs were. . mum security inst~tu ~ons. 

inmate on work release did not define himself as a criminal 

but staff did; (2) specialized vocational rehabilitation 

for the inmates waS a high cost/low yield venture; and 

(3) work release inmates made a far better adjustment in 

the post release period than non-release inmates. 

For furlough programs, a na tional survey was conducted 

by Markley ('73). Furlough programs were analyzed in all 

50 states as well as the District of Columbia and the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons. This study revealed that in 

March, 1972 there were 29 Departments of Correction conduc· 

and 17 of the remaining Departments ting furlough programs 

planned to implement them in the near future. 
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The "Monthly Statistical Report of the Furlough 

Program" for January, 1975 for the Massachusetts Department 

of Correction showed 487 furloughs issued that month in 

the system. Of these, 52 were from MCl-Framingham. Six 

individuals escaped (1.2%) that month, but none were from 

MCr-Framingham. The total number of furloughs grane'ed in 

Massachusetts since the inception of the furlough program 

in November, 1972 is 16,956 as of January, 1975. As of 

that date, there had been 265 escapes (1.6%). Of that 

to,a1 1,422 furloughs had been granted at MCr-Framingham 

with 17 escapes (1.2%). Onl t.hree of these escapees were 

still at large at the end of 0anuary, 1975. 

For education release, the "Honthly Statistical Report 

of the Work and Education Release Programs" for January, 

1975 for the Massachusetts Department of Correction showed 

54 inmates on education release of which 16 were from MCl-

Framingham. 

Finally, a study by Griggs and McCune ('72) discovered 

some of the problems that the various programs of work and 

education release were having across the country. The one 

found most was negative community reaction. Other problems 

related to lack of funding and the need for statutory and 

programatic changes. Some of these are also mentioned by 
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inmates in this study. 

In summary, then, corrununity relationships and community' 

reintegration programs will be an important focus in this 

study of Framingham. 

Attention will now be turned to the description of 

MCI-Framingham. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DESCRIPTION OF MCI-FRAMINGHAM 
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DESCRIPTION OF MCI-FRAMINGHAM 
INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this section is to provide a general 

description of MCI-Framingham. Information for this section 

was derived from interviews with Framingham personnel, as 

well as from various reports and publications concerning 

Framingham. Specifically, the £oll~wing approach was used 

to collect information for this descriptive section. 

On January ninth two students attended a weekly 

treatment staff meeting in order to interview the repre-

sentatives from each program. However, this was not feasible 

due to the large number of individuals present. We, there-

fore, scheduled individual interviews with a member of each 

department. 

Two days were then spent at the institution interviewing 

staff from: Division of Legal Medicine Counseling Service, 

Social Service, School, Work/Education Release, Furlough, 

Discipline, Volunteer Services, Library, Clergy, and 

Classification. 

From several program staff we obtained written material 

which contributed to the description of their programs. We 

also used information from the 1973 Annual Report of MCI-

Framingham, budget submissions, and Edwin Powers' The Basic 
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Structure of the Administration of Crim~nal Justice in 

Massachusetts .. 

We then compiled all the written material with the 

personal interviews to arrive at our final descriptive 

analysis. This descriptive r-ection was reviewed by 

Framingham staff for accuracy prior to final typing. 

HISTORY AND PHYSICAL LAYOUT 
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On November 7, 1877, the second institution exc1u~ively 

for adult women was established in the United States. 

Since the prison was located in the town of Sherborn, it was 

popularly called the Sherborn Prison, but when the town 

limits were changed in 1913, this placed the prison in 

Framingham and caused the change in the Prison's name. 

Before the establishment of Framingham, women were 

placed in various jails and houses of correction, and 

although in 1870 a prison was chosen in Greenfield to be 

used specifically for women, this was a failure because 

there wasn't enough backing. 

The woman who first held the office of Superintendent 

of Sherborn Prison was Mrs. Endora Atkinson (1877-1880). 

It was under her direction, that a classification system, 

an educ~~iona1 program and vocational training program were 
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begun. 

An appropriation of $300,000 went into selecting the 

proper site for the prison. The original building was three 

stories high with five wings off of a main corridor. The 

$jperintendent's quarters were connected to the main building 

by an archway. Over the years, the physical layout 0t 
Framingham has changed quite a bit.· Three of the original 

five wings have been partially removed. 

Dr. Elisha Mosher (1880-1883) was the second super-

intendent of the prison and under her direction, the 

indenture program, the forerunner of the current work 

release program was begun. 

Succeeding Dr. Mosher as superintendent, Clara Barton, 

R.N. took the position (1883). She was responsible for 

starting a point system of good conduct and a grade promotion 

plan. Industries were also developed as a source of training. 

Miss Barton resigned after a year and Mrs. Ellen Cheney 

Johnson took office (1884-1899). She introduced the "ticket 

of leave" system, which was a modified version of our 

current parole system. Mrs. Johnson was also credited with 

improving medical services, sanitation and fire prevention 

facilities. 
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Frances A. Morton (1899-1911) as Acting Superintendent, 

introduced the indeterminate sentence, finger printing and 

increased inmate privileges. Her successor was Mrs. Jesse 

Hodder (1911-1931) whose accomplishments included abolition 

of solitary confinement cells, establishment of the social 

service department, services of a psychologist, psychiatrist 

and dentist. She is also credited with establishing a 

gymnasium for inmate use. 

The longest period of service by one superintendent was 

held by Dr. Miriam Van Waters (1932-1957). She was 

responsible for allowing inmates to wear theiJ: own clothes 

for the first time. Dr. Van Waters also established various 

social clubs with therapeutic goals and intern programs for 

graduate students in psychology, psychiatry and social work. 

In 1936, while Dr. Van Waters was Acting Superintendent, two 

minimum security cottages were built; one called Hodder Hall ! 
housed youthfu~ offenders and Wilson Cottage housed 

pregnant women and mothers with babies. In 1950, the Day 

Work law was established which allowed the inmate to go out 

to work in the morning and return to the institution ~l the 

evening, allmving ~vomen to earn money for themselves. 

Fifteen percent of their earnings were required to be 

contributed to the State's General Fund. Dr. Van Waters is 

: 
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probably the most well-known of all the superintendents at 

Framingham. Many of the programs she established became the 

focal point of prison reform. Unfortunately, in 1949 and again 

in 1957, Dr. Waters came under attack by political powers for 

her new reform programs, which in turn gained her interna-

tional fame. 

In 1958, Mrs. Bette Cole Smith assumed position of 

Superintendent at Framingham. Under her superintendency, 

in 1962, the legislature appropriated funds for the 

construction of four cottages, with a thirty-five bed 

capacity. The buildings were named Pioneer, Townline, Algon 

and Laurel, and their aim was to provide a more home-like 

living experience for the inmates. An honor residence was 

also set up for certain selected inmates who lived there 

unsupervised. This residence was used until the S~mmer of 

1971. In addition, a new infirmary and admissions building 

were also erected. Along with this, a halfway house 

sponsored by the Friends of Framingham was established. 

In 1965, the Alcoholic Rehabilitation Center was 

started to provide assistance to the inmates committed to 

Framingham on charges of drunkenness as well as those 

alcoholics who voluntarily committed themselves. The center 

~'las housed in the old staff home. 

In 1966, Mrs. Smith expanded the work release program, 
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which proved very successful, and in 1969, a drug addiction 

treatment center was established in the admissions building 

~o provide treatment for drug users. The latter program 

operated for about two years. 

In 1971, under the superintendency of Mrs. Gloria 

Cuzzi, the team concept WdS introduced. This was a time of 

great upheaval for prison reform around the country, and 

after seven months, Mrs. Cuzzi was replaced by Mr. Kenneth 

Bishop, who acted as Interim Superintendent. 

In August of 1972, Mr~. Dorothy Chase assumed the 

position, stressing further independence and responsibility 

for the inmates. The Inmate Council was revitalized under 

the Advisory Council. Committees such as community work, 

entertainment, training for outside, were established to 

further develop the inmates self-determination. During that 

year, the Correctional Reform Act was established which 

repealed the D?y Work law of 1950. This law "provided for 

employment at any place within the Commonwealth approved by 

the Commissioner, subject to the rules and regulations made 

by him and to section 49 of that Act." (Edwin Powers, p. 219), 

In July, 1974, Mrs. Chase resigned as Superintendent. 

Mr. Jack Bates was appointed the first male permanent 

Superintendent of Framingham in March, 1975. 
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MALE RESIDENTS 

In March of 1973, men residents arrived at Framingham 

for the first time. By June of that year, there were 

fourteen men. This was a major change for Framingham which 

h8id been exclusively a women's prison for almost 100 years. 

Transfers came from Walpole, Norfolk and Concord.' 

Men wh0 are transferred to FramJngham must be in a 

minimum-custody status, with no major disciplinary reports 

on their records for the preceeding month. All the men who 

apply must do so on their own initiative, and their cases 

are carefully reviewed by a selection committee. Many men 

who do come to Framingham are within eighteen months of 

parole eligibility and others are long-termers who are 

transferred to Framingham to participate in the cadre program. 

All are screened by a departmental classification committee 

after voluntarily submitting an application for transfer to 

Framingham. 

STAFF DESCRIPTION 

MCI-Framingham has the highest ratio of staff to 

residents of any co~rectional facility in Massachusetts. 

The personnel listed below were taken from the Program 

Budget Sunrrnary for the fiscal year of 1974. 
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1. Security Services: 

Personnel - 58 (41%) 

2. Treatment/Social Services (25%) 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

Furlough Personnel - 1 

Work/Education Release Personnel - 4 State, 
4 Federal 

Academic Education Personnel - 4 

Industries Personnel - 10 

Mental Healt~ Personnel (non-DOC) - 6 
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F. and Soc ;a1 Service Personnel - 14 Classification .L. 

3. Administration 

Personnel - 18 (13%) 

4. General Maintenance 

Personnel - 30 (21%) 

CLASSIFICATION 

When inmates come into MCI-Framingham, their cases are 

month by the "Institution Class5.fication reviewed within a 

J'ob ;t ;s to assess where individuals are Committee," whose .L. ..... 

psychologically, legally and medically, for the purpose of 

initiating an educational, vocation, work and treatment 

program for them. Much time goes into the evaluation and 

t they are placed on "c1ass-decisions about each iTh~a e as 

ification teams" upon entrance to MGT-Framingham. The teamS 
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are responsible for making the initial work and residence 
~' 

assignment for all inmates. At the end of the first month, 

the teams prepare planning and evaluation reports to present 

to the "Institution Classification Committee." Cases which 

arEl different or complex are referred to the "Administrative I 
Advisory Committee" for advice. Men may be sent back to the 

. , ' 

institutions they came from if they fail to adjust at I 
I 
I 

, 
Framingham. This decision is made by the Departmental 

Classification Committee which screened their original 

application. 

The "Institution Classification Committee" writes 

progress reports every six months on all inmates' programs 

and also considers requests for changes in programs. 

SOCIAL SERVICE 

The Social Service Department is based on the team 

concept, in the belief that integrating inmates in teams 

rather than working with each inmate individually, helps 

them deal with more than just their own problems and learn 

to cope with the total environment. 

There are four correction social workers and a head 

social worker in the department. The team consists of one 

corrections social worker, one D.L.M. worker, a job 
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developer and an inmate who undergoes evaluation. When an 

inmate comes to Framingham, (s)he is immediately assigned 

to a team who evaluates, classifies and then makes 

recommendations about that inmate. The social worker is 

specifically responsible for assigning an inmate to a 

cottage and work placement. 

Whereas the D.L.M. worker does clinical therapy, the 

social workers try to maintain a supportive relationship 

with the inmate; they deal with reality issues as well as 

practical and administrative ones. If inmates wish to make 

telephone calls to the outside, they must get permission 

from their social worker. A large part of the social worker' 

work load consists of record keeping and keeping the case 

histories up to date. 

COUNSELING 

The counseling program, under the Division of Legal 

Medicine, consists of five therapists--three psychiatric 

social workers, one clinical psychologist, and one 

counselor. These therapists are involved in the total 

institution and not just individual counseling. Each 

therapist is part of a classification team and with their 

assistance an appropriate individual program is worked out 

1 
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for each inmate. 

All therapy is voluntary, and an inmate may be seen 

either individually or in a group. Th f us ar two encounter 

groups have been completed. These are short-term (twelve 

weeks) and meet two hours per week. Th' J.s group is a 

mixture of learning experience and therapy. The lconcep"t 

~ h . 
0_ t e group is to work on relationships here and now within 

the group. Oftentimes exercises ar~ used to help people 

become more relaxed and enable them to open up. The last 

group is a marathon and lasts four hours. There is also 

presently one therapy gr~up. 

Individual therapy is done by all the therapists. 

Although some inmates are seen on a long-term basis, much 

of the individual work is now short-term, goal-oriented 

therapy. 

Therapists are also responsible for doing short one 

hour evaluations for those inmates who are being referred 

to the vocational rehabilitation programs of the 

Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission; on occasion they 

will do an extensive evaluation on an inmate who is up for 

parole. 

One day per week is spent in Boston seeing people who 

are on parole and working in the community. 
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If there is any psychological testing or consultation 

to be done, counseling is responsible. 

VOLUNTEER AND COMMUNITY SERVICES 

The goals of this program are to provide services to 

the inmates ';vithin the institution, and also to help them 

learn about resources available to them which they can turn 

to upon release. The importance of having volunteer 

services is great because not only do these services help 

the ;nmate back into the community, but it also reintegrate ..... 

. h . the responsibility of the allows the community to s are ~n 

inmates' eventual return to the outside. By increasing 

. . the apprehension and dissatisfactioo community partic~pat~on, 

towards the prison can be reduced, and services led by 

volunteers can fill the gap of activities which are not 

part of the normal prison schedule. 

Volunteers, with the help of inmates have been able to 

. ., which were badly needed for develop recreational act~v~t~es 

the morale of the institution. Such activities as yoga, 

tennis, andsoftbal ave 1 h been a rranged as well as vo11ey-

ball and basketball teams which play community teams. 

f 'l have been another source of Concerts, theater and ~ ms 

. t't ted by the volunteers. entertainment ~ns ~ u 
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As far as public relations go, the Community Service 

office has established a core of inmates who have agreed to 

act as tour gUides, and tours for colleges and church groups 

have been arranged. In an attempt to further educate the 

community to MGI-Framingham, media coverage has been brought 

in as well as a speakers 'bureau to give lectures to the' 

surrounding community. 

The Director of Community Services is in charge of all 

volunteer services. Her job is to screen all those who 

want to become volunteers, as well as to go out to the 

community to recruit individuals or groups who could be of 

assistance to the institution. The Director is also in 

charge of arranging schedules for such activities as 

photography, tutoring, and art programs, which include such 

classes as pottery and silk screening. 

The Friendly Visitors are a group of volunteers who 

aid in the programming and also are responsible for 

coordinating many parties at MCI-Framingham. 

A Readjustment Program is run by the combined efforts 

of five counselors, a selected number of volunteers and 

an inmate. The goal is to advise the inmates who will be 

released shortly about such concerns as credit, housing, 

medical needs, welfare, and any other questions the inmates 
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might have. 

FURLOUGH PROGRAM 

The furlough 

a successful one. 

program at MCI-Framingham has proven to be 

The 1973 Annual Report states of the 

h "It h~s been an incentive to the men and fur10ug program, ~ 

women incarcerated here. It has brought a much closer.' unity: 

between them an ... ..L. ..L. d the~r fam~l~es and has opened a wider range 

. for th.e resident's ,integration into the of opportunit~es 

community. It has helped pave the way to a more under-

. t' between the residpnts and the standing commun~ca ~on 

1 helped to decrease a common feeling community--having a so 

of alienation from society by allowing the resident to 

re-enter his or her community at various times during the 

" year. 

A furlough committee consisting of social workers, 

counselors, and correction officers meets weekly to D.L.M. 

ev~luat~on and screening, if the inmate's determine through u ..L. 

1 b t d The Commissioner application for a furlough wi1 e gran e . 

of Correction must approve furlough applications submitted 

by special offenders--i.e., those sentenced for crimes of 

violence. 

Inmates are allowed fourteen days (336 hoeTs) per year 

, 
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in furloughs, seven to be taken the first six months and 

seven in the remaining six months. The first furlough taken 

is a "quarterly" which lasts for twelve hours and is 

dependent upon the inmate's trust and responsibility. 

Inmat'es are considered to be trustworthy if there is reason 

to believe that they will return to the institution on time 

and not commit any crimes while on furlough. In add~tion, 

their past and present conduct in the correctional facility 

is reviewed as a measure of trustworthiness. Four quarterly 

furloughs are allowed per year and none can be taken over

night. Inmates who have successfully completed a quarterly 

furlough and are involved in rehabilitative programs in the 

institution are eligible for "earned" furloughs. Inmates 

not involved in rehabilitative programs are only eligible 

for quarterly furloughs. 

An inmate may be granted an "emergency furlough" when 

it is indicated that an emergency situation exists. 

Additionally, when a resident is not considered to be trust

worthy, a "furlough under escort" may be obtained. 

In 1973, of 580 furloughs, eight escaped but six 

returned voluntarily to the institution within four hours 

of their expected arrival. 
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WORK AND EDUCATION RELEASE 

The rehabilitative aim of the work and education release 

program is to aid individuals in adjusting to the outside 

community. Ideally, on work and education release they will 

better themselves vocationally and educationally which will 

aid in establishing new roles and a different life style on 

a permanent basis. The goal of such a program would be to 

find inmates jobs they like and can continue on with upon 

release from the prison. 

All men at Framingham have been cleared for work and 

education release except those removed for disciplinary 

purposes and those on cadre. Women are eligible for work 

and education release when they have been incarcerated for 

one month and are within eighteen months of their eligible 

date. A successfully completed furlough is usually required 

prior to approval for work and education release. Some 

staff also felt that success in the work and education 

release program is related to how well the inmates have 

performed in the institution. 

Finding a job for the inmate is sometimes difficult 

due to lack of skills and training as well as to the 

currently depressed job market. Inmates are taught how to 

go about looking for work, an important skill in terms of 
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future employment after release from the institution. 

Inmates are paid the going salary rate for their work. 

They are required to contribute 15% of their net earnings 

to the State and spend the rest as they wish. Employers 

and immediate supervisors are aware that the individual is 

an inmate, yet no one else need know unless the inmate 

chooses to do so. 

Several inmates are involved in higher education 

programs. The Department of Corrections has provided 

tuition and books for inmates who at'tend the University of 

Massachusetts, Roxbury Community College and Bunker Hill 

Community College. Full-time students work part-time and 

sometimes full-time jobs in order to cover the{r 
..L. transporta-

tion, food and other expenses. Th{ k f ..... s rna es or a busy and 

exhausting schedule. Often inmates leave the institution 

very early in the morning, return late at night and spend 

weekends studying. 

The rehabilitative success of the work and education 

release program is highly dependent upon the motivation 

of the inmate. 

----~----------------~--~--.. --~-------------------------------------,~ 
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COMPUTER PROGRAr-lMING 

This program is called the "Con'puter Systems 

Programming" and was formed in l'1arch of 1973 by men coming 

from No~folk and Walpole computer groups. The beginning of 

a computer group added a new dimension to the existing 

educational program. 

Before an individual can take any computer courses, an 

entrance examination is given by Hone~~ell personnel to see 

if the individual has an aptitude for programming. 

During the year 1974, the following customers 

benefitted from this program: Department of Natural 

Resourc~s, Department of Lead Paint Poison, Tufts University, 

Hingham School Department, Boston School Department, 

Department of Education, Boston, City of Brockton. 

The "Con'puter Systems Programming" is run completely 

by the inmates involved. It is a unique program due to the 

fact that inmates are teaching other inmates, without staff 

involvement. A new office is in the process of being built 

by the inmates. 
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INDUSTRIES 

Industries, a formerly active program at the institution 

is now being phased out and is not considered to be an 

active work department presently. Prior to 1972, the 

Industries Department employed inmates in the sewing and 

flagmaking shops. However, the Correctional Reform Act of 

1972 favored replacement of the industries program with 

other work of greater value to the inmate. 

In the 1973 Annual Report of MCI-Framingham, Dorothy 

L. Co Chase, Superintendent, states, "The concept of 

Industries is an ancient one and has lost its "raison 

d'etre." It basically is seen as demoralizing as it is 

really "make-work" with no meaning to our residents in 

terms of community planning, serves only to provide services 

to other state institutions at a slave-labor rate. In 

reality, it now functions solely as a source of employment 

for present employees." 

WORK PROGRAMS 

The inmates are responsible for maintaining the 

institution and all are assigned particular task(s) which 

they are responsible for. The inmates are compensated for 

their work~ receiving a minimum of $.50 per day and a 

.. 4 
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maximum of $2.00, which the cadre are paid. Examples of the 

types of jobs the inmates perform include working in the 

laundry, kitchen, grounds, library, storeroom, greenhouse, 

and hospital. Cadre men do some of the carpentry, plumbing, 

and electrical work in the institution. Education is 

considered to be a work a~signment so that time spent in 

school is considered to be part of the work day. 

EDUCATION 

Three teachers operate the school at MCl-Framingham 

on a twelve month basis. Educational instruction begins at 

the first grade level. Upon admission, an inmate is 

evaluated to detennine his educational level and is then 

assigned a program of study. Participation in the education 

program i& voluntary and inmates are excused with pay from 

their work programs within the institution in order to 

attend school. Business practices and a high school 

equivalency program are among the courses offered by the 

institution school. There are an average of 10-15 inmates 

in school on a daily basis. In 1973, twenty-eight students 

received their high school equivalency diplomas. Some 

college level courses have been introduced to the 

institution and have met with varying degrees of success. 

~ 
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RELIGION 

There are Protestant and Catholic Chaplains available 

at MCI-Framingham who devote a portion of their time to the 

institution. Their responsibilities include such activities 

as conducting religious services, counselling, and visiting 

hospitalized inmates. Attendance at church services has 

been s~ewhat limited recently. 

A number of other religious activities are conducted 

within the institution by volunteers from the community. 

These include such activities as Bible stupy groups and 

Christian Scientist and Jehovah Witness services. 

MEDICAL SERVICES 

On admission to MCI-Framingham, all new inmates under

go a complete physical examination, urinanalysis, blood 

count, tuberculosis test, sickle cell anemia test, pap 

smear, and venereal disease testing. Any positive tests 

are followed up with appropriate treatment. A dispensary, 

run by nurses, is open twenty-four hours a day and the 

inmate is given medication prescribed by the doctor. Inmates 

in the institution hospital are seen and examined daily. 

A doctor is on call twenty-four hours a day, seven days a 

week. Inmates requiring hospital care are admitted to 

--------------------------... --.------------------~--~--------
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Framingham Union Hospital. A dentist, optometrist:, and 

psychiatrist visit the institution once a week to provide 

medical services to the inmates. 

CHARLOTTE HOUSE 

Charlotte House, opened in September, 1973, is a pre-

release center for women, located on Charlotte Street in 

Dorchester. The women at Charlotte House have belen 

transferred there from MCI-Framingham, are within eighteen 

months of their parole eligibility date and all are on work 

release. Presently, ten women reside at Charlotte House. 

INSTITUTION COUNCIL 

The Institution Council is an advisory body comprised 

of both staff and inmates, including representatives from 

each cottage and department. They review policies, make 

suggestions for change and discuss inmate collective 

. The Super;ntendent then receives recommendations gr~evances. ..... 

from the Institution Council. 

DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES 

The disciplinary policy of the Department of Correction 

explains its philosophy: "These rules are promulgated in 

the belief that a speedy and fair adjudication of alleged 
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wrong-doing coupled with meaningful sanctions contributes 

to the maintenance of security and the rehabilitation of 

the resident." 

If inmates break rules or regulations of the institution 

disciplinary reports are written up and sent to the 

disciplinary officer. The infractions are divided into two 

categories--minor and major offenses. Examples of mlnor 

offenses might include refusing to go to work, a verbal 

argument, and returning less than fifteen minutes late from 

a furlough. Examples of major offenses might include a 

physical argument, possession of contraband, a female 

entering a male cottage (and vice versa) and returning 

from fifteen minutes to two hours late from a furlough. 

(More than two hours late from a furlough is considered to 

be an escape.) 

Punishment varies with the degree of the offense. A 

minor violation is handled by the disciplinary officer who 

investigates the offense and recommends a sanction where 

appropriate, within twenty-four hours of the alleged 

violation. If the inmates are not in agreement with the 

sanction, they can appeal to a three person disciplinary 

board, consisting of a chairman, correction officer and 

member of the treatment staff. Major violations are 
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handled by the disciplinary board which the resident appears 

before. The action of the board may be appealed to the 

Superintendent and on occasion, to the Commissioner of 

Correction. 

AWAITING A.CTION 

On orders of the Federal Court, the female section of 

Charles Street Jail (Suffolk County Jail for the City of 

Boston) was closed down and all women on an "Awaiting 
CHAPTER FOUR 

Trial" status were ordered from then on to be sent to 

Mcr ··Framingham. On November 26, 1973, the first twenty- METHODOLOGY 

four Charles Street women were admitted to Framingham. The 

Awaiting Trial unit has been a financial drain on 

Framingham's budget because no new resources were provided 

by the State to support the Awaiting Trial unit when it was 

added. 

This concludes the general description of MCI-Framingham, 

Attention will now be turned to a discussion of the. 

methodology used in this research. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The methodology section is divided into two parts. In 

the first part the method used in the exploratory segment 

of the study is presented; in the second part the method 

used for the recidivism follow-up is presented. 

Methodology for Exploratory Section 

In preparation for this section of the study we 

utilized some of the same introductory steps that have been 

described earlier. This includes a survey of the literature, 

a tour of the institution, disc~ssion of issues with staff 

members, and a meeting with the Acting Superintendent for 

clearance into the institution. Through our review of 

related literature we became aware of and interested in the 

concept of social climate in the prison. A meeting was 

arranged with Alden Miller and Robert Coates at the Harvard 

Center for Criminal Justice, as these two researchers had 

completed a study of the social climate in a juvenile 

institution that seemed to be similar to our interest. 

Formulation of the Instrument. Through our discussion 

with Miller and Coates, we were introduced to their question-

naire and studied the possible utilization of it as an 

instrument we might use. The first forty five short 
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answer questions on Miller and Coates~ instrument directly 

measured social climate and suited our purposes almost 

exactly. With their permission, we elected to utilize this 

social climate scale, with minor changes in wording so 

that it would be relevant to adult men and women rather than 

juvenile male offenders. This instrument has the double 

advantage of having been pre-tested, as well as 0ffering us 

the possibility of comparison of data from our sample and 

that of Miller and Coates. We did not use a portion of the 

Miller and Coates instrument which utilized a semantic 

differential as it did not seem relevant to our interests. 

In addition to these questions on social climate, we 

devised open-ended questions in order to explore opinions 

and attitudes of the inmates on specific subjects. First, 

we constructed a series of questions concerning the 

experience of the inmates at a co-ed institution. This area 

of interest was partially stimulated by reports of social 

roles in one-sex institutions and our consequent desire to 

compare those roles with ones developed in a co-ed prison. 

More specifically, we devised questions which would explore 

the perceived advantages and disadvantages of a co-ed 

institution; questions concerning the nature of inmate 

relationships; and questions concerning norms for sexual 

bheavior. 
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Secondly, we oriented our exploratory section of our 

instrument to attitudes concerning selected programs at 

Framingham. These questions were included partially in 

response to concerns expressed by the staff, so that they 

might better evaluate the efficiency of the programs. Also, 

we believed it to be vital to gain inmate attitudes on such 

programs as furlough and work and education release because 

these activities characterize the institution as much as the 

co-ed nature. 

Thirdly, we included seven questions of specific 

demographic data, such as age, sex, race, etc., so that we 

might gain these vital statistics without v.iolating our 

promise of confidentiality by having to utilize institution 

records. We felt that it was particularly important to 

honor this committment, in light of our meeting with the 

Institution Council. At that time representatives of our 

group met with inmates and staff to explain the study, and 

the inmates stressed to us the need for anonymity. 

Pretest and Revision of the Instrument. On completion 

of our questionnaire, five group members went to the institu-

tion to pretest the instrument using five volunteers. These 

volunteers served as consultants, and were asked to comment 
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on the clarity and relevance of the questions. Because the 

Director of Community Service had gotten five verbal and 

helpful interviews, we got much useful feedback on such 

things as the appropriateness of questions, our choice of 

wording, and the degree to which our pretest sample enjoyed 

the interview. As a result of the pretest and our subsequent 

discussions, we made several changes in the instrument. We 

changed the word "resident" to "inmate",as the inmates felt 

this was more honest. We removed a question asking the 

inmate if he or she felt that they fit in the institution, 

as the inmates found this insulting and absurd. Finally, 

we provided a list of specific areas for the interviewer to 

explore in order to offer some structure to the interview. 

A copy of the interview schedule is attached as 

Appendix C. 

Population. MCI-Framingham had a population of 

approximately one hundred and twenty five inmates at the 

time of our study, but of this number about twenty five 

were either in the awaiting trial unit, in the hospital, or 

at the Charlotte House pre-release center in Boston. There-

fore, we had access to about one hundred persons who fell 

into the following categories: slightly more than 50% were 
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women, '~out 30% were men elig1'ble for work or education 

release, and about 20% were men who are considered cadre 

and were not l' 'bl 1 e 191 e to eave the institution, except on 

furloughs. 

The Sample. We chuse to sample fifty (50) inmates at 

MCl-Framingham since that would give us a workable number 

which would also increase the reliability of our findings 

as it represented half of the inmate population at that time. 

Our belief was that with this number we would derive a 

representative sample of individuals within the institution. 

We divided the· population into two parts, with one containing 

the women and the other part containing the ~en. The male 

population was further subdivided so that one subgroup 

contained all of the cadre and the other included all the 

men eligible for work or education release. 

We selected a random sample from the three groups 

listed above. This \v8S accomplished by using a list of the 

institution population, arbitrarily selecting a starting 

point, and then setting an appropriate interval (every 

other person) and making selections until the sample was 

completed. Our final sample drawn by this process included 

twenty-five women and twenty-five men. The male sample was 
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subdivided so that it included fifteen non-cadre men and 

ten men in the cadre program. 

Due to difficulties in gaining participation from our 

randmnsample, we were faced with considering other 

alternatives. Of the fifty persons in our sample, all of 

whom had been notified, only twenty chose to respond. After 

careful consideration of the factors we elected to 

supplement our random sample with volunteers. (See 

following section on data collection for details.) We made 

the decision to utilize volunteers because it was impossible 

. for ~s to gain fifty persons for our random sample. We 

believed the size of the sample to be important because the 

larger the sample, the more representative would be the 

opinions we received. Since we still believed that our 

original system was ideally the best plan, we chose 

volunteers in accordance with the numerical breakdown of 

our original three groups, and we continued to pursue those 

inmates from our original random sample. In other,terms, 

we shifted from a probability sample to a quota sample. 

I. 

t 

Data Collectio.!!:,. There were two individuals within the I' 
I 

institution on whom ~\7e were greatly dependent, and without 

whom our study would have never begun. These two, the 

! 
i 
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Director of Community Services and h . er ~nmate associate, 

proved invaluable in contacting inmates, reminding them of 

appointments, selecting volunteers, prov;d;ng . t . . 
.4... ~n erv~ew~ng 

space, and generally functioning in an extremely supportive 

and facilitative manner. B ecause our study was carried out 

in a prison, certain real~ty factors had to be dealt with. 

It was impossible for interviewers to make direct'contact 

with inmates to solicit their participation. The inmates 

at Framingham are concerned about their privacy and wary of 

outeiders. Therefore, any contact with inmates had to be 

established by the two above mentioned individuals . 

Initially, the Director of Community Services sent 

notices to, telephoned, and reminded people ~n our sample 

to come for their interviews. After she had notified 

everyone at least once, we attempted to schedule interviews 

on our own. Because serving as a facilitator for our 

project was becoming a full-time task and the Director had 

other responsibilities, this seemed a necessary step. We 

were not successful in this attempt to work independently. 

After a careful analysis of the situation, we decided 

to use volunteers for our interviews and we made the above 

mentioned change from a probability sample to a quota sample. 

Because of the basic difficulty in communication and mobility ! 
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we were still dependent on the inmate Community Services 

Coordinator to select and gather volunteer interviewees 

for our study. Without the persistence of this gentleman 

we could not have completed more than a minimal number of 

interviews. 

Fifty interviews were completed and we remained very 

close to our original quotas. Our final sample contained 

twenty-four women and twenty-six men, twelve of whom were 

from the cadre group and fourteen of whom were eligible for 

community work and education release. Also, of the fifty, 

thirty-two were persons chosen in our original random 

sample. 

Interviews themselves were conducted on a face to face 

basis, with one interviewer conducting a session with one 

respondent. These interviews ranged in length from forty 

minutes to two hours, with a median time of about one hour. 

In all c'ases the interviewer scored the questionnaire. 

Before any of the interviews were begun the intervi~wers 

met to decide upon standards of behavior and response in 

an attempt to make the experiences as similar as possible" 

Also, each interviewer attempted to make his or her 

behavior consistent from one interview to the next. Two 

large rooms were used to hold the interviews, and the 

interviewer and respondent sat across a table from one 
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another as the interviewer held the instrument and read the 

questions. 

In order to be as accessible as possible to the 

majority of the inmate popUlation and to the various sub-

groups of it, we came to the prison to interview on weekday 

mornings, afternoons, and evenings, on Sundays and on a. 

holiday. One of the logistical problems was to find a time 

convenient for those inmates who participated in the work 

and educational release programs as they were often out of 

the prison from dawn till late at night, six days out of 

the week. A number of such persons were among those who 

did not respond to our original notices to the random 

sample. The interviews were completed over a three week 

period in January 1975. There was no plan concerning 

coordinating the sex of the interviewer and that of the 

respondent. We worked on a first come, first interviewed 

basis. Most interviewers did see close to equal numbers 

of men and women. 

The fifty interviews were completed by eight different 

interviewers with two persons completing ten interviews, 

one person doing nine, one doing seven, two completed five, 

one did three interviews, and one person completed one. 

It was necessary for all of the students involved with this 
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study to gain clearance from the Department of Correction 

and the Criminal History Systems Board. All group members 

were required to file a statement of non-disclosure with 

the Criminal History Systems Board. These applications 

were approved and clearance was granted. (Copies of the 

research application sublliitted to the Criminal History 

Systems Board and the letter of approval received from the 

Chairman of the Criminal History Systems Board are presented 

in Appendix D.) 

Data Analysis. Two general data analysis approaches 

were used in the exploratory section of the study. 

First, a computer ~vas used to analyze responses to the 

closed questions on the interview schedule. Specifically, 

responses to the Likert-type items on the Social Climate 

Scale, responses to specific program questions, and 

responses to background questions were coded, keypunched 

and analyzed by computer. The code used in categorizing 

these responses is attached as Appendix E. 

Second; a form of content analysis was used to analyze 

responses to the open-ended questions. The interviewers 

first reviewed the responses to the open-ended questions 

on the interviews they conducted and noted any general 

themes. Then, the responses to each open-ended question 
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were reviewed and discussed by the h researc team as a group. 

Where there was a convergence in the content of the 

responses, it was noted in the presentation of the findings. 

Also, an attempt was made to indicate the range of the 

responses to each open-ended question. 
, . 

Background Character~ ..... ·stJ.·cs. All b - mem ers of the sample 

were asked the following background questions in ord~r to 

eliminate the need to use their names and so that we have 

an idea of the backgrounds of these inmates: race, cadre 

status, age, first incarceration, time at Framingham, and 

total time served on one's present commitment. This 

statistical profile of the sample is included at the end of 

Appendix A. 

Of the females, there were 46% black an~ 54% white. 

The composition of males in our sample was 38% black and 

62% white, for a total of 42% black and 58% white. 

Alt'hough 30% of the sample was made up of cadre 

members, 13 of these 15 people were male. 

Generally, women at Framingham were younger than men. 

While 88% of the women were under age 30, only 35% of the 

men were under 30. Therefore, 12% of the women and 65% of 

the men were 30 or older. 

This was t'he first incarceration for 54% of the women 
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and 69% of the men. 

A majority of females, 62%, had spent one year or less 

at Framingham, and 42% of the males had been there for one 

year or less. 

Only 12% of the women had served four years or more on 

their present commitment, while a majority of mlat, 69%,had 

served four years or longer. 

Attention will now be directed to the methodology used 

in the recidivism follow-up. 

.. . 
Methodology for Recidivisn~ Follow-up 

Sample. This analysis was based primarily on male and 

female inmates who were released from MCI-Framingham 

between May 1, 1973 and June 30, 1974. This cut-off date 

was chosen so that a six month follow-up period for 

determining recidivism could be maintained. The minimum of 

a six month release period was decided upon, because it was 

felt that at least this much time was needed by the inmate 

to establish himself in the community. Data cards contain-

ing background characteristics and criminal histories were 

available on each subject at the Department of Correction. 

Those subjects who were sentenced for drunkenness only 

were excluded from the sample, as well as those serving a 

I 
I , 
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sentence of thirty days or less. (After June 30, 1973 

drunkenness was no longer considered a crime). A total of 

121 subjects met these criteria. 

Recidivism data were collected on these 121 individuals 

by checking records available at the Massachusetts Parole 

Board and the Mass. Board of Probation. These data were 

then coded and keypunched onto data cards. 

Definition of Recidivism. For any study in which 

recidivism is a variable of crucial concern, it is important 

to define precisely what is meant by a recidivist. Recid

ivism rates can vary considerably depending on how the 

recidivist is defined and on the length of the follow-up 

period. In this study any subject returned to a Federal or 

State Prison or to a County House of Correc~ion or Jail for 

30 days or more was considered a recidivist. The follow-up 

period in this study was six months from the date of the 

subject's release. 

This definition of recidivism includes a wide range of 

behavior in terms of seriousness of the activity for which 

a subJ'ect could be incarcerated. For 1 examp e, a person may 

be returned for a technical parole infraction (indiscreet 

conduct, associating with another parolee) or for the 

commission of a major felony. In presenting the findings , . 
i 
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of this study, no attempt was made to discriminate among 

the recidivists according to the seriousness of the behavior 

involved. 

Base Expectancy Design. A technique for measuring the 

impact of the Framinghdm program in this study is the 

recidivism rate. While other kinds of measures may be 

possible, it was felt that the recidivism rate is probably 

the most objective and clear-cut c~lt~rion available. It 

seems clear that an ultimate goal q,f the Framingham program 

is the successful adjustment of the released offender to 

the outside community. In addition, the use of recidivism 

as the measure of program effectiveness. allows the 

researcher to control, to some extent, for the effect of 

selective factors. If selective factors were operating, 

it could happen that a high proportion of the types of 

inmates least likely to become recidivists participated in 

the Framingham program. This is particularly relevant for 

the men transferred to Framingham. If this were the case, 

the Framingham group would probably have an extremely low 

recidivism rate, but it would be impossible to determine 

whether the low return rate was related to the types of 

inmates who ~fere involved in the Framingham program, or to 
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the effectiveness of the program, or to the interaction of 

both factors. 

To control for this selective factor, the recidivism 

rate of the Framingham sample will be compared with their 

expected recidivism rate. The expected recidivism rate is 

derived from predictive cables called Base Expectancy 

Categories. (Carney, '67 & '71). Th e Base Expectancy 

Categories were developed from those factors that have been 

found to be most highly predictive of recidivism. They 

indicate the relative probability of recidivism for several 

categories of inmates, ranging from the lowest to the 

highest risks. If there is an overrepresentation of low 

recidivism risks in Framingham, the expected recidivism 

rate will be low. Thus, if a significant difference is 

found between the actual and the expected r~cidivism rates 

of the Framingham sample, the researcher has some assurance 

that this difference is related to the program and not 

simply to the types of inmates who were involved. The Base 

Expectancy Categories were available at the Department of 

Correction and were based on all persons released in 1971. 

The basic analytical te\chnique was to derive the 

expected recidivism rate of the Framingham sample and 

compare it with the actual return rate. For the women the 
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the Base Expectancy Categories of MCl-Framingham were 

applied to derive an expected recidivism rate. For the 

men the Base Expectancy Categories of the transfer institu-

tion (Walpole, Concord, and Norfolk) were applied to derive 

an expected recidivism rate. TI1ree adjustments in the 

Base Expectancy Categories had to be made for consistency. 

First, the follow-up period for all institutions had to be 

reduced from one year to six months. Secondly, for MCl-

Framingham those individuals who were sentenced for drunk-

enness only were excluded. Thirdly, for Mel-Framingham 

those indiv~duals who were serving a sentence of thirty 

days or less also were excluded. Adjustments at the trans-

fer institutions for the men did not have to be made in the 

second two areas. After the adjustments were effected an 

overall expected rate for the entire sample was derived by 

combining the expected rates from each of the above Base 

Expectancy Categories. 

. . 
Background Characteristics and Recidivism. An'other 

approach used here was to derive cross tabulations of back-

ground characteristics and recidivism rates for both men 

and women. This allowed us to examine the relationship 

between a number of background variables and recidivism for 

N 
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men and women as well as for the total sample. 

are presented in appendix B. 
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RESULTS 

The results are presented in two general parts: the 

findings on the exploratory section and the findings on the 

recidivism follow-up. The findings on the exploratory 

section are presented first. 

. - .. '. -. . . 

Results ~ Exploratory Section 

The findings in the exploratory section are presented 

in three general categories: responses to the Social 

Climate Scale, responses to program oriented questions, and 

responses to the open-ended questions on the co-ed nature 

of Framingham. 

Perceptions of Social Climate. Responses to the 

Social Climate Scale are presented in Appendix A. These 

responses include the perceptions of the Framingham social 

climate by 24 women and 26 men, as well as the total of 50 

persons. Twenty-five men responded to the Social Climate 

Scale items for the all··male institution from which they 

were transferred. (One man was transferred directly from 

the Reception and Diagnostic Center to Framingham. He did 

not have a long enough experience in an all-male institution 

to respond to the social climate items for the sending 

institu.tion.) 
, 
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Regarding Communication and Information Flow, there 

were four questions that were incorporated to measure this 

dimension. h t t t th t "Most of In response to t e s a em en a ____ __ 

the rules here are clear to everybody" (#19) approximately --- ---
one-qualter of the inmates agreed with it (25% males and 

23% females). However, 40% of the males agreed with this 

statement when applied to their former all-male institutions. 

Approximately two-thirds (67%) of the females and slightly 

less than one-half (46%) of the males agreed with the 

statement, "If the inmates really want to, they ~ share 

b h th .{nstitution is run." UfoS) in the decisions a out ~ ___ e ~ ____ _ 

However, only 32% of the males found this statement applic

able to their former all-male institutions. On the 

s ta tement, "The s ta ff members ..!IT .!.9 keep .Y2!:! informed 

. h F' h " about what's ~enlng ~ at ramlng am. Ufl), 21% of 

the females agreed with this as compared to only 8% of the 

males. Yet, more than one-quarter (28%) of the males agreed 

with this when applied to their former all-male ins~itution. 

While 72% of those interviewed (75% female and 69% male) 

agreed with the statement "The staff makes changes without 

1 · h' t " (.J~4), the males were more inclined consu tlng ~ ~nma es. 7t 

(88%) to agree with the statement when applied to their 

former institutions. 

.... 
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The Punishment and Reward section of the questionnaire 

was composed of seven questions. While both males (85%) 
, ., 

and females (96%) agree that "If ~ inmate messes ~, the 

staff will punisr~ him .2E. her ~ way." Ufo3), a slightly 

larger percentage (92%) of the males agreed for their former 

institutions. However, "If ~ inmate screws ~, other, 

inmates here will punish him .2E. her in ~ way." Ufll) , 

only 16% of females and 15% of the males agreed with this 

statement. Yet~ four times as many (60%) of the males 

felt this was So at their former institutions. The response 

to the statement that "Inmates in this institution usually 

tell, another inmate when they think he .£!. she has done 

something wrong." Ufl4) was exactly the same (60%) for 

both the total of males (54%) and females (67%) and the 

all-male former institutions. While 33% of the females 

agreed with the statement, "The staff \vill re,ward an inmate 

for good behavior,," un) only 15% of the males at 

Framingham agreed. A slightly larger percentage of males 

(20%) agreed when this statement was applied to their 

former institutions. Nearly twice as many females (21%) 
, . . 

compared to males (11%) agreed that "Other inmates will 

reward ~ inma te .!:~ good behavior." (#8) while only 4% 

if males agreed whEm applied to former institutions. While 
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79% of the females and 58% of the males agreed that "If .§.E!. 

inmate does well here, the staff will personally tell him 

~ her so." (:fH3) , less than one-quarter (24%) of the males 

agreed when applied to former institutions. Although 37% 

of females agreed with t.he statement "If §E:. inmate does 

well here the other inmates will Eersonally tel!, him .£E. 

her so." (tH8) only 19% of the males at Framingham and 12% 

of males at former institutions agreed with it. 

The subculture (rules and norms of inmates) was 

evaluated through a series of six statements. The first 

statement, "The staff here is concerned with keeping inmates 

under control." (#2), saw males at Framingham (92%) and at 

former institutions (96%) agreeing with it, while females 

were split ,in the question with 54% agreeing. "The staff 

is concerned with helping inmates with their problems."(tfo6) 

saw females (71%) agreeing more often than males (54%). 

However, less than one-quarter (24%) of the males agreed 

with the statement when applied to former institutions. 

It was generally agreed by both females (75%) and males 

(81%) that "People here at Framingham are pretty much split 

~ two different groups, with the staff in on~, and 

inma tes in the other." Ufo9) Ma les tended to agree more 

strongly (96%) regarding their former institutions. With 
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regard to the statement that "Inmates here havl: their own 
---- --

rule~ ~n h~~ to behave that ~ different ~ tho~e of the --
staff." UFlO) , males tend to agree that they poSsess 

different sets of rules than staff at Framingham (58%) as 

compared to former institut].·ons (84'%). L'k . ]. eW1se, more than 

one-half (58%) of females also agree with the statement. 

Females were split with (46%) agreeing on the statement 

"There !!~e too many i~ma tes here who push ~ther inma tes 

around." UFl6) while only 8% of the males at Framingham 

agreed as compared to (76%) of males at former institutions. 

Males (85% at Framingham and 88% at former institutions) 

tend to agree slightly more tharl f 1 (71'%) ema es 0 that "Most 

inmates ~ ~ just interestE~ .!E. doing their time. "Ufo17) 

One of the foci of the questionnaire dealt with the 

relationships with the outside community (community 

linkages.) There were eleven statements pertaining to this 

aspect rif the Framingham program. In response to the 

statement that "People o~ the outside look down on inmates ---- ---- -- --~--~ 

from Framingham." (#15), two-thirds (67%) of females agreed, 

with approximately one-third (35%) of the males at 

Framingham agreeing. However, almost three-fourths (72%) 

of males agreed when applied to former all-male institutions. 

"The ].'nmates 'F . h ' . _=.:;.;;:.=. at ramJ.ng am spend ~ lot of time outsi.de in -------

"m,,;-.,..:.\~~, 
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the community." (#20) saw males (73%) agreeing more often 

than the females (58%) with only 4% of males agreeing when 

applied to their former institutions. Both males (77%) and 
. . 

females (75%) tend to agree that "Jhe staff here helps the 
. . 

inmate ~ jobs o~tside, ~ into community groups, into 

educa tiona 1 programs, and ~hings. like tha t." (#21) while 

only 20% of males agreed when applying the statement to 

former institutions. Only 11% of males and 42% of females 

agree that "People .£!l the outside don't help inmates in 

this institution ~ jobs outside,~ into community groups, 

into educa tiona 1 programs, and things like tha t." Uf22) 

However, five times as many males (56%) agree with the 

statement when applied to former institutions. While both 

males (92%) and females (75%) tend to agree with the 

statement "If ~ inmate really wants to plan his ~ her 

future out in the larger community, he or she ~." (#23), 

only 60% of males felt that way regarding their fonner 

institutions. Slightly less than one-third (31%) of males 

at Framingham compared to slightly less than one half (48%) 

of males at former institutions tended to agree with the 

statement that "If an inmate from Framingham screws up out -- - --
in the community the people in the outside community will ---- -- --
punish him or her in some way." Uf24) More than one -third 
~---- --- - --- -- ---- ---
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(37%) of females agreed with the statement as well. Although 

two-thirds (67%) of females agreed that "If !!!!. i~mate from 

Framingham doe~ ~ ~ in the c~unity, pe~pi~ i~ th~ 
, . . -

outside community &!1. personally gg him .£!. her .§.£." UI25),' 

only 50% of the males at Framingham also agreed while only 

28% of the males felt this way regarding their former 

institutions. Both males (96%) and females (92%) agree 

that "When inmates from Framingham 8.Q. 2.!:!.t intQ. the larger 

community, it's hard to tell them apart from otter people." 

(#26) When applied to their former institutions, 84% of the 

males agreed with this statement. Nearly half the inmates 

at Framingham (46% female and 42% male) agree that "Inmates 

~ Framingham have their ~ rules in the ~;ide community 

that ~ different from those of ~ people who supervise 

~ in ~ community." Uf27) However, more than half (60%) 

of males agree regarding their former institutions. While 

62% of females tend to agree that "People in the larger 

community ~ ~ concerned with keeping inmates from 

Framingham under: control than with helping ~ ~ their, 

problems." (#28), only 27% of males at Framingham compared 

to 68% of males at former institutions agree with this 

statement. Although 21% of females agree "P~ople !.!!. the 

outside community generally hassle residents from 
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Framingham." (1129), none (0%) of the males at Framingham 

agreed with this statement. Also, only 12% of males agreed 

with it when applied to former institutions. 

The response to the miscellaneous questions on social 

climate <items 12 and 30-45) will now be presented and -wherever' 

possible, an attempt was made to link items together which 

were similar in content. 

Over three-fourths of all inmates agreed that "Other 

inmates usually try to help §!. ~ inmate ~ used .!:.£ the 

institution." (#12) or to "get along," (#41). An average 

of 86% agIeed to the first item while 76% agreed to the 

second. Figures were very close for both men and women. 

In both items, fewer men agreed when questioned about the 

institution they were transferred from. 

A majority of inmates agreed that "Real friends are 

hard to find in this institution." (1130) and that "Almost 

all of the inmates here are friendlx to you." (ifl35) --- --- --- ---- --- ------~ 

Although 76% and 78% of all inmates agreed to the items 

respectively, there is .a large difference in responses from 

men, 65%, and women, 87%, in the first item, while responses 

were similar for the second. However, while 81% of the 

men agreed that inmates are friendly at Framingham, only 

44% said the same about the sendi,ng institution, where real 
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friends were equally hard to find; 76% agreed in this 

instance. It is interesting to note also that 54% of the 

women stronglx agreed that real friends are difficult to 

find at Framingham, compared to only 15% of the men. 

Responses from all inmates were consistent regarding 

the two opposing items, "The staff d~~ £.airlx and squarely 

with everxone." UI3l) --12% agreed-"and "~ inmates ge~ 

awa..x. ~.§.. lot while others canlt ~ awax ~ anxthing." 

(#34)--94% agreed. Opinions of men and women were similar. 

Many people strongly disagreed with item 31 and strongly 

agreed with item 34. According to the men the same is true 

of their previous all-male institutions. However, while 

92% of the men agreed to item 34, only 64% agreed when 

asked about the institution they transferred from. 

More than one-half of the men, 58%, agreed that "The 

institution is .§.. verx peaceful ~ orderlX place." (#32), 

while only 17% of the women thought so. Many'women strongly 

disagreed with this statement, and an overwhelming majority 

of men, (92%), disagreed when asked about their sending 

institution. Also, it is interesting to note that all of 

the men from Walpole stronglx disagreed. 

Although a minority of inmates agreed that "A lot of the 
-----

inmates think thex ~ ~ good for you." Ufo33) , there is a '., 
'f 
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large difference in positive responses between men, (11%), 

and women, (42%). Some women strongly agree~. Only 20% 

of the men agreed when asked about their former all-male 

institutions. 

Less than one-half of the inmates agreed that "Alm~ 

all the inmates ~ EEl. E£!~ advantage of you." (#36) 
--
and that "~ inmates ~ will fight you !£ ~ ~ they 

~. II (#45). But, many more women, 37/0 and 42/0 respectively, q; 
J. 

agreed to these two items, while only 8% of the men agreed 

in both cases. As for the all-male institutions, while 20% 

of the men agreed with the first item, 56% agreed with the 

second, the majority of whom were from Walpole. 

An almost equal amount of inmates, less than one-half, 

agreed that tlInmates .§!.!.~ ~ show good iudgment." (lf37) 

Responses were similar for men, 38%, and women, 29%, 

concerning Framingham and for men, 34%, concerning the 

institution they transferred from. Of all the questions in 

this section, the largest percentage of inmates, 10%, 'were 

unsure. 

Forty-six percent of the women and 65%·of the men 

agreed that"Inmates won't work together !£ ~ things ~ 

for the institution." (#38) In contrast, only 4% of the men 

thought this was true of their sending institution. 

J 

.--------------------------------'------------------------."~ 
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Responses vary for two contradictory statements, 

"There ~re ££ rea 1 leaders among the inma tes here." U;39) , 

or "Th~r~ ~ §.. few i.nmates here who ~ everything." Ufo43) 

Approximately one-half of the women, 58% and 50% respec

tively, agreed, while the men's responses were more biased 

toward lack of leadership, 69% and 23%. On the other hgnd, 

men responded in the opposite wa:" for the sending institu

tion, 32% and 72%. Some strongly disagreed with the first 

item and strongly agreed with the second. 

A majority of the women, 58%, agreed that "Inmates here 

give you §.. pad ~ if you insist ~ being differen.t." (#40), 

while only 35% of the men thought so. On the other hand, 

60% of the men said this was true of ,their previous all

male institutions. 

Generally, a minority of inmates agreed that "Inmates 

here,~ a whole, mind their own business. II Uf42) and, 

"I t d hI' nma es aroun ~ usua ly ~ .2!!. your back for !lQ. reason." 

(#44) While 37% of the women agreed to both items, it is 

significant that 50% of the men agreed to the first item 

while none agreed to the second. However, 32% of the men 

agreed that inmates hassled each other at the sending 

institution and 68% believed that inmates mind their own 

business. 
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Perceptions of Programs. The second major portion of 

the open-ended section of the questionnaire concerns inmate 

opinion and evaluations of specific programs at Framingham. 

We asked about the furlough program, the work/education 

'elease program, the Division of Legal' Medicine (DLM) 

Counseling Service, the cadre program, and what the inmates , 

like:1 and disliked most about the institution. Each specific 

program Was broken down into separate areas of concern and 

will be examined individually. 

A. Furlough Program - The general response to the 

furlough program at Framingham was a positive one. Forty-

three persons from our sample of 50 rated the furlough 

program and their experiences with it as positive. Three 

inmates felt that the program was negative in some ways, 

while three were ambivalent and one individual did not 

answer this question. The spectrum of positive responses 

ranged from mild to very strong, as did the three negative 

responses. 

Almost all of the men, 92%, and a majority of the 

women, 62%, have been on furlough. Fewer women have 

participated,because many new arrivals do not yet qualify. 

More men, 69%, than women, 50%, think the program is 

administered fairly. The maj ori ty, of men and women, 65% 

-
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and 75%, respectively, consider furlough to be a privilege 

rather than a right. 

In order to determine what made the inmates perceive 
• 

the furlough program in such a positive way, we asked them 

to detail what they believed to be its main benefits. Some 

inmates offered more than one, but all of the factors 

mentioned fell into three main categories. Thirty-four 

inmates believed that the furlough progr~m allowed the 

inmate to rebuild, maintain, or establish bonds with 

families and friends. Many inmates informed us that without 

this chance to minister to family support network, they 

would lose these relationships and with them would go a 

great deal of hope and motivation to change. Relationships 

with spouses, children, parents, siblings, all were mentioned 

as being vital to prison survival and dependent upon the 

furloughs for maintenance. 

An 'equal number of inmates, 34 (some who also gave the 

previous response), believed that a main benefit of the 

furlough program was that it allowed an inmate to maintain 

other social contacts, build and support contact with 

attorneys, possible employers, etc. and generally served a 

reintegrative function in allowing the inmate to experience 

and learn to adjust to the outside world. Many of the male 

i 
i , 
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members of our sample who had served long periods of time 

in prison were particularly concerned with this facet. 

They, and other inmates, stressed that furloughs allowed 

them to keep in touch with the quickly changing world in 

so that they ~ould not feel left behind. 
all of its aspects, - W 

Such things as ways of dr~ss, current interests and 

attitudes, and proper methods of behavior on the outside 

were mentioned. 

Finally, 26 inmates believed a main benefi.t of the 

furlough program was that it allowed them to relax, to have 

a release, and helped them to do their time better by 

f h t t 0 ls Tl.n~·ates stressed offering a system 0 s or - erm g a. u~ 

that d shorter and control easier when they years seeme 

knew that they possessed an outlet. 

There was no agreement as to what the main problems 

with the furlough program are, but in most cases they were 

not considered serious, or were not felt strongly. Eleven 

inmat:es were concerned with time limitations, both in terms 

of. the length of individual furloughs and the total number 

of furlough days per year. Several mentioned that the first 

twelve-hour furlough waS too short. Others were concerned 

with the limited number of furlough days per year, or the 

fact that the inmate could not use the days as he or she 
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saw fit. Eight inmates felt that there were no main 

problems with the furlough program. Other areas of concern 

mentioned were those of an administrative nature; concern 

that when inmates escaped or committed crimes while on 

furlough, it reflects poorly on the others and that there 

was some favoritism involved in granting furloughs. 

Twenty-three of the inmates could not compare this 

furlough program with similar programs in other institutions 

because they had not served time in a facility with such 

a program. Twenty-one inmates believed the furlough program 

at Framingham to be as good or better than that at other 

institutions, and only six inmates believed the furlough 

program at Framingham to be worse. Some of the reasons 

offered as to why or how this program was better than others 

were also the same reasons given to explain why it was 

worse. An example of this is the small size of Framingham. 

This was seen by some as an advantage and by others as a 

disadvantage, as some inmates believed that the staff knew 

them better .. This Was seen by some as an advantage and by 

others as a disadvantage. Another positive aspect of the 

Framingham program was that the paper work went faster. 

Among the negative comments waS the feeling that the rules, 

especially those concerning the time of return and the need 
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to be sober at that time, were petty. As one inmate put 

it, "At Walpole they were just glad to get you back. A 

few minutes late and a little drunk didn't matter." This 

did not seem to be a general trend, but rather the concern 

of a few individuals. 

B. Work/Education Release - General response to the 

work/education release program at Framingham was almost 

unanimously positive, with 48 out of 50 inmates answering 

that they believed the program to be a good one, one inmate 

saw it as negative, and one was ambivalent. Speaking for 

the males, one inmate stated that "It's the best that could 

happen, especially for men in prison a long time." 

In this sample, 32% of the inmates have been on work 

release and 8% have been on education release. Proportions 

are very close for men and women. Although most people 

said that both were administered fairly, more men, (77%) , 

than women, (54%), said so. On the other harid, many more 

women, (33%), than men, (4%), thought neither was fair. 

Figures were fairly even for the right or privilege question; 

40% considered work/education release a right and 46% 

considered it a privilege, with little difference in 

responses between men and women. Eight percent were unsure. 

All 50 of the inmates agreed 'that the main benefits 
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of the work/education release program were reintegrative 
in nature. The program allowed inmates to make money, get 

an education, develop work habits , prepare for the future, 

gain respect and self-respect, learn to handle Tesponsi-

bility in the outside world, and generally to take a 

positive, useful, esteem-enhancing place in society. Some 

inmates believed that it was useful for them to have the 

support of the institution as they go through this difficult 

process, as it would be too hard if th, ey were entirely on 
their own. 

When asked to list the main problems with the work/ 

education release program, . 1nmates had several areas of 

Eighteen inmates believed that the main problem 

was somehow related to the administration of it. Such 

concern. 

things as statutory restrictions on cadre members going 

outside to work, lack of job development for women, poor 

communication between prison d . . a m1n1stration a~d employers 

and the difficulties with adequate transportation were 

listed here. E' ht . 19 1nmates believed that the main problem 

Was that khey had to pay the institution 15% of their 

salary. The inmates felt th t h' a t 18 Was unfair since they 

had no choice about their 

controlled by the State. 

being in prison, and were legally 

Some inmates felt that the 15% 
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charge was not unreasonable but felt that the money should 

be used exclusively for the inmates, who should also decide 

what it is spent on. Ten individuals felt that the biggest 

difficulty with this program was that the number of jobS is 

so limited, but they did not blame this on their inmate 

status so much as on the economy. Sixteen inmates did not 

believe there were any main problems. 

Thirty-five of the inmates in the sample were unable 

to compare the work/education release program at Framingham 

with any other, as they had never experienced another such 

program. 
This was because it was either their first 

incarceration or because their previouS facilities did not 

have such an option. Thirteen inmates who could compare 

felt that this program waS as good or better than others 

they had participated in, and two inmates believed this 

program to be worse. One of these men had participated in 

a program in another state where inmates did not return 

at night to a prison, but lived in a farmhouse. 

C. Counseling - This program was viewed with much more 

ambivalence and a greater number of varied opinions than 

either of the previous two. The opinions of individuals 

about the ~ounseling program were often strong emotional 

ones. 
This held true both for persons involved in counseling 

- ; 
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and those who would have nothing to do with the program. 

In general, 18 inmates felt that th e program was a good 

one, 14 believed it to be negat~ve . ~ ~n some way, and 18 

individuals either did not know or were ambivalent. Inmate 

statements illustrate some of these viewpoints. One said 

"Counselors tend to forgec that what inmates are most 

concerned with is getting out." Another said, "They 'helped 

the agonies of working with and associating with 

They have really humanized corrections." A third 

irunate characterized the DLM staff as "a bunch of coffee 

me over 

women. 

drinkers who can't communicate." 

A majority of inmates, 64%, said that they had been 

in counseling, with approximately similar proportions for 

both men and women. 

The next two items asked the inmates to indicate how 

he or she believed counseling was viewed by the inmates and 

by the stafr. 

Only 11 inmates felt that the majority of inmates 

viewed counseling as positive,' 20 felt that most inmates 

saw this program as negative; and, 19 inmates either did 

not know or were ambivalent. Although it was reluc,: :ntly 

counse ~ng could be helpful, admitted by some inmates that l' 

most people in our sample expressed doubts. Such things as 

- -- ~------~---~- ~-------
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the program is a "gaff", a place to kill time, that it is 

trap, that the staff are all busybodies, and that you 
a 

must go, not for yourself, but to please the parole board, 

were expressed. 

On the other hand, 25 inmates or one-half of the 

sample, believed that the staff sees counseling as a good 

1 10 thought that it was viewed in a negative program; on y 

manner by the staff; and, 15 persons ~,vere not sure. It is 

of note that many of the inmates who believed that the staff 

held an ambivalent or negative view, offered the explan

ation that there is an inherent conflict between the staff 

of the Department of Correction and the Legal Medicine staff. 

h ' h t ff one refers to, the view of Hence, depending on w ~c s a 

Many of these inmates felt that the counseling can change. 

Correctl.ons staff viewed the counselors as overly permissive 

or lenient. In contrast, other inmates believed that the 

staff of Corrections perceived counseling as positive 

because there waS collusion between the staffs in order to 

h ' Other ~nm,ates felt that the staff control t e ~nmates. ~ 

supported counseling because it might really help the in-

mates. h ' b . 11/\ 1 t of A male inmate explained t ~s y say~ng .~ 0 

the staff here are like mothers, so of course they would 

view it favorably." 
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The main benefits of counseling, as seen by th'e inmates, 

are somewhat different than might be expected when compared 

to the number of negative, ambivalent, or unclear evalll-

ations of it made earlier. The range of answers given 

about counseling's main problems are more fitting with the 

earlier responses. Twenty-three or almost half of the 

inmates believed that the main benefit of counseling was 

that it offered a chance for emotional help, self-growth 

and knowledge, and general personal development. We were 

told that one could get help with getting to the root of 

problems, gaining self-control, and release of tension. 

Another positive aspect was just having someone to talk 

with. 

Nine inmates felt that the main benefits of counseling 

were pragmatic. That is, that through participation one 

could get parole faster and assistance with letters of 

recommendation. Seven inmates were quite certain that there 

were no benefits to counseling and 11 inmates felt that 

they did not know. 

Although many main problems were given, there was not 

any response that was shared by a number of inmates. 

Fifteen inmates felt that there were no main problems. 

Six persons had concerns over issues of confidentiality, 
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and use of records in trust. Others expressed a more general 

negative feeling. One issue that was mentioned several 

times was that it is impossible to expect a counseling 

program to flourish and succeed inside a prison, given the 

nature of each of them and what many inmaces saw as an 

inherent conflict. Other main problems that inmates saW 

were that the staff did not advocate for inmates, that 

there was not enough staff interest in inmates and that 

counseling is ineffective as regards the problems of many 

inmates. 

Thirty-six inmates could not make a comparison with 

any other prison counseling programs as they either had no 

past or present involvement in counseling. Of those who 

did respond, 11 inmates believed the counseling program at 

Framingham to be as good or better than any others, and 

three individuals believed it to be worse. Of those who 

were negative about Framingham's program, two felt that the 

counselors were more honest at other prisons. 

D. Cadre Program - The final specific program which we 

asked the inmates to evaluate was the cadre program. Well 

over one-half, or 32 inmates, believed it to be a good one; 

six felt that it was negative in some respects; four persons 

were ambivalent; and eight did not. feel they could answer. 

- -------
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It is interesting to note that there was almost unanimous 

inmate approval of the cadre members themselves, and many 

of the inmates distinguished between the cadre·as individ-

uals and the administration of the program. The cadre 

men were almost universally respected and liked. In factr 

most concerns, or negative feelings about the program were 
, 

a result of what the inmates felt were injustices to the 

cadre members. The cadre, it was believed, were more 

mature, more involved, strong, more open, added a great 

deal to the institution, did their time better, and were 

a fine example for all. Some inmates believed that 

Framingham was great for these men because it allowed them 

to readjust to the world, and gave them some relief, hope, 

and chance to get along with others. On the other hand, 

many inmates felt that the cadre program was unfair to its 

members. Even though they are in minimum security and 

allowed regular furloughs, they are not allowed to partic-

ipate in work/education release until they are within 18 

months of parole, under Massachusetts law. Other ~reas 

that inmates saw as unfair or negative for cadre included: 

there are not enough programs for those who remain inside 

daily; cadre don't get paid enough; and some staff members 

resent cadre and will not let them assume positions of 
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real responsibility in the prison. 

Most Important Programs. The two most important 

programs, according to the inmates in our sample, are the 

computer and work release programs mentioned by 38% and 32% 

of the inmates. Twenty-two percent mentioned either the 

furlough or institutional education programs. While 

approximately the same percentage of men and women listed 

any of the first three programs, considerably more women 

than men thought that institutional education was among the 

most important. Fewer people mentioned education release 

and counseling. One or two people mentioned each of the 

following programs: cadre, r~adjustment program, avocation, 

photography, pottery, religious activities, community 

service, an institution job, the institution council, 

athletic activities, drug programs, and Mass. Rehabilitation. 

Four people responded by saying that there was no one 

program he or she thought to be most important. 

Conclusion. To bring in any factors that we had not 

included in other questions, the members of our sample were 

asked to give the three things which they liked most about 

Framingham and the three things they liked least. As might 

be expected, this produced a rather broad list which 

encompassed many things. Some positive aspects received 
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agreement from many 'nnla tes . Tw t th . 
~ en y- ree ~nmates favored 

the co-ed nature; 27 felt that the relaxed atmosphere with 

the personal freedoms was 15 a great asset; p~rsons viewed 

the furlough program as outstanding; and 13 mentioned 

work/education release in the most l~ked • category. Other 

responses covered most aspects of the prison, but it is 
, 

worthy to note that the quality of the staff and the ability 

to build self-respect at Framingham were both mentioned at 

least five times. Two inmates did not like anything about 

the institution. 

Most commonly mentioned in terms of greatest dislikes 

were institution policies and practices. Thirty-two inmates 

agreed that those were among the worst aspects of Framingham. 

Included were various concerns about policies, but all 

generally ielated to the opinion that Framingham, in spite 

of any positive change, is still a prison. Fifteen inmates 

stated that the lack of programs and activities within the 

institution was another major dislike. Nine inmates felt 

that the thing they most disliked about the prison was 

other innlates, and several mentioned the staff, both in 

general and specifically. Also mentioned was food quality, 

and one male inmate believed that the worst thing was that 

the institution is co-ed. 
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Although many inmates did not choose to offer any 

final comments, several issues did arise that seemed worthy 

of note. One male inmate questioned the screening process 

for sending men from other institutions to Framingham. 

he said, "Adjustment to the Walpole atmosphere does not 

. ." imply good adjustment to ~ram~ngham. Many inmates felt 

As 

that prisons should be closer to cities to aid in both 

maintenance of family networks and establishment of jobs. 

One inmate seemed to sum up these comments when he stated, 

"It's been a year where I h,ave been happier than I would 

have been at a maximum security prison, but it's still 

. '1 " Ja~ . 

Responses to Open~Ended Quest~ons on Go-educationa~ 

Go~rectional Experience. The first section of the open

ended exploratory segment of the study concerned the coed

ucational aspect of MGI-Framingham. Included here are 

sex roles, nature and type of inmate relationqueries about 

ships, inmate perceptions on the quality of and goals of 

this novel program. There are also items to examine sub

culture norms for sexual behavior and relationships between 

inmates and staff as concerns the coeducational nature. 

A strong majority of the inmates described their 

experience in a co-ed facility as a positive one. In 
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response to the question, "In general, how would you 

describe your experience as a r~s;dent . 
r- ~ ~n a coeducational 

correctional facility?" forty-three, or 86%, ~f the 50 

responses were in the positive range. Some individuals 

answered that their experience was extremely positive while 

others were somewhat more reserved in their praise. 
Re,asons 

given for the positive feelings included inmate belie'fs 

that this represents a ste t d . 
p owar s mov~ng back into the 

larger community and that because of the co-ed nature of 

the prison, inmates have an opportunity to learn to live in 

a more realistic,tension-free setting where they must deal 

with the opposite sex. Of the remaining seven responses, 

five were ambivalent and two were negative about the 

general experience. These' t . d 
. ~nma es ment~one the feelings 

of confuSion that were brought about by be;ng at 
.... Framingham 

along with experiences of chaos. The inmates who did not 

feel positively about their experience believed a strong 

double standard to exist for men and Women. It is worth

while to note that of the seven inmates who were either 

ambivalent or negative, five of them were cadre members. 

This implies longer time served in one sex institution. 

When asked the questioh, "What would you say are the 

goals of the coeducCltional program here at Framingham?" 
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approximately two-thirds of the inmates perceived the 

goals to be reintegrative or rehabilitative in nature. 

Thirty-three of the respondents believed that the Department 

of Correction had established this facility as a place where 

inmates can experience a more realistic environment from 

which they can gradually ~e-enter the world. The above 

response includes the strongly held opinion that inmates of 

both sexes need to relate to one another at Framingham, and 

are therefore prepared to do so once outside of the insti

tution. Twelve inmates, or almost one quarter of the 

sample, believed this co-ed situation has evolved because 

of pragmatic concerns and not humanism. These 12 felt that 

it was convenient, economical, or unavoidable for the 

Depc~rtment of Correction to combine the sexes at Framingham. 

Responses included the following beliefs: the State has 

nowhere else to put the women, although the purpose was 

originally an all male work release institution; there was 

not enough money for a new facility; and, Framingham has the 

best access to Boston of any of the State institutions" 

One inmate expressed this viewpoint when he stated, "I've 

tried and tried to believe it's an experiment, but I've 

been in the system long enough to know better. It must be 

because they needed the space." 
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Some inmates offered more than one goal for the 

integration of men and women. Five persons, all fema1~ 

believed the goal was to lessen homosexuality, and six 

females saw the program as an attempt to limit violence 

and to rel;eve tens;on. Four ;nmates dOd t h 
oJ.. ..L oJ.. ~ • no ave any 

ideas as to what the goals of the program might be. 

The inmates were asked, "How successful or unsuccessful 

do you think the coeducational program is in achieving these 

goals?" Forty-three inmates believed it to be successful 

or better. Seventeen of the inmates rated the program as 

very successful, while 26 perceived it as successful. 

Three of the sample believed the co-ed program to be 

unsuccessful, and four persons were unclear or did not 

know. This evaluation represents a strong affirmation of 

the program on the part of the inmates. 

When asked, "What do you think are the main advantages 

of a coeducational correctional facility?", the inmates 

drew an interesting parallel with what they perceived the 

program goals to be. Fifty-nine responses (many inmates 

listed more than one advantage) out of 78 concerned rehab-

ilitative and reintegrative possibilities to be the main 

advantages of such an institution. In other words, there 

is a close proximity between the inmates' perceptions of 
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institutional gOQls and the factors which they perceive as 

f 'l't Of the 78 total most advantageous about the ac~ 1 y. 

33 ' tee felt that the opportunity to be with responses, . 1nma., , 

, d nt~ge Twenty-six inmates the opposite sex was a ma~n a va a • 

also focused on the opportunities for work, education and 

responsibilities on the outside. Seventeen inmates vlere 

d h t th ~nst~.J..'tution was generally a more camfort-please t a e.J.. 

able, liveable place, and two inmates believed there to be 

no advantages to living at MCl-Framingham. Three male 

inmates stressed their belief that the advantages of this 

insitution lay with its access to programs and had nothing 

to do with the co-e na ure. ~ d t In Fact, one individual felt 

,. ~ould be much more efficient if it were all tha t Framingn::1m 'Iv 

male. 

The answers to the question, "What do you think are 

ma in disadvantages of a coeducational correctional the 

" 11' t th pr1'mary. categories, wi th some facility? fe in:o ree .. 

inmates offering more than one response. 

f the inmaces in our s,9mple felt that there Eighteen 0.: 

were no disadvantages to MCl-Framingham. This represents 

more than one-third of the respondents, 

Twenty-one of the responses concerned disadvantages 

that were institutional in nature, such as: there were 
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different standards of discipline for women and men; the 

relative lack of structure and regimentation reduced the 

motivation of some inmates to engage in productive activi-

ties; there are not enough programs for those persons who 

do not go out to work; the food is no good; the limits set 

on sexual interaction are unrealistic and restrictive; an~ 

the physical plant is oriented towards women. 

Eighteen inmates felt that the main disadvantages 

were sexual in nature. Given particular emphasis by a 

number of inmates were the following: there was much 

competition and jealousy in the institution; family bonds 

were interfered with; and inmates involvement in other 

activities was disturbed because of sexual temptations. 

Other disadvantages perceived were sexual exploitation, 

unhealthy "jailhouse" relationships being begun, and a 

tendency to get over-involved in prison romances because of 

deprivation in other areas of prison life, and hence to 

I ignore rehabilitative programs. 

In response to our question concerning the respondents' 

perceptions of inmate relationships, "Could you describe the 

kind of relationships that exist between men and women 

inmates?", answers were varied. One general theme was 

carried throughout, that the relationships formed between 
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inmates in the coeducational prison were no different from 

those relationships formed outside of the prison, or any-

. 0 b 'our sample felt that where. Not one of the 5 mem ers ~n 

h ;nst;tution were worse than those the relationships in t e ~ ~ 

'd and some inmates believed the prison on t.he outs~ e, 

relationship to be s ~g y e . I , htl b tter .However, . a common 

response was to point out that the relationship at the 

prison ran the gamut of human relationships. Some inmates 

did point out specific types. In describing these inter-

actions, the people in our sample told us that: many 

were more intense due to th~ surroundings; relationships 

were less ;ntense for the same reason; rel-relationships ..L 

1 l ' there was some changing ationships were based on on ~ness; 

I sold their bodies for drugs .. of partners; and, some peop e 

.. very much like the outside. 

to probe more deeply into the effects of In an attempt 

the institut~on on , the coeducation and vice versa, we asked 

the inmates if they believed the male and female inmates 

11 We were concerned with both program were treated equa y. 

access and disciplinary matters. 

In response to the general question, "Are men and 

women inmates treated as equals?", 37 of the inmates felt 

that men and women were not treated as equals; 12 believed 

that they were; and, one person did not know. 
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As regards program access, for example: on access to 

programs such as furloughs, work release, counseling, etc" 

35 inmates agreed that there was equal treatment, 14 felt 

that there was not, and one who did hot know. On the other 

hand, the proportions reversed when the question of disci

pline arose. Forty inmates answered the question, regarding 

equal treatment on disciplinary matters by saying that the 

treatment is not equal, while 10 believed it was. Forty 

inmates stated that men received worse treatment. 

A comparison of these figures indicates that the 

greatest felt inequality was in regard to discipline and 

that this inequality Was so strong that it took precedence 

over the majority belief in equality on program access. 

The equality of treatment in regard to program access was 

not enough to give the inmates the feeling that overall 

male-female treatment was equal. We received some comments 

which allow us to speculate on the reasons for the above 

responses. Several inmates declared that the entire reason 

that most men were transferred to Framingham was to allow 

them to participate in work release. Therefore, the 

Correction Department would be going against itself if it 

did not allow men equal access. As regards the disciplinary 

matters 'G' almost all of the inmates questioned gave as the 
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reason for disciplinary inequality the opinion that male 

inmates were returned to all-male institutions for serious 

rule infractions, whereas women remained at Framingham. 

Of the 43 inmates who specifically stated who they believed 

got the better treatment, 40 answered that women had the 

advantage, whereas only t'bree believed that the men did. 

One women explained this discrepancy by saying that liThe 

administration sees men as more stable as adults, so they 

are dealt with more harshly." 

In an attempt to elicit the inmates' observations and 

experiences as concerns the equality of relationships at 

Framingham, we asked them, "In what ways do you think 

relationships among inmates at Framingham are different from 

relationships among inmates at all-male institutions ... and 

at all-female institutions?" We were told that at FL'lmingham 

there is: less tension; less homosexuality; less solidarity 

among the same sex; more verbal communication, especially 

about life on the outside; less emphasis on"doing your own 

time"; more concern; and more open show of emotions. Spe-

cific to male institutions we were told that there ar~ 

smaller, less structured social systems and groupings. and 

no homosexual relations. Several inmates, male and £~male, 

shared the opinion that some staff,were more willing =0 

:0 \ , 
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overlook female homosexuality than heterosexual behavior. 

One male inmate summed up the difference by saying, "At 

Walpole you do your own time; here you're in a popularity 

contest." An interesting observation is that no inmates 

believed there to be male homosexuality in Framingham, 

whereas female homosexuaiity was said to continue. As an 

explanation, men mentioned the screening process at male 

institutions. 

The next series of questions concerned inmate norms 

or codes of sexual behavior and possible sources of conflict 

between inmates and staff or inmatffiand inmates around 

differing standards of behavior. When asked the general 

question, "Is there agreement among the inmates on what is 

acceptable and what is unacceptable, as far as sexual 

behavior is concerned?", 25 persons,or one-half of our 

sample believed this to be the case; 15 felt that there was 

no agreement and three persons did not know. The remaining 

seven individuals said essentially that each person should 

do what he or she wishes. This response seems closely 

related to that of the 25 respondents who believed that 

there was in fact agreement. Many of them stated that 

within certain limits, each inmate could do what he or she 

pleased, as long as they did not violate the privacy of 
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others and attempted to respect the inmate community in 

general. 

When we asked, "Is there a code for sexual behavior 

among inmates?", 29 persons agreed that there was a code; 

17 thought that'there w~s not; and, the four remaining did 

not know. 

In response to the query, "How much agreement or disa-

greement is there between inmates and staff on acceptable 

sexual behavior?", a strong majority of inmates believed 

that there was no agreement. Thirty-three inmates answered 

that there was no agreed-upon standard. Only five persons 

felt that there was open agreement between staff and inmates 

on this question. Eleven individuals believed that there 

was an unwritten, or even unsaid,accord basically to the 

effect of "What I don't see, I don't know." One inmate 

could not answer this question. Among both groups, those 

who believed there was an agreed-upon standard and those 

who felt that there was not, there existed the common belief 

of "Whatever you do, don't get caught." 

The level of inmate/inmate conflict due to the coed-

ucational program was explored by asking the respondents: 

(a) "Is there competition among males for female companion-

ship?", (b) "Is there competition'among females for male 
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companionship?"'; and (c) "Does ll'vl'ng l'n d f a co-e acility 

create problems for married inmates?" 

Twenty-nine of our sample felt that problems were 

created for married individuals in this setting; 18 did not 

believe this to be the case; and three did not answer. 

Various reasons for problems in marriages were offered. 

These ranged from jealousy and loss of attraction between 

partners, one of whom was inc~rcerated, to the lack of 

privacy and the inability to share living quarters by 

inmates who were incarcerated at Framingham with their 

spouses. 

Inmate perceptions of competition between the same sex 

for the opposite sex varied greatly, depending upon which 

sex Was being questioned and which sex the questions were 

about. Twenty inmates believed that there was competition 

among males for females; 26 did not believe this to be the 

ca se; and, four inma tes were unsure or did not knmv. When 

further broken down by sex, 11 of those who perceived 

competition between males were women, while nine of this 

group were men. Of the 26 inmates who believed that there 

was no competition between men for women, 16 were men, and 

ten were women. Three of the four individuals who were 

unsure on thii question were also Women. 
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Concerning female competition for men, the sample was 

very much in agreement. Thirty-seven out of the 50 inmates 

questioned believed that there was competition among females 

for males. This is almost twice the number of those who 

believed the opposite to be true. Eleven persons felt 

that there was no competition among females, and two persons 

did not know. Again, viewing this response in terms of the 

sex of the respondent, the results take on a different 

light. Of the 24 women in our sample, 23 believed that 

there was competition among females for males, while only 

one women did not believe this to be the case. Although 

the majority of men also agreed with this observation, the 

agreement was not as definitive as with the women. Fourteen 

men agreed that there was competition among ~emales for 

men, 10 men disagreed, and two men were unsure. The women 

tend not only to see themselves as more competitive for 

opposite sex attention, but also to see more competition 

among both sexes than do the males. 

The final question on the subject of the inmates' 

experience at a coeducational facility asked, liDo inmates 

generally want relationships to last when they get out?" 

Although 18 inmates believed that individuals leaving the 

prison did want their relationships to last, 15 persons 

-
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believed that inmates did not want these relationships to 

continue. Fifteen persons felt that it was impossible to 

generalize and was dependent on individual cases, and two 

persons did not know. Many of those who agreed that inmates 

wished relationships to last followed that statement by 

saying .... "but they don'~". 

Results ~ the Recidivism Follow-up 

As discussed in the methodology section, the basic 

approach here is to compare the expected recidivism rate 

with the actual recidivism rate for the Framingham releasees. 

As the following ~able indicates, the actual recidivism 

rate for our total sample of 121 releasees was 11.6%. 

This compares to an expected rate of 17.3% for the sample, 

a difference of 5.7 percentage points. A difference of this 
(J 

magnitude has a probability of occurring by chance less 

than 10 times in 100 (X2 = 2.82, df = 1, p < .10). 
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Expected .Y.§...~ Actual Recidivi.sm Rates 

fO,r Framingh~m Releasees 

N Ex. R.R. Actual R.R. --
Total Sample 121 17.3% 11.6% 

Total Women 86 19.6% 12.8% 
Total Men 35 11.8% 8.6% 

12.4% 0.0% Walpole Transfers 5 
14.1% 11.1% Concord Transfers 18 

Norfolk Transfers 12 8.1% 8. 3~~ 
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Difference 

5.7 

-6.8 
-3.2 

-12.4 i 
~. 

-3.0 \ 

+0.2 

When the sample is split into male and female populations, i, 

the actual recidivism rate for women turns' out to be 12.8% 

as compared to an expected rate of 19.6%, a difference of 

6.8 percentage points. The difference is less for males. 

The actual rate is 8.6%, as compared to an expected rate of 

11.8%, for a 3.2 point difference. (The expected rate from 

males was derived from the institution from which they were 

transferred to Framingham). 

Some interesting patterns show up when we compare recid-

ivism rates across certain variables. All these cross 

tabulations are presented in Appendix B. Those findings which 

stand out as important will be mentioned here. 

In looking at institution committed to (Table 1), we 

find the 21 men in the sample originally committed to Concord 

to contain all of the male recidivists for a rate of 14%. 
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The 14 men originally committed to Walpole have no recid-

ivists. 

If we look at institution released from (Table 3), we 

find a small percentage (11%) of the sample were released 

from pre-release centers. These releasees had a R. R. 

(recidivism rate) of 8% as compared to 12% for the rest: of 

the sample released from Framingham. 

In the variable, age at release (Table 4), we find 

that the highest recidivism rates occur in the middle range, 

about 25-30, while the lowest rates are below 20 and above 

35. 

Considering the original offense leading to the present 

incarceration, we find those sentenced for property offenses 

to have a much higher R. R. (26%) than the rest of the 

sample (7%). It should also be noted that over 1/4 of the 

total sample and almost 1/3 of the Women were sentenced for 

drug related offenses. The R. R. for the drug offenders is 

9%. 

If we look at minimum sentence (Table 6), we find all 

of the recidivists among those with indefinite sentences, 

which constitute 86% of the sample. The remaining 14% of 

the releasees having minimum sentences are recidivist-free. 

Under the variable race (Table 8), we find white 
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re1easees have a higher R. R. (15%) than those who are black' 

(8%). This is true of both women and men. 

Considering marital status (Table 9), we do not find 

a clear pattern, except that single releasees have a R. R. 

of 9%~ as compared to 17% for the rest of the releasees Who i 

have ever been marri~d. 

If we look at military service data (Table 10), we 

find that most of the sample (90%) has no known service 

affiliation. But of the 12 men who have previous service 

affiliation, 9 have discharges other than honorable, and 

these 9 men have a R. R. of 22%. 

It is interesting to note that 1/2 of the sample lists 

Boston as their last address (Table 11). We also find that 

among the men, all the recidivists fall in the group listing; 

other than Boston as last address for a R. R. of 16%. 

In regards to socioeconomic status (Table 12), 2/3 of 

the sample falls in the lower class range. There were no 

upper class releasees. For the women, middle class re1easees" 

have the highest R. R. (21%), while for the men, all the 

recidivists ( R.R., 11%) fall in the lower class. 

LikeWise, if we look at occupational group (Table 13),' 

almost 4/5 of the sample fall in the 3 lowest groups of 

clerical, manual, and service workers. This is also where 
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the highest recidivism rates are (20% for service workers), 

The variable, longest period on one job (Table 15), 

shows no clear pattern as far as recidivism. Almost 1/2 of 

the sample has held a job for less than one year. 

In looking at last grade completed (Table 16), 70% of 

the sample did not complete high school. The R. R.'s are 

lowest in those going further than high school (0%) and 

those completing no more than grade school (6%). It is 

interesting to note that those women graduating high school 

had an R. R. of over 6%, while all of the male recidivists 

were in this category (R.R. 25%), 

With respect to drug use (Table 17), 52% of the releasees 

indicated some former drug use. Over 1/3 of the sample had 

used heroin. The R. R. for those having no indicate~drug 

use was 12%; for those with some use it was 13%. 

For this sample, 70% were under 21 years of age at first 

arrest (Table 18). Further, 46% of the men were 15 or 

younger at first arrest as compared to 24% of the women. 

Those releasees 20 and below have a R. R. of 11% compared 

to 14% for those 21 and older. 

No clear pattern in recidivism can be seen in number of 

court appearances (Table 19), but about 2/3 of the sample 

have had 6 or more appearances. 
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Considering offenses against the person (Table 20), we 

find that 56% of the women have comm:Ltted one or more of 

these offenses while 86% of the men have done so. The R. R. 

for those having no person offenses on their records is 

19%, compared to 8% for those with one or more. 

Most of the sample (81%) had prior arrests for offenses 

against property (Table 21). Those with the higher number 

of prior property arrests had the higher recidivism rate--

i.e., those with six or more prior arrests had a return 

rate of 18%. 

We find 1/2 of the women and 1/3 of the men had previous 

narcotic arrests (Table 22). There is no significant 

difference in R. R. 's between those having prior narcotic 

arrests and those having none. 

Also, 30~~ of the women and 43% of the men have been 

arrested on drunkenness charges (Table 23). Those having 

one or more drunkenness charges have a R. R. of 15%' as 

compared to 10% for those having none. 

While only a few (12%) of the re1easees have had one or 

more escape charges (Table 24), their R. R. is 21% as 

compared to 10% for the rest of the sample. 

The data also shows that 62% of the sample have had one 

or more previous incarcerations (Table 28). Broken down, 
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36% have had prevl.'OUS i ncarcerations . l.n state or federal 
facilities (Table 27), 33% . 

o ~n county houses of correction 
(Table 26), and 23% in 

juvenile facilities (Table 25). 
(These percentag dd 

es a up to more than 62%, 
as some have 

had more than one previous . 
~ncarceration). C . omparl.ng R. R. IS 

for those with no previous . 
l.ncarcerations to those with one 

or more, we find the R. R.' a a ' . 

S to be 13% and 7% respectively 
for juvenile facilities; 10% 

and 15% for houses of correc-
16% f tion; 9% and 

o or state and federal facilities; and 7% 
and 15% for 

any previous incarcerations. 

We also find that 1/2 of both men and 
Women served one 

year or less befo~e release (Table 29). 
For the Women 

the R. R. seems to increase 
with the length of time served. 

Finally, on type of release (Table 30), 85% of the 

sample were paro1ed(80% of th 
o e Women and 97% of the men). 

There w . 
as no sl.gnificant difference in 

R. R. I S between 
those paroled and those discharged. 
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DISCUSSION 

The discussion of the findings will follow the same 

order as the presentation of the results in the previous 

chapter. The exploratory results will be discussed first, 

followed by a discussion of the recidivism follow-up results. 

Discussion Ef Results ££ Exploratory Section 

The exploratory results will be discussed in the three 

I 
general categories presented in the previous chapter--i.e., 

perceptions of social climate, perceptions of programs, 

perceptions of the co-ed nature of Framingham. 

Perceptions of Social Climate. The results of the 

communication and information flow section seem to sUbstan-

tiate what McCleery had to say regarding communication 

systems in an authoritarian system. Males seem to feel that 

there was bettler communication between themselves and staff 

at their former all-male institutions, indicating a break-

down of communication of sorts in the less structured setting 

such as Framingham. This is borne out also in their response 

that rules are more explicit in the more structured setting. 

(It is ~Ilso possible that the absence of a permanent super-

intendent for the six months prior to the interviews affect-

ed the inmates' perceptions of the clarity of the rules and 
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regulations at Framingham.) 

McCleery talks about information having value in a 

structured setting such that an informal hierarchy is formed 

among the. inmates with "information" being equated with 

"power". So in essence, there are actually two systems 

operating at the same time. At Framingham this does not 

seem to be as evident as McCleery has suggested. With the 

easing of structure inmates at Framingham feel more able to 

share in decision making regarding how the institution is 

run. 

With respect to punishment and reward, inmates of both 

sexes, 'vhether at Framingham or elsewhere, seem to be in 

agreement that the staff will punish them in some way if they \ 

mess up. Likewise, there seems to be little difference 

between male and females at Framingham in their reluctance 

to take punitive action against other inmates if they feel 

he or she has done something wrong. The responses to these 

two statements seem to be more reflective of inmates' 

perceptions of authority, and how they relate to it, as 

compared to how they view and relate to each other as 

members of an oppressed group. Although males and females 

at Framingham agree that there is little chance of other 

inmates punishing them for infractions, the fact that nearly 
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four times as many males feel this would happen in their 

former institutions tends to be consistent with the liter-

ature review. For example, Studt (68') talks about inmates 

using their own patterns to maintain order in the C-unit 

system, while Gursky (7?') talks about the differences in 

prison structure being related to differences in the 

informal inmate structure. Again this tends to point 'out 

the different nature of the inmate subculture at Framingham, 

compared to that of the sending male institution. 

Generally, inmates view neither staff nor other inmates 

as rewarding them for good behavior, although the females 

responded positively to this statement twice as often as 

the males. To understand why this is so, perhaps a clearer 

definition of the word, "reward," as it pertains to the 

males and the females would have been helpful. Men "re-

warding" other ffien is apt to take on a negative connotation 

as compared to the female sex. The same ratio 2:1 females 

over males tend to agree that inmates "tell" other inmates 

when they think he or she has done well. The sharp rise in 

positive responses to the staff "telling" inmates that 

they've done well seems to indicate that praise from an 

authority figure is more acceptable to both men and women 

inmates. The fact that more than twice as many males agreed 

______________________________ ~l~ ____________________________________ . __ __ 
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with the statement when applied to Framingham, tends to 

indicate that there is less suspicion regarding staff/inmate 

relationships at Framingham in compar.ison to the all-male 

sending institutions. 

Whether at Framingham or elsewhere, males almost 

unanimously agree that staff is concerned with keeping them 

under control, while slightly more than one-half of the 
, . 

females felt that way. This finding is consistent with the 

perception that men are dealt with more harshly than women 

regarding disciplinary matters at Framingham. This discrep-

ancy may reflect the stereotyped male drive for independence 

while the female maybe more accepting of the stereotyped 

'··'sJ.1bmissive role relegated to her. 
' .... 

". 
'. 
'£.1.ore than twice as many males at Framingham, compared 

to former institutions, see staff as concerned with helping 

them with their problems. This may reflect their reluctance 

to associate themselves with staff at all-male maximum 

security prisons where this type of behavior is considered 

as "selling out." Grosser ('60), Clemmer ('40) and 

McCorkle & Korn ('71) all refer to the need for inmates to 

dissociate themselves from staff in order to survive in a 

maximum security prison. Males tend to differentiate them-

selves from staff to a greater ext~nt in the all-male 

----"'------ ,=== ... =-.= ... =-.= ... = ..... =. = ... _"-=' .. =-=""",.,=~~"""""--------------
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maximum secur;ty . ..... prl.sons. In the m . 
aXl.~~m s~curity prison 

inmates are much 
more apt to push other inmates around, 

consistent with the 
various roles in the system as 

described 
by Sykes ('58). 

It is interesting to note that on the 
iI' 

l.nmates pushing other . 
l.nrnates around" statement, h t e large 

discrepancy between 1 
rna e responses regarding Framingham 

,and their former ins ti tu tions 

nature of th . 
, tends to verify the different 

e l.nmate subculture at Fr . h 
aml.ng am, compared to 

that of the male d 
sen ing institution. Al h tough it is 

generally agreed by both 
sexes that inmates . are Just 

the females d;d ..... not feel 
interested in doing their time, 

quite as strongly about this as 
the males. 

Inmates' relationship with the 
outside community 

appears to be contingent upon the1..'r 
frame of reference. 

Males tend to view their 
relationship with the outside 

community in more positive terms, 
Two out of three females 

at Framingham felt th 
e outside community looks down on them, 

as did nearly three out of four of the 
males When they were 

in their former all-male instit t' 
U lons. However, only little 

more than one-third of the males at 
Framingham felt this 

way. Sincemales are predominantly 
sent to Framingham for 

pre-release programs, they tend to 
spend more time out in 

the communit y, are more comfortable th 
ere, and apparently 
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enjoy a better rnpport with the people. This is borne out 

somewhat in that ma~~s at Framingham tend to view the people 
I 

on the outside as more helpful to them in securing jobs 

and getting into community groups and educational programs. 

This aspect of the Fr~minghain program seems to be consistent 

with the view of Carter,~ al.('72) that correctional 

institutions should extend outside the traditional insti-

tutions out into the community. Studt,et al. ('68) also 

suggested that prisons should be transitional so that a 

" t' " b f d' h h . con 1nuum can e orme W1t t e greater commun1ty. 

Along with the lessening of structure and ITIOre cOIT~unity 

involvement, the males at Framingham almost unanimously 

feel that they have some control over planning their future 

in the community. While approximately one-third of the 

inmates at Framingham feel the community will punish them 

if they screw-up, two-thirds of the females feel that the 

community will also tell them if they do well. The males 

at Framingham are split (50%) on this statement, indicating 

that the females see the community as being slightly more 

responsive to their efforts than the males. 

Females tend to view people in the community as being 

more concerned with keeping them under control than with 

helping them with their problems. The males at Framingham 

. , ,. 
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do not share this view, perhaps reflecting their positive 

experience as part of the pre-release program. However, 

the males shared the females' perception when applied to the 

sending male institution. This same reasoning prevails in 

that approximately 20% of females feel hassled by the out-

side community while none of the males there feel hassled 

by the community. Almost all of those interviewed agreed 

that it's hard to tell inmates apart from other people when 

they are out in the larger community, thereby confirming 

that inmates feel that while in community programs they are 

seen as people like anybody else, possessing neither two 

heads or any other distinguishing abnormalities to set them 

apart from the rest of society. 

The remaining 17 items of the social climate scale 

will now be discussed. As above, interpreta tion of t~ ... e 

data will refer to the literature review of one-sex prisons . 

Conclusions will first be drawn about individual items, and 

then about this section as a whole. 

In general, a large majority of respondents reported 

that inmates help new inmates get adjusted to the insti-

tution. This concern of "inmates helping inmates" was seen 

as much more prevalent at Framingham than at the sending 

institutions. Studt ('68) described an inmate code to 
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which new inmates are oriented in the original C·-unit 

system. Apparently, this practice of acclimating new 

inmates is also true of a coeducation prison. 

Evidence suggests that although almost all of the 

inmates are friendly, real friends are difficult to find, 

more so for women than for men. In this matter, men 

usually viewed Framingham in relation to their former all-

male institutions where feelings about friendship were in 

all probability more negative. A study by Clemmer on a 

male institucion showed that at least 70% of his sample 

felt that friendships are of short duration and pragmatic, 

and that familiarity in prison breeds contempt. In a more 

relaxed environment such as Framingham, this is still true, 

but not to such a giea t extent. Hmvever, the women at 

Framingham may see this issue of friendship from a different 

perspective. Since the majority of them cannot compare 

Framingham to another prison, they are basing their opinion 

only on experiences on the outside. 

According to the results of our questionnaire, staff 

at Framingham were not seen as dealing with everyone fairly; 

nor were the staff at the all-male sending institutions. 

The results also indicate that many more males felt that 

some inmates get away with a lot while others can't get 
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away with anything, when asked about Framingham as compared 

to their former institutions. This could be attributed to 

the perceived differential tr~atment of men and women at 

Framingham with stricter discipline for men , while rules 

were viewed as applying more uniformly to all inmates at 

the institutions from which they were transferred. From 

the literature review, it seems that unequal treatmen~ of 

inmates is quite common. Cloward ('60) states that the 

inmate elite are . sometlmes allowed certain infractions.by 

the staff as d f h a rewar or elping the staff maintain control 

over other inmates. At any rate, it is clear that the 

treatment of men and women b ff . y sta 1S perceived as unequal 

by a majority of inmates. 

Inmates generally do not think of Framingham as peace

ful and orderly, but many more men than women agree that it 

is. It is likely that by comparison, men experienced l'f1uch 

more tension at their former all-male institutions, espec-

ially at Walpole. Every inmate ~n our I h ~ samp e w 0 trans-

ferred from there felt strongly about this. There could be 

many reasons for inmates not to find peace and order in 

prison, especially in the all-male sendl'ng· , 1nstltutions. 

For example, Sykes and Messinger ('60) list six major 

deprivations of prison life (see literature review). 
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Grosser ('60) describes an inmate culture with social controls 

independent of official controls. Furthermore, McCorkle 

and Korn ('71) suggest that an inmate needs to conflict 

with staff for psychological reasons. These factors mRy 

all contribute to feelings of tension and unrest in inmates 

at the sending instituticns and to some extent at Framingham. 

Although only a minority of respondents felt that many 

inmates think they are too good for you, many more women 

than men felt this way. The evidence suggests that women 

are more. likely than men to perceive a caste system and a 

certain amount of snobbishness. 

A minority of inmates, but more women than men, felt 

that inmates try to take advantage of you or fight you to 

get what they want. The results indicate that more women 

may be on the defensive in their interaction with fellow 

inmates and that women are less supportive of one another. 

In women's prisons the literature indicates that much 

competition can result from the creation of social roles 

based on the homosexual subculture. Butches and femmes 

exploit each other to get what they want. As for men, 

there seems to be more exploitation of one another and 

fighting at their sending institutions. According to 

Sykes ('58) the inmate subculture of the maximum security 
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male institution places a ' prem~um on the use of force, with 

stronger inmates often taking advantage of weaker inmates. 

One major reason why less tension of this type 

by the men at Framingham may be their frame of 

is perceived 

reference, 

i.e., their sending institut;ons. Al ~ so, women may be re-

acting to one another's competition for men, resulting in 

less support for each other. 

To the question of whether or not inmates show good 

judgment, there were mixed reactions. The majority of 

inmates ~nswered negatively, while a significant part of 

the sample gave the response that they were unsure or 

didn't know. There seems to be some un t' t cer a1.n y as to 

exactly what is good J·udgment. Th' ld 1.S cou be seen as vague 

in that good judgment would probably not have caused an 

inmate to do something which resulted in his/her incarcer

ation. 

In contradiction to the previous items which indicated 

a perceived lack of solidarity among women at Framingham, 

more men than women believed that inmates won't work to

gether to get things done for the institution. Men were 

seen as more willing to get together at their previous 

institutions. If they were to spend a lot of time there, 

they cared enough to get things done for the institution. 
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For women, Framingham is more "their" institution--men are 

like guests who can always be shipped back. 

Connected with the issue of working together is the 

one of leadership among inmates. According to the results 

of the questionnaire, women are somewhat split 50-50 as to 

whether there are any leaders among inmates or if there are 

a few inmates who run everything, while men seem to be more 

biased toward lack of leadership at Framingham. The oppo-

site is true for males concerning the institution they were 

transferred from. Evidence suggests that there is an 

element of leadership or elitism at the male institution 

which was not seen as present to the same degree by men at 

Framingham. This is not as clear-cut among females. It is 

very likely that for men at Framingham, in relation to 

their previous all-male institutions, there is a different 

subculture at Framingham. 

Further results to support this inference lies in the 

question of peer pressure among inmates at Framingham. 

More women than men agreed that an inmate who insists on 

being different is given a bad name. On the other hand, a 

majority of males said this was true of the institution 

they were transferred from. Findings suggest that there is 

more peer pressure among women at Framingham and men at 
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other institutions, but that men are more individualistic 

at Framingham. This is further indication that there may 

not be a very distinct male subculture at Framingham, 

perhaps because they perceive themselves as being at the 

end of a long period of incarceration. In his study, Garabedian 

observed that cohesiveness among inmates diminished as they 

approached release. 

In the remaining two items, there exists more evidence 

that males may feel more at ease at Framingham, compared to 

their sending institutions and that women feel more hassled 

at Framingham. It is significant that half of the men in 

our sample felt that inmates mind their own business and 

none felt that inmates get on your back for no reason. 

About one-third of the women agreed to both questions. 

The social climate at Framingham is such that the 

environment is seen as more relaxed than at one-sex prisons 

by males. There seems to be a much less rigid subculture 

for males, than for females, who still seem to adhere to 

some of the roles described by Ward and Kassebaum and 

Giallombardo. Generally, men perceive less peer pressure 

and less exploitation at Framingham than the women do, and 

less peer pressure and exploitation than at their former 

institutions. Friction among women seems to lie in the 
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area of interpersonal relationships which are emotional in 

In general, then, the men tended to have a much more 

positive perception of their fellow inmates as well as of 

the relationships among inmates. Again, this may have been 

because the men used their former institutions as the frame 

of reference in responding to the social climate scale 

items. It is unlikely that the women had a comparable 

frame of reference. They may have responded to these items 

with a non-institutional setting as their frame of reference. 

. f P The focus of the inmates' Perceptl0ns 0 rograms. 

perceptions of programs was on four program areas--furloughs,; 

work/education release, counseling, and cadre. In some 

cases it was possible to compare inmates' perceptions of 

programs with those of staff, since the staff frequently 

expressed their views on programs in the course of the 

interviews which were conducted to elicit information for 

the descriptive section of the study. 

furlough Program. The vast majority of the inmates 

viewed the furlough program to be a positive one. This was 

consistent with the views of the staff on furloughs. 

The goals that were stated by the administration for 
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the furlough program were very much the same as the benefits 

derived from the program as expressed by the inmates. The 

most positive reason expressed by both administration and 

inmates was that inmates could retain contact with the out-

side ~or a variety of reasons, such as maintaining bonds 

with family and friends and adjusting to the continuously 

changing outside world. 

Perhaps the fact that more men than women responded 

pOSitively to how the furlough program is administered is 

because a number of the women were new arrivals and had not 

yet qualified to participate in the program. 

It appears there were no major complaints about the 

furlough program, other than that some of the minor rules 

appear too strict. This could be due to the fact that at 

a less structured prison such as Framingham, greater demands 

for inner control are placed on the individual and that at 

maximum security prisons, inmates are not given as much 

responsibility for their own actions. Because Framingham 

offers more freedom, inmates are more responsible for 

upholding the rules that are laid down. 

It is interesting to note that 70% of the inmates 

interviewed saw the furlough program as a privilege, while 

only 46% of the inmates saw the work and education release 
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program as a privilege. This difference in viewpoint might 

be due to the inmates' seeing a furlough as a "vacation," 

an enjoyable time for themselves which occurs infrequently 

and which they have to earn by positive behavior. On the 

other hand, work and education release might be seen as 

somewhat of an everyday "chore" and, therefore, less of a 

privilege. 

Work/Education Release Program. The goals of the 

administration seem to coincide with the inmates' views as 

to the positive value of the work/education release program. 

For example, both administration and inmates viewed the 

program's main benefit as reintegrative in nature. 

Approximately one-third of the inmates in the sample 

had been on work/education release. This is representative 

of the total population on work/education release. 

The reason more men might have felt the work/education 

release program was administered fairly ccu1d be due to the 

fact that the main purpose that most men are sent to 

Framingham is to participate in this program. 

One of the benefits of the program stated by the inmates; 

and agreed upon by the administration was that the institu-

tion gave them the support they needed to enable them to go 

out and obtain work. 
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Some of the concerns that the inmates felt about the 

program were also some of the concerns that the staff felt, 

i.e. ,lack of jobs available due to the economy, inadequate 

transportation, and the 15% charge that the inmates are 

required to contribute to the State. 

Counseling Program. Perhaps the reason that tqe 

counseling program evoked such strong emotional responses 

is due to the fact that the counseling experience itself 

tends to be a strong emotional one. Even those inmates not 

involved in counseling responded with strong affect to this 

question, seemingly reflecting the outside society's fears 

of being "mentally ill." 

Because so many of the inmates (64%) said they have 

been in counseling, it is possible inmates confused social 

service with DLM. This could have been due to the question-
. , 

na~re·s not being clear in its definition of counseling. 

It is also possible that the inmates do not perceive a 

distinction between the functionsof social service and 

counseling staff in the institution and/or that there is so 

much overlap in the roles of social service and counseling 

staff that the distinction is, in fact, not clear. 

Our question on inmates' perceptions on how the staff 

viewed counseling met with varying responses. Perhaps the 
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inmates had no idea as to how staff really view it. However,' 

their subjective responses provided some interesting data 

on the perceived relationship between correctional staff 

and counseling staff. 

The various responses regarding the benefits of coun-

se1ing could be compared to the general population's view, 

since those that are more motivated, in general, find 

counseling more helpful. 

Cadre Pro5!~' One of the reasons why the cadre was 

brought to Framingham by the administration was to add 

stability to the institution. Such a view coincides with 

how the inmates nearly unanimously saw the cadre, i.e., 

they were viewed as more mature, more involved, as adding 

a great deal to the institution, and as being a good example 

for all. Therefore, it seems that the cadre program is 

providing some stability for the institution, while, at the 

same time, offering a positive correctional experience for 

those who participate in this program. 
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Most Important Programs. The programs most frequently 

mentioned by inmates as the most important programs at 

Framingham were the computer program, work release, fur

loughs, and institutional educatl.'on. M en were more likely 

to include the computer program among the most important 

programs, while women were most likely to include institu-

tional education. Thl.' b bi b s was pro a y ecause the computer 

program tends to be more oriented toward the men, while 

institution education tends to be more oriented toward the 

women. Work release was mentioned by an equal number of 

men and women, and the numbers mentioning furloughs were 

very similar. 

In summary, on the four program areas which provided 

a focus for this section, the inmates' perception of fur

loughs and work/education release were very positive; their 

perceptions of the cadre program were positive; and, their 

perceptions of counseling were mixed. Where comparisons 

were possible, the goals of the programs, as stated by staff 
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were generally consistent with the benefits derived from 

the progra\ms, as expressed by inmates. 

Pe~ceptions of the Co-educational Correctional 

Experiences. There is little doubt from our results that 

the inmates' perceptions of attitudes about the coeduca

tional aspect of MCl-Framingham were positive. Although 

there were, indeed, some strong negative opinions, the 

results, overall, showed an overwhelming preference for 

co-ed incarceration over one-sex institutionalization. 

The first five questions in this part cf the question

naire dealt with general attitudes about a co-ed prison 

~hat the goals might be; how successful the experience; '" 

institution was at meeting the goals; and what the advan

tages and disadvantages of a co-ed correctional facility 

are. For interpretive purposes, the results of these 

questions can be grouped together. The themes that seem to 

dominate the responses are that for a prison this seems to 

be the best approach; the experience at Framingham will be 

more helpful than harmful; the co-ed program has its 

problems but is generally successful; and the major diffi

culty with the co-ed program, as perceived by both sexes, 

is that there is a double standar9 of treatment for men and 

women inmates. 
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One point to keep in mind when examining the high 

positive response of the inmates, (86%), in describing their 

general experience at Framingham, is that although the 

question does not specifically ask for a comparison to 

other institutions, it is implied. Thus, it is assumed 

that the superlative desc~iptions do not mean that Framingham 
, 

. is superior to not being in prison, but is superio~ to being 

in other prisons. This does not deny the significance of 

the 86% positive response because,it is extremely rare that 

inmates will ever speak positively about the prison in which 

they are incarcerated. 

What also proved interesting about this first question 

is that more than half of the cadre interviewed expressed 

some ambivalence in their responses. Some reported diffi-

culties in adjusting to the co-ed aspect and the unusually 

"free" atmosphere. It is believed that this is due to the 

longer periods of institutionalization that cadre have had 

and the socialization that goes along with it. All of the 

cadre men had been incarcerated for at least four years on 

their present sentence. After learning how to function 

sufficiently to be selected as a member of the cadre, and 

then to be placed in a much less structured environment 

where different personality skills are required for social 
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acceptance, it should not be surprising that problems in 

adjustment were reported. 

Regarding the degree of perceived success of the co-ed 

program, we consider it extremely significant that 43 of 

50 inmates perceive the program as successful. Also, when 

asked for disadvantages, 36% saw none at all. What is 

interesting about the advantage and disadvantage results 

is that some responses for advantages were listed by others 

as disadvantages. An example of this is that some men 

listed the presence of women as a distinct advantage, while 

a few said it was a definite disadvantage. 

The final question, which had several parts, attempted 

to probe for a description of the quality of the relation

ships that exist between men and women. The general theme 

was that there is no difference here than on the outside. 

This response WaS almost unanimous. What puzzles us about 

this response is that, with the sexual restrictions placed 

on the inmates, there must be some differences v.7ith the 

outside. This response may well reflect the frame of 

reference, that is, relative to relationships in other 

prisons, relationships at Framingham are seen as more 

similar to those on the outside. 

As we probed for specifics regarding the relationships, 
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our results became very interesting. There was virtually 

unanimous agreement that men and women are not treated 

equally, especially regarding disciplinary matters. This 

perceived inequality was related to the fact that men could 

be shipped back to thei~ sending institutions, while no 

such sanction exists for women. In addition, there was a 

feeling that staff, in general, dealt less harshly with 

women than with men. 

The results of the question on ways relationships 

differ here from those at one-sex institutions seem to be 

self-explanatory. Perhaps these are the reasons that people 

see Framingham as such a positive experience. One response 

from a number of inmates was that some staff were more 

willing to overlook female homosexuality than heterosexual 

behavior. This leads us to some speculation. We know from 

our literature review that homosexuality in all-female 

institutions is common. Since we know that institutions 

are generally systems that resist change, we can speculate 

that some staff from the old system felt threatened by the 

new male inmates and may have found it easier to deal in 

the old way. These responses came from both male and female 

inmates. 

Our questions about a sexual code were incomplete 
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because, although they ask if there is a code, they did not 

ff ' , t probing into the nature of the code. provide for su ~c~en 

We asked the question because of evidence in the literature 

that forms of sexual codes exist in one-sex institutions. 

There was some .... -ev4den~e that a code does exist at Framingham. 

to be that inmates "do their own thing" as The code seems 

, t d others If one gets caught long as it does not ~n ru e on . 

breaking a rule, one takes the penalty. Correction 

officers' attitudes on the enforcement of sexual rules 

were perceived as ranging from laissez-faire to very strict 

and rigid. 

This code is in line with the prevalent jailhouse 

codes in the literature of "break as many rules as you can 

, ht" Since this kind of attitude was without gett~ng caug . 

only evident regarding sexual matters at MCI-Framingham, it 

suggests that when people are treated like adults, such as 

with the various programs, people act like adults. When 

people are treated like prisoners, as with the sexual rules 

of the facility, people act like prisoners. To think that 

men and women can be confined in a limited space for many 

hours a day and not pursue each other sexually seems un-

realistic. 

Regarding inmate attitudes about sexual roles, we 
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found traditional stereotypic views. In fact, the only 

inmates expressing other than traditional sexual roles were 

the female homosexuals. It appears that inmates reflect 

the sex role stereotypes usually found in the community 

from which they come. 

The final questions were about the long-term effects 

of the relationships at Framingham. Most inmates did not 

expect these relationships to last after release. Perhaps 

because inmates are released at different times and return 

to different cOIT~unities, they don't have expectations for 

long term relationships. 

In summary, then, inmates generally regarded the co-

educational correctional experience as a very positive one. 

Although some difficulties were reported, they viewed the 

Framingham experience as an important step in the process 

of reintegration back into the community. 

Discussion of Results on Recidivism Follow-up 

While the difference bet\veen the expected vs. actual 

recidivism rates was not statistically significant, it 

seems clear that the Framingham program is having some 

effect in reducing recidivism rates (one criterion for 

success). Since our sample is small, and the follow-up 

period short, differences of the magnitude we found indicate 
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a real need for a more extensive study of this type at a 

future date. 

¥fuile both the expected and actual recidivism rates for 

men are somewhat less than those for women, it is important 

to note that the reduction is greater for women (6.8 vs. 

3.2 percentage points). This suggests the program may have 

a somewhat greater impact on women. This is noteworthy in 

that the entire state female prison popuLation is being 

exposed to the program) not pre-screened inmates as in the 

case of the men. 

The difference in recidivism between the corrunitment 

institutions of Concord (14%) and Walpole (0%) may be due 

to the fact that Concord inmates are, generally, less 

serious offenders, serving shorter sentences than those 

committed to Walpole. Therefore, Walpole inmates probably 

undergo more rig orous screening by the Classifiea tion Board 

bafora transfer to Framingham. Also, a previous study 

(Massachusetts Department of Correction~ 1974, a one year 

follm\l-up of all releasees from state facilities in 1971 

compiled by Daniel P. LeClair) showed a noticeably lower 

R. R. for Walpole commitments. 

The somewhat lower R. R. in the few releasees going 

through pre-release centers (8% vs. 12%) suggests that they 
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serve as one more step to a smoother reintegration into society. 

Usually, the younger the age at release, the higher the 

R. R. (LeClair, '74). The lower R. R. for young releasees 

in our sample is interesting but not easily explained. 

may only pe due to chance, but it may also indicate that 

the Framingham program is effective for young inmates. 

It 

The high R. R. for those incarcerated on property 

offenses is consistent with usual findings (i.e.: LeClair, 

1974). However, the low R. R. for drug offenses is unusual. 

We might speculate that the unique Framingham program is 

especially effective in helping drug offenders make an 

adjustment before returning to lithe street." 

The higher R. R. for those on indefinite sentences is 

consistent with LeClair's findings. This is also consistent 

with the finding of the lower Walpole (committment institu

tion) R. R. The large number of female indefinites is also 

consistent. 

In the LeClair study, the R. R. for white releasees was 

almost identical to those who were black, although white 

female releasees had a somewhat higher R. R. than black 

females. There is no clear explanation for the R. R. 

difference we found in our sample, although it does seem 

that the Framingham program is more effective in reducing 
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recidivism for blacks (8%) than for whites (15%). 

The lower R. R. for single releasees is in contrast to 

the LeClair study where they had a higher R. R. than those 

who had ever been married. This difference may be due to 

chance, or it may be the co-ed program itself could produce 

some additional stress for married inmates. For example, 

the recidivism rate of the 17 women who were married or 

separated was 29%. I 
! 

The high R. R. for men with other than honorable discharges! 

is consistent with previous data and suggests there may be 

a history of adjustment difficulties in some of these men. 

The large number of inmates from Boston may reflect the 

higher crime ra tes there. The som€'tvhat lower R. R. for 

Boston residents (and slightly higher from female releasees 

from Boston) is seen also in the LeGlair report. 

The large number of releasees on the lower end of the 

scales for socioeconomic status and occupation group 

reflects the fact that the criminal justice system has 

always dealt primarily with persons from the lower classes. 

This may also 0e why the lower ends of the scales are where 

the highest R. R.fs exist. 

The large number of inmates with short time on anyone 

job is consistent with previous data, but the relatively 
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equal R. R. 's across the board is not. Usually those with 

shorter times on one J'ob have higher R. R I . s. The Framingham 

experience, especially a consistent job through work release, 

may work to reverse this tendency. 

The low R. R. for those with grade school education and 

for those with more than high school education is again 

consistent with previous data. However, the relativeiy 

high R~ R. for high school grads is not consistent with 

previous data, and this discrepancy comes from the men in 

the sample. This again may be due to the relatively small 

sample size. 

The number of inmates indicating former drug use (52%) 

is more than twice as high as those released from Framingham 

in 1971 (25%). The same is true for heroin use. This may 

indicate that more drug related offenders are being sentenced 

to Framingham or that more inmates are willing to acknowledge 

their involvement with drugs. What is striking is, again, 

the lack of a high R. R. for users, esp~cially heroin. 

This is inconsistent with former studies and may indicate 

again a greater impact of the program on drug users. 

The tendency for men to be younger at first arrest 

suggests either that women get involved in crime at a later 

age or the differential treatment of men and women in the 
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criminal justice system. The lower R. R. for younger 

arrests is again contradictory to previous studies. 

The large number of releasees with prior offenses 

. 'consistent with LeClair's against the person 1S aga1n 
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finding. b of men 1'S consistent with their The larger num er 

incarceration for more violent crimes. On the other hand, 

there is no difference in the LeClair study in R. R. 

between those vli th no offenses against the person and those 

with 1 or more. 

relat1'onsh1'p we found between number of The positive 

and R. R. is consistent with LeClair's property offenses 

findings. 

Again, the high number of releasees having previous 

narcotic 0 enses 0 ff (45'%) 1'S higher than 1971 (26%). And, 

1 k f d1'fference in R. R. in our sample again, the ac 0 

between those with and without narcotic offenses contradicts 

LeClair's findings and suggests high program impact on drug 

offenders. 

The high number of releasees with drunkenness charges 

is consistent with previous data. There seems to be a 

slight positive relationship between drunkenness charges 

and R. R. which is what LeClair found. 

The high R. R. for those with' escape charges again 
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follows the LeClair findings. 

The high number of releasees with previous incarcera-

tions suggests the magnitude of recidivism we are dealing 

with. Except for incarceration in juvenile facilities, the 

finding that those having previous incarcerations have a 

higher R. R. is in line with other findings. Form~r recid-

ivists are higher recidivism risks. 

The finding that one-half the sample served one year or 

less on their present incarceration indicates that the 

length of time served by those released from Framingham Was 

relatively short. There is a positive relationship between 

time served and R. R. at least for women, suggesting that 

those serving longer sentences are more prone to recidivism. 

Looking at paroles, we can see the extent to which this 

system of release is used (85% of the releases). Previous 

studies have consistently shmvn that parolees have higher 

R. R. 's than discharges (due to the fact that they are more 

closely supervised and that they can be returned to prison 

for behavior that is not necessarily criminal--i.e., for a 

technical infraction of parole rules). The recidivism 

rates were virtually the same for the Framingham parolees 

and dischargees. This suggests that the Framingham program 

provides for a smoother reintegration into the community, 
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and, accordingly, better prepares a person for parole. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study of MCI-Framingham had three general goals. 

These were: 

(1) to provide e general description of the 
facility and its programs; 

(2) to generate so~e exploratory data on 
inmates I perceptions or the social clima'te, 
the coeducational aspects, and selected 
programs of MCI-Framingham; and, 

(3) to examine the impact of the MCI-Framingham 
coeducational program on recidivism. 

Review of the Literature. The first step was to conduct 

a review of the correctional literature. This literature 

review focused on five ·areas in all-male and all-female 

institutions related to social climate: communications and 

information flow, punishment and reward, inmate subculture, 

sexual relationships, and relationship with the outside 

community. As we found no material in the literature on 

adult coeducational institutions, we analyzed qur data on 
, 

Framingha~ according to these five areas and, where possible, 

indicated where and how coeducation has had an effect on the 

social climate at Framingham, as compared to the literature 
.. 

and to the inmates' previous experience in one-sex institu-

tions. 
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Description of MCl-Framingham. The first part of the 

study is a description of the Framingham facility--its 

history and physical layout, its staffing patterns, and 

its correctional programs. 

Exploratory Data. The second part of the study was 

exploratory in nature. Fifty inmates were interviewed. 

The interview schedule included a Likert-type social climate 

b f open-ended questions concerning the scale and anum er 0 

coeducational aspects and the programs. 

Social Climate. Regarding communication and information, 

d to fee l that there was less communication, flow, males seeme 

and staff than there was at their former ' between themselves 

more structured institutions where rules were more explicit. 

~n a less structured institution like Framingham, However, .L 

inmates felt more able to participate in decision making 

concerning institutional policy. 

Compared to the all-male sending institutions, there 

seemed to be a different subculture at Framingham with 

d d Al though both males and regard to punishment an rewar . 

011 0 h them for an infraction; females felt that staff w~ pun~s 

1 h t they would be punished by a fellow it is improbab eta 

inmate. On the other hand, accord,ing to males, one was 
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more likely to be punished by peers at their former 

institutions. At Framingham staff was also more likely to 

give praise for positive behavior. 

In general, more males than females felt that staff was 

concerned with keeping inmates under control. This seems 

to be related to the 'per~eived inequality in disciplinary 

measures between males and females in Framingham. Inmates 

at Framingham are more likely to feel that staff is 

concerned with helping them with problems, as compared to 

the opposite feeling of males concerning their former 

institutions. On the whole, there seems to be less suspic-

ion regarding staff/inmate interaction in a less structured 

institution such as Framingham. 

Males tend to generally view their relationship with 

the outside community as more positive than do females. 

Males, exclusive of cadre, are primarily sent to Framingham 

as a pre-release center. Therefore, they seem to view this 

as termination of a longer period of incarceration and a 

gradual return to society. 

Males experience less tension at Framingham than do 

the females. Among men there seems to be a much less rigid 

subculture than among women who are still somewhat involved 

in social systems similar to those found in all-female 
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institutions. Men also seem to be less involved with each 

other, resulting in less peer pressure and more individual-

ity, which is not as apparent for the women. 

Coeducational Aspects. Overall results of the question

naire showed an overwhelming preference among inmates for 

co-ed incarceration over one-sex incarceration. The major 

drawback of this co-ed program was that there is a perceived 

double standard of treatment for male and female inmates. 

Furthermore, a majority of the cadre interviewed expressed 

some ambivalence about co-ed incarceration. They were 

accustomed to the more structured environment of a one-sex 

institution, and as a result of their long incarceration, 

they reported some difficulties in adjusting to the less 

structured co-ed atmosphere at Framingham. 

As for the quality of relationships between men and 

women at Framingham, the general response was that there 

was no difference at Framingham from that which exists on 

the outside. A major specific issue regarding relationships 

was the perceived unequal disciplinary treatment of men and 

women. It seemed that the men sent to Framingham were 

considered to be privileged, so standards for their behavior' 

were seen as being much higher. on the other hand, the 
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co-ed experience is now standard for Women who are 

cerated by the state, since Framingham is the only 
incar-

state 
facility for Women. 

Therefore, the disciplinary sanction 

of being "shipped out" does not h h 
ang as eavily over the 

women as it does Over the men. 

When asked whether or not there is a code for sexual 

behavior, the response from inmates seemed to be along the 

lines of "doing th' your own ~ng as long as it does not 

infringe on the rights of others," or "as long as one does 

not get caught." Inmates' perceptions of officers' atti

tudes concerning this matter range from laissez-faire to 

very strict. 

Inmates' attitudes on sexual roles tend to be rather 

traditional and stereotyped, with the exception of the 

female homosexuals. In general, inmates seem to reflect 

the sexual stereotypes in the communities from which they 

came. 

Although inmates reported that relationships inside 

Framingham did not differ from those on the outside, there 

was some evidence to the contrary. Married inmates, to be 

sure, had some difficulties not experienced by married 

persons on the outside, and most inmates d~d ... not expect 

relationships formed in prison to last after release. 
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Programs. The next section of the interview focused on 

four program areas: furlough, work/education release, 

Division of Legal Medicine (DLM) Counseling, and cadre. 

Both the administration and the inmates believed that 

the furlough program is a positive experience. Although 

there are some minor conlplaints from inmates about some 

rules being too strict, most inmates see the program as 

highly beneficial to their maintaining contact with the 

outside. 

Inmates and administration also seem to agree on the 

positive value of work/education release in serving rein~ 

tegrative purposes. The main benefit of this program waS 

that it enabled and supported an inmate in his/her efforts 

to secure employment. More men believed that this program 

was administered fairly perhaps because they used the 

sending institutions as their frame of reference. Inmates 

and staff had similar concerns about this program: lack of 

jobs due to the state of the economy; inadequate transporta

tion; and, the 15% that inmates are required to pay the 

state out of their salaries. 

It is unclear how many inmates have actually participated 

in the DLM Counseling Service, because there was some 

confusion between this program and the Social Service. 
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program. There were very mixed and very emotional responses 

to the questions on the counseling program. 

Inmates generally responded pOSitively to the cadre 

program and its members. Some did not know very much about 

t·his aspect of the instituti~,I, as this group of men seem 

to be set apart from other inmates. 

In summary, inmates' perceptions of the furlough program 

and of the work and education release program were very 

positive; their perceptions of the cadre program were 

positive; and their perceptions of the counseling program 

were mixed. Also, it was clear that their general view 

of the coeducational correctional experience was an extremely 

positive one. 

Recidivism Follow-up_ The comparison between the 

expected recidivism rate (17.3%) and the actual recidivism 

rate (11.6%) revealed a SUbstantial reduction in recidivism 

for the first 121 persons who were released from Framingham 

since it became a coeducational facility, The impact of 

the Framingham program on recidivism tended to be somewhat 

greater for women--from 19.6% (expected rate) to 12.8% 

(actual rate)--than it was for men--from 11.8% (expected 

rate) to 8.6% (actual rate), 
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An analysis of the relationship between background 

characteristics and recidivism was also carried out for the 

men and women, as well as for the total sample. On some 

factors, such as, institution committed to, offense, race, 

and drug usage, some interesting findings emerged. For 

example, none of the 14 men originally committed to Walpole 

were recidivists, while 14% of the 21 men originally 

committed to Concord were recidivists. This may reflect a 

more careful se-reening of the Walpole commitments. On 

offense, the recidivism rate of property offenders (26%) 

was significantly higher than that of all oth~r offenders 

(7%) • Although this pattern is consistent with previous 
i j 

studies, the unusually large difference is noteworthy here. I 
On race, black inmates, both female and male, had a consider- ~cl 

I ably lower recidivism rate (8%) than that of whites (15%). 

Finally, unlike the findings of previous studies, the 

recidivism rate of those with histories of drug usage was 

no higher than that of individuals with no histories of 

drug usage. 

In conclusion, there seems to be a clear convergence of 

the data in support of the coeducational correctional 

program at MCI-Framingham, Although some negative issues 

were raised in the course of this study, the overall findings 
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of this research lead to the conclus1'on th h at t e Framingham 

program is an effective and worthwhile correctional enter

prise. 

It is hoped that this research has contributed to a 

better understanding of the coeducational correctional 

experience, and that it will stimulate further s~udy of 

this important area. 
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APPENDIX A 

1 INMATE ASSESSNENT OF SOCIAL CLIJ:1ATE 

PROGRAM DATA 

" 

BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS 
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INYillTE ASSESSMENT OF SOCIAL CLIMATE' 

Percent Who Agree with Statement 
For Framingham For Sending 

Social Climate Item Male Institution 
Female Male Total Male 

Corr~unication/Information Flow: 
1. The stctff members try to keep 

you informed about what's 
happening here at Framingham.~ 

4. 

5. 

The staff makes changes without 
consulting the inmates. 

If the inmates >really want to, 
they can share in the decisions 
about how the institution is run. 

19. Most of the rules here are clear 
to everybody. 

Punishment: 
3. If an inmate messes~up, the staff 

21% (5) 

75% (18) 

67% (16) 

25% (6) 

will punish him or her some way. 96% (23) 
. , 

11. If an inmate screws up, other 
inmates here will punish him or her 
in some \·;ay. 16% (4) 

14. Inmates in this institution 
usually tell another" inmate when 
they think he or she has done 
something \Vrong. 

Reward: 
7. The staff will reward an 

imr.ate for good behavior. 

67% (16) 

33% (8) 

--

8% (2) 14% (7) 28% (7) 

69% (18) 72% (36) 88% (22) 

~ .. 
32% '(8) 46% (12) 5670 (28) .> . 

23% (6) 24% (12) 40% (10) 

85% (22) 90% (45) 92% (23) 

15% (4) 16% (8) 60% (15) 

54% (14) 60% (30) 60% (15) 

15% (4) 24% (12) 20% (5) 
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Other inmates will r~ward aJ 

'-.---~-------.. ~---~-~ ... -.-.~-.-.~-.--------'-~---~-'--~ 

Female Hale Total Hale 

8. 
inmate for good behavior. ~ 21% (5) 11% (3) 16% (8) 4% (1) , 

F 

13. If an inmate does well here, Ii 
the staff will personally tell 
h' - I 79% (19) 58% (15) 68% (34) 24% (6) lm or her so. I: ~~. 

18. If an inmate does well here, ~. 
the uther inmates will persorla11y 
tell aim or her so. Ii 3.7% (9) 19% (5) 28% (14) 12% (3) 

Negative Subculture: 1 
2. The staff here is concerned with 

keeping inmates' under contro~. 54% (13) 92% (24) 74% (37}' . 96% (24) 
p '"'} .. 

6. The staff is concerned with , .. 
helping inmates with their 
problems. 71% (17) 54% (14) 62% (31) 24% (6) 

9. People here at Framingham are 
pretty much split into t-.;vo 
different groups, with staff 
in one, and inmates ~n the other. 75% (18) 81% (21) 78% (39) 96% (24) 

10. The inmates here have their own 
rules on how to behave that are 
different from those of the staff. 67% (16) 58% (15) 62% (31) 84% (21) 

16. There are too many i?mates here f~ 

who push other inmates around. 46% (11) 8% (2) 26% (13) 76% (19) 

17. Most inmates here are just "" interested in doing their time. 71% (17) 85% (22) 78% .(39) 88% (22) 0 
~ 
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Co~~unity Linkages: 
15. People on the outside look 

dmvn on imates from MCl
Framingham. 

20. The inmates of MCl-Framingham 
spend a lot of time outside in 
the c orr.muni ty . 

21. The staff here help the inma'tes 
get jobs outside, get into 
community groups, into educational 
programs, and things like that. 

22. People on the outside don't help 
inmates in this institution get 
jobs outside, get into community 
groups, into educational programs, 
and things like that. 

23. If an inmate really wants to plan 
his or her future out in the larger 
corr.n1unity, he or she can. 

24. If an inmate from MCl-Framingham 

Female 

57% (16) 

58% (14) 

75% (18) 

42% (10) 

75% (18) 

scre\Vs up out 
people in the 
punish him or 

in the cOIT.munity, 
outside cOITJUunity 
her in some wa~. 

the 
will 

37% (9) 
, 
, 

25. If an inmate from MCl-Framingham 
does well out in the" corrmmnity, 
people in the outside corr.munity 
'tvill personally tell him or IJer 50.67% (16) 

~ 
26. When inmates from MCI-Framingham 

go out into the larger community 
it's hard to tell them from other 
people. 92% (22) 

Male Total 

35% (9) 50% (25) 

73% (19) 66% (33) 

77% (20) 76% (38) 

11% (3) 26% (13) 

92% (24) 84% (42) 

31% (8) 34% (17) 

50% (13) 58% G29) 

96% (25) 94% (47) 

Male 

72% (18) 

4% (1) 

20% (5) 

':: .. 

56% (14) 

60% (15) 

48% (12) 

28% (7) 

84% (21) 
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27. Inmates from MGI-Framingham 
have their own rules in the 
outside community that are 
different from those of the 
people who supervise them in 
the C OI:1ffiUni ty . 

28. People in the larger community 
are more co,ncerned with keeping 
in~nRtcs from NCI-Framingham under 
control than with helping them with 

Female 

46% (11) 

their problems. 62% (15) 

29. People in the outside community 
gen~rally hassle residents from 
~1CI-Framingham. 21% (5) 

Other Items: 
12. Ot:',cr inrr.a tes usually try to help 

a :'lC'(;'" inma te get used to the 
institution. 92% (22) 

30. Real friends are hard to find 
. ,in this ins ti tu tion .. 

31. The staff deals fairly and 
squarely with everyone: 

32. The institution is a very 
pe~ce£u1, orderly place. 

33. A lot of the inmates here 
think they are too good for you. 

87% (21) 

21% (5) 

17% (4) 

42% (10) 

Male Total Male 

42% (11) 44% (22) 60% (15) 

27% (7) 44% (22) 68% (17) 

~ .. 
0% (0) .~O% (5) 12% (3) 

81% (21) 86% (43) 64% (16) 

65% (17) 76% (38) 76% (19) 

4% (1) 12% (6) 16% (4) 

58% (15) 38'% '19) o \. . 8% (2) 

11% (3) 26% (13) 20% (5) 
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Female Male Total Male ;" 
t:;' 

34. SOille inmates here get away with 
a lot, while others can't get 
away with anything. 96% (23) 92% (24) 94% (47) 64% (16) 

35. Alrr.ost all of the inmates here 
are friendly to you. 75% (18) 81% (21) 78% (39) 44% (11) ". 

36. Almost all of the inmates here 
try to tak~ advantage of you. ~ 37% (9) 8% (2) 22% (11) - 20% (5) 

37. The inmates around here show 
good judgment. 29% (7) 38% (10) 34% (17) 32% (8) 

38. In:-:;z tes here '\von I t work together 
to get things c.one for the ':: 

.~ 

institution. 46% (11) 65% (17) 56% (28) L~.O% (10) , .. 

39. There are no real leaders among 
the in~ates here. 58% (14) 69% (18) 64% (32) 32% (8) 

40. Otl1er inmates here give you a 
bad name if you insist on being 
different. 58% (14) 35% (9) 46% (23) 60% (15) 

41. Inmates here will help a new 
ir~ate get along. 75% (18) 77% (20) 76% (38) 56% (14) 

42. Inmates here, as a whole, mind 
their O\'lU business. 37% (9) 50% (13) 44% (22) 68% (17) ~~ 

43. There are a feH in.TTIates here 
\-;,110 run everything. 50% (12) 23% (6) 36% (18) 72% (18) f'..) 
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44. 

45. 

:-$.? 

r-~------------------------------------------ -------------

Inmates around here usually 
on your back for no reason. 

Most inmates here will fight 
to get what they want. 

i\ 

I Female Male 

g~t 

r 37% (9) 0% (0) 
I' 
you 
I, 42% (10) 8% (2) 
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Total Male 

18% (9) 32% (8) 

24% (12) 56% (14) 
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Program Data 
1. Been on Furlough? 

2. 

3. 

Yes 
No 

Furlough Prog. Admin. Fairly? t 
Yes ~ 

No ~ 
Unsure, Don't Know f, 

Furlo:':shs: . Right or. privilegJ~ 
Right 
Privilege 
Both 
No Ans\ver 

f 
I; 

4. Been on Work Relea~e? ---------Yes 
No . i 

5. Been on Education Release? --- - --------- --------Yes 
No . 
No Ans\ver 

6. Work/Educ. ReI. Admin. Fairly? 
Both Admin. Fairly 
Work ReI.," Yes; Educ. ReI., No 
Work ReI., No; Educ. ReI., Yes 
Neither Admin. Fairly 
Unsure, Don't Know 
No Ans"wer 

• 

Female 
N (%) 

15 (62%) 
9 (38%) 

12 
11 

1 

4 
18 

1 
1 

8 
16 

1 
23 

13 
o 
2 
8 
1 
o 

50% 
46% 

4% 

17% 
75% 

4% 
4% 

33% 
67% 

L!-% 

96% 

54% 
0% 
8% 

33% .... 
4%' 
0 0"/ 

/0 

.. ~ 

Framingham 
Male 

N (%) 
24 (92%) 
,2 (8%) 

18 
7 
1 

8 
17 

1 

8 
18 

3 
22 

1 

20 
1 
o 
1 
3 
1 

69% 
27% 

4% 

31% 
65% 

4% 

31% 
69% 

11% 
85% 

4% 

77% 
4% 
0% 
4% 

11% 
4% 

Total 
N (%) 

39 (78%) 
11 (22%) 

30 
18 

2 

12 
35 

2 
1 

"J" ... 
. 16 

34 

4 
45 

1 

33 
1 
2 
9 
4 
1 

60% 
36% 

4% 

24% 
70% 

4% ' 
2% 

32% 
68% 

8% 
90% 

2% 

66% 
2% 
4% 

18% 
8% 
2% 
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7 •. -Work/Ed. ReI.: Right or Privilege? 
Right 
Privilege 
Both 
Unsure, Don 1 t Know 
No Answer 

8. Been in Counseling? 
Yes 
No 

9. Most Important Programs 
Furloughs 
,{.Jork Release 
Education Release 
Counseling 
Computer Program 
CaCre 
Institutional Education 
Readjustment Program 
Avocation 
Photography 
Pottery 
Religious Activities 
CowEtunity Service 
Institution Job 
Institution Council 
Athletic Activities 
Drug Programs 
Nass. Rehabilitation 
t-ione 

o 
a 

.' .. - -~ ---<- ~- -.-
..... ~~ 

Female 
N (%) 

10 42% 
12 50% 
o 0% 
2 8% 
o 0% 

15 
9 

6 
8 
2 
2 
8 
o 
9 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
o 
1 
2 
1 
3 

62% 
38% 

, ~-~ 

Male 
N- (%) 

10 38% 
11 42% 

1 4% 
2 8% 
2 8% 

17 
9 

5 
8 
5 
6 

11 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o .. 
.L 

65% 
35% 

'~-.-----~-- ----... _ ... 
. - -'-.. "", "",,-" '.", 

Total 
N (%) 

20 40% 
23 46% 

1 2% 
4 8%-
2 4% 

32 
18 

11 
16 

7 
8 

19 
2 

11 
2 

. 2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 

....., -~'."'~ -<-":""".--.~ . ..,-

64% 
36% 

N 
I-' 
o 

t. 

-I 

... ,.,..~ 
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APPENDIX B 

CHARACTERISTICS AND RECIDIVISM RATES OF 
FRAMINGH..L\N RELEASEE SAHPLE 

11 

_____________________ 1 ____________ .. __ ... , 
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· i 
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• f 

· , 

·1 
, 1 
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f. 
- CHARACTERISTICS AND RECIDIVISM RATES OF 

FRAMINGHAH RELEASEE SAMPLE 
: 
I 
iFemales Males Total , " 

Variable N l % Recid.Rate N % Recid.Rate N % Recid.Rate I ~ 

Total 86 ~100) 13% 35 (100) 9% 121 (100) 12% 
I' 

I 
1. Instit~tion Committed to ' --------

I, 
r 

Framingham 86 (100) 13% 86 (71) 13% 
I 

Concord cl - 21 (60) 14% 21 (17) 14% 
\\fa Ipo1e 14 (40) 0% 14 (12) '0% 

_ 0 

2. Institution Transferred from 

Framingham (no transfer) 86 (100) 13% 86 (71) 13% ~ 
Concord 18 (51) 11% 18 (15) 11% 
~'Jalpo1e 5 (14) 0% 5 (4) 0% 
Norfolk 12 (34) 8% 12 (10) 8% 

3. Institution Released from 
" --

Framingham 75 (87) 13% 33 (94) 9% 108 (89) 12% 
Charlotte House 11 (13) 9% 11 (9) 9% 
Boston State Pre-Release 1 (3) 0% 1 (1) 0% 
Roxbury Nulti-Service 1 (3) 0% 1 (1) 0% 

Total 86 (100) 14% 35 (100) 9% 121 (100) 12.7!f~,~)t 
ii..;f,*-4' 
4-<',' . 

r--,) 

I-' 
.p. 

t 
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Females Males Total Variable N % Recid·.Rate N % Recid.Rate N % Recid.Rate -
4. ~e at Release 

19 or younger 8 (8) 0"/ 2 (6) 0% 10 (8) 0% 10 

20-24 33 (38) 18% 15 (43) 7% 48 (40) 15% 25-29 15 (17) 20% 5 (14) 20% 20 (17) ,20% 30-34 12 (14) 17% 4 (11) 0% 16 (13) 13% 35 or older 18 (21) 0% 9 (26) 11% 27 (22) 4% 
. 5. Offense 

Against person 22 (26) 9% 24 (69) 4% 46 (38) 7% Sex 0 (0) 0 1 (3) 0% 1 (1) '0% Property 23 (27) 22% 4 (11) 50% 27 (22) 26% Other 14 (16) 7% 0 (0) 0 14 (12) 7% D ..... flO' 27 (31) 11% 6 (17) 0% 33 (27) 9% 
... ~O 

r o. }1inimum Sentence ~ 

c 
0 Indefinite 84 (98) 13% 20 (57) 15% 104 (86) 13% 5 years or less 2 (2) 0% 7 (20) 0% 9 (7) 0% Mo~e than 5 years 0 (0) 0 8 (23) 0% 8 (7) ,0% 

. 7 . Age at Incarceration 

19 or younger 17 (20) 6% 4 (11) 0% 21 (17) 5% 20-24 30 (35) 20% 18 (51) 6% 48 (40) 15% 25-29 13 ~15) 15% 3 (9) 33% 16 (13) 19% 30-34 11 (13) 18% 7 (20) 14% 18 (15) 17% '. 35 or older 15 <17) 0% 3 (9) 0% 18 (15) 0% , 

~ 
I-' 
VI 

J 
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Females Males Total 
Variable N % Recid.Rate N % Recid.Rate N % Recid.Rate 

8. Race 

White 43 (50) 16% 25 (71) 12% 68 (56) 15% 
Black 43 (50) 9% 10 (29) 0% 53 (44) 8% 

9. Marital Status 

Married 9 (10) 22% 14 (40) 7% 23 (19) 13% 
Single 52 (60) 10% 17 (49) 6% 69 (57) 9% 
Divorced 9 (10) 11% 4 (11) 25% 13 (11) , 15% 
Widmled 2 (2) 0% '0 2 (2) 0% 
Separated 8 (9) 38% 0 :- 8 (7) 38% 
Unknown 6 (7) 0% 0 6 (5) 0% 

10. Militarv Service 
" 

UnknolV!1 11 (13) 18% 0 , 11 (9) 18% 
None 75 (87) 12% 23 (66) 4% 98 (81) 10% 
Honorable Discharge 0 (0) 0 3 (9) 0% 3 (2) 0% 
Other Discharge 0 (0) 0 9 (26) .22% 9 (7) . 22% 

11. Last Address 

Boston 44 (51) 14% 16 (46) 0% 60 (50) 10% 
Other 42 (49) 12% 19 (54) 16% 61 (50) 13% 

.......... 
12. SOcioeconomic Status 

Upper 0 (0) 0 0 (0) 0 0 (0) 0 
Middle 24 (28) 21% 7 (20) . 0% 31 (26) 16% I'V 
Lmver 53 (62) 11% 27 (77) 11% 80 (66) 11% f-I .-

O'\-f 

Other 9 (10) 0% 1 (3) 0% 10 (8) 0% I 
I 

I 
.t 

.-
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Females 
Variable N % Recid.Rate N 

13. Occupational Group 

Professional 1 (1) 0%. 0 
Semi-Professional 5 (6) 0% 1 
Business 0 (0) 0% 2 
Clerical 23 (27) 13% 1 
Mahua1 13 (15) 23% 18 
Service Workers 29 (34) 17% 11 
Other 15 (17) 0% 2 

14. Length of Time Moet Skilled Job 

Up to 6 months 30 (35) 13% 9 
6 months up to 1 year 15 (17) .13% 8 
1 up to 2 years ,13 (15) 15% 4 
2 up to 5 years 9 (10) 22% 8 
5 years or longer 4 (5) 25% .2 
Unknown 15 (17) 0% 4 

15. LOlj,gest Period on One Job 

Up to 6 months 27 (31) 15% 8 
6 up to 12 months 14 (16) 14% 7 
1 up to 2 years 16 (19) 13% 6 
2 up to 5 years 10 (12) 20% 8 
5 years or longer 4 (5) 25% 2 
Unknown 15 (17) 0% 4 

~.".:::::....-.~~-:,;.:,:,:::::::.~:..::.:.::::--.::...:::..::..:..--~- . ~-

Males 
% Recid.Rate 

(0) 0% 
(3) 0% 
(6) 0% 
(3) 0% 

(51) 0% 
(31) 27% 

(6) 0% 

(26) 11% 
(23) 0% 
(11) 25% 
(23) 0% 

(6) 50% 
(11) 0% . 

(23) 43% 
(20) 0% 
(17) 17% 
(23) 0% 

(6) 50% 
(11) 0% 

_____ .. __ ~_., r-__ 

Total 
N % 

1 (1) 
6 (5) 
2 (2) 

2.4 (20) 
31 (26) 
40 (33) 
17 (14) 

39 (32) 
2') -) (19) 
17 (14) 
IT (14) 
6 (5) 

19 (16) 

35 , (29) 
21 (17) 
22 (18) 
18 (15) 

6 (5) 
19 (16) 

-'-~--_O.::-::::J 

Recid.Rate 

0% 
0% 
0% 

13% 
-10% 
20% 

0% 

13% 
9% 

18% 
12% 
33% 

0% 

14% 
10% 
14% 
11% 
33% 

0% 

N 
!--' 

" 

i 
,} 
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Females 

Variable N % Recid.Rate 

16. Last Grade Completed 

0-6 12 (14) 8% 
7-9 26 (30) 15% 
10-11 27 (31) 19% 
12 17 (20) 6% 
13 or higher 4 (5) 0% 

17. Drug Use 

None 38 (44) 13% 
Yes (not spec.) 5 (6) 0% 
Heroin 35 (41) 14% 
Other than Heroin 7 (8) 14% 
Marijuana 1 (1) 0% 

Yes (combined) 48 (56) 15% 

18. Ag~ at First Arrest 

15 or younger 21 (24) 14% 
16 -'20 35 (41) 11% 
21.:.25 19 (22) 16% 
'26-30 4 (5) 25% 
30 or older 7 (8) 0% 

Males Total 
N % Recid.Rate N % 

4 (11) 0% 16 (13) 
12 (34) 0% 38 (31) 

5 (14) 0% 32 (26) 
12 (34) 25% 29 (24) 

2 (6) 0% 6 (5) 

20 (57) 10% 58 (48) 
2 (6) .0% 7 (6) 

10 (29) 0% 45 (37) 
2 (6) 0% 9 (7) 
1 (3) 100% 2' . (2) 

15 (43) 7% . 63 (52) 

16 (46) 0% 37 (31) 
12 (34) 17% 47 (39) 

5 (14) 20% 24 (20) 
1 (3) 0% 5 (4) 
1 (3) 0% 8 (7) 

..... 

c __________ ~.., .~.'7,.. ·ii··iiii-iiiiii-· ____ ~· 

Recid.Rate 

6% 
11% 
16% 

·14% 
0% 

12% 
0% 

11% 
11% 
50% 

13% 

8% 
13% 
17% 
20% 

0% 

f'.) ,.... 
(X) 

I 
J 

~~ 
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I 
Females Males .. - Total 1 

Variable N % Recid.Rate N % Recid.Rate N % . Recid .Rate - - _. I 
19. Number of Court Appearances ~ 

1-5 31 (36) 13% 11 (31) 0% 42 (35) 10% 
6-10 15 (17) 7% 11 (31) 18% 26 (21) 12% 
11-15 14 (16) 29% 6 (17) 0% 20 (17) 20% 
16-20 10 (12) 10% 5 (14) 0% 15 (12) 7% 
21 or more 16 (19) t: o. 

0/0 2 (6) 50% 18 (15) ,11% 

20. No~ Offenses vs. Person 

I None 38 (44) 16% 5 (14) 40% 43 (36) '19% -
1 19 (22) 0% 11 (31) 0% 30 (25) 0% 
2-3 18 (21) 22% 9 (26) .0% 27 (22) 15% 
4 Or more 11 (13) 9% 10 (2q\ 

, ' I 10% 21 (17) 10% 

21. NqL Offenses vs. Propertx 

I None 18 (21) 17% 5 (14) 0% 23 (19) 13% 
1-5 50 (58) 8% 20 (57) 10% 70 (58) 0 01 " 

710 

6-10 7 (8) 29% 5 (14) 0% 12 (10) . 17% 
11 or more 11 (13) 18% 5 (14) 20% 16 (13) 19% 

22. No. of Narcotic Offenses 

None _ 43 (50) 12% 23 (66) 13% 66 (55) 12% 
1-5 27 (31) 19% 10 (29) 0% 37 (31) 14% 
6-10 7 (8) 0% 2 (6) 0% 9 (7) 0% 
11 or more 9 (10) 11% 0 0% 9 (7) 11% 

23. No. of Drunkenness Char~ 
/'0.;' 

None 60 (70) 12% 20 (57) . 5% 80 (66) 10% 1-' 
\0 

1-3 18 (21) 22% 12 (34) 8% 30 (25) 17% 
4 or more 8 (9) 0% 3 (9) 33% 11 (9) 9% 
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Females Males Total .. . , 

Variable N % Recid.Rate N % Recid.Rate N 70 Recid.Rate 

24. No. of Escape Charges 

None 74 (86) 12% 33 (94) 6% 107 '(88) 10% 
1 or more 12 (14) 17% 2 (6) 50% 14 (12) 21% 

25. No., of Juvenile Incarcerations 

None 69 (80) 13% 24 (69) 13% 93 (77) 13% 
1 or more 17 (20) 12% 11 (31) 0% 28 (23) 7% 

26. No~ of House of Correction Incarcerations 

None 57 (66) 12% 24 (69) 4% 81 (67) 10% 
1 or more 29 (34) 14% 11 (31) 18% 40 (33) 15% 

27. No., of State Incarcerations 

None 48 (56) 8% 30 (86) 10% 78 (64) 9% 
1 or more 38 (44) 18% 5 (14) 0% 43 (36) 16% 

28. Total No. of Prior Incarcerations 

None 30 (35) 7% 16 (46) 6% 46 (38) 7% 
1 .... 3 41 (48) 17% 12 (34) 8% 53 (44) 15% 
4-25 15 (17) 13% 7 (20) 14% 22 (18) 14% 

29. Length of Present Incarceration 

1-6 months 26 (30) 8% 5 (14) 0% 31 (26) 6% 
7-12 months 17 (20) 6% 12 (34) .25% 29 (24) -: : -.' 

" 

13-24 months 21 (24) 10% 3 (9) Q% ')1 
r-v 

25-36 months 10 (12) 30% 10 (29) 0"1 r-v 
0 

37 or more 12 (14) 25% 5 (1 { .., 



Females 
Variable N % Recid.Rate N 

30. Type of Release 

Parole 69 (80) 13% 34 
Discharge 17 (20) 12% 1 

Males 
% Recid.Rate N 

(97) 9% 103 
(3) 0% 18 

Total 
% 

(85). 
(15) 

Recid.Rate 

12% 
11% 

NI 
N ..... 

} 
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